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el,ctironsze AUTO -ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
KITS OR READY BUILT

rTOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE
ELECTRONIC IGNITION

IS

YOUR CAR
AS GOOD AS IT COULD BE ?
* Is it EASY TO START in the cold and the damp? Total Energy

Discharge will give the most powerful spark and maintain full put
even with a near flat battery.

* Is it ECONOMICAL or does it "go off"
ignition performance deteriorate
much more output and
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performance ei er. Larger plug gaps can be used, even wet or
badly fouled plugs can be fired with this system.

* TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE is a unique system and the most
powerful on the market - 31/2 times the power of inductive systems -
3 1/2 times the energy and 3 times the duration of ordinary capacitive
systems. These are the facts:
Performance at only 6 volts (max. supply 16 volts)
SPARK POWER - 140W, SPARK ENERGY - 36mJ
SPARK DURATION - 500pS , STORED ENERGY - 135mJ
LOADED OUTPUT VOLTAGE

50pF load - 38kV , 50pF + 500k - 26kV
We challenge any manufacturer to publish better performance
figures. Before you buy any other make, ask for the facts, its
probably only an inductive system. But if an inductive system is
what you really want, we'll still give you a good deal.

* All ELECTRONIZE electronic ignitions feature:
EASY FITTING, STANDARDIELECTRONIC CHANGEOVER
SWITCH, STATIC TIMING LIGHT and DESIGNED IN
RELIABILITY (14 years experience and a 3 year guarantee).

* IN KIT FORM it provides a top performance system at less than half
the price of comparable ready built units.The kit includes: pre -drilled
fibreglass PCB, pre -wound and varnished ferrite transformer, high
quality 2uF discharge capacitor, case, easy to follow instructions,
solder and everything needed to build and fit to your car. All you
need is a soldering iron and a few basic tools.

Most NEW CARS already have electronic ignition. Update YOUR CAR A
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r-6,ECTRON1ZE
ELECTRONIC CAR ALARM

HOW SAFE IS YOUR CAR ?
More and more cars are stolen each week and even a steering lock
seems little help. But a car thief will avoid a car that will cause him
trouble and attract attention. If your car has a good alarm system -
well there are plenty of other cars to choose from.

LOOK AT THE PROTECTION AN ELECTRONIZE ALARM
CAN GIVE

* MINIATURE KEY PLUG A miniature jack plug attaches to your key
ring and is coded to your particular alarm.

* 2025 INDIVIDUAL COMBINATIONS The key plug contains two
1% tolerance resistors, both must be the correct value and together
give 2025 different combinations.

* ATTRACTS MAXIMUM ATTENTION This alarm system not only
intermittently sounds the horn, but also flashes the headlight and
prevents the engine being started.

* 60 SECOND ALARM PERIOD Once triggered the alarm will sound
for 60 seconds, unless cancelled by the key plug, before resetting
ready to be triggered again.

* 30 SECOND EXIT DELAY The system is armed by pressing a small
button on a dashboard mounted control panel. This starts a 30
second delay period during which the owner can open and close
doors without triggering the alarm.

* 10 SECOND ENTRY DELAY When a door is opened a 10 second
delay operates to allow the owner to disarm the system with the
coded key plug. Latching circuits are used and once triggered the
alarm can only be cancelled by the key plug.

* L.E.D. FUNCTION INDICATOR An LED is included in the
dashboard unit and indicates the systems operating state. The LED
lights continuously to show the system is armed and in the exit delay
condition. A flashing LED indicates that the alarm has been triggered
and is in the entry delay condition.

* ACCESSORY LOOP - BONNET/BOOT SWITCH - IGNITION
TRIGGER These operate three separate circuits and will trigger the
alarm immediately, regardless of entry and exit delays.

* SAFETY INTERLOCK The system cannot be armed by accident
when the engine is running and the car is in motion.

* LOW SUPPLY CURRENT CMOS IC's and low power operational
amplifiers achieve a normal operating current of only 2.5 mA.

* IN KIT FORM It provides a high level of protection at a really low
cost. The kit includes everything needed, the case, fibreglass PCB,
random selection resistors to set the code and full set of components
etc. In fact everything down to the last washer plus easy to follow
instructions.

fill in the coupon and send to: Li Please send more information

ELECTRONIZE DESIGN Dept C  Magnus Rd I - NI - - - - - - - - - - - am on - aim Nam

TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE 16 or 12 volt negative earth)

L.

Assembled ready to fit £2140 £19.95
 D.I.Y. parts kit £1,540 £14.95

TWIN OUTPUT for cars and motor cycles with dual ignition

n Twin, Assembled ready to fit £ 3,645 £29.95
ri Twin, D.I.Y. parts kit £24155 £22.95

INDUCTIVE DISCHARGE 112 volt only)

Assembled ready to fit

Prices Include VAT

£15195 £12.75

£1-00 PP(UK) per Unit,

Wilnecote  Tamworth  B77 5BY tel 0827 281000
moo= MI Ell ======= all 11)0%1

CAR ALARM 112 volt negative eanh)

[ 1 Assembled ready to fit (All wires and £3795
parts kit connectors incl.) £24.95

I enclose cheque/postal order OR debit my Access/Visa card

VISA

Name

Address

Himirtrittitit

Code
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PROJECTS
SPEECH SYNTHESISER FOR THE BBC MICRO
by R. A. Penfold
Give your micro a voice
MULTIMOD by J. D. Rogers
Special effects for electronic musical instruments
TTL/POWER INTERFACE FOR STEPPER MOTOR
by J. Adams & G. M. Feather
STEPPER MOTOR MANUAL CONTROLLER
by J. Adams & G. M. Feather
LONG RANGE CAMERA/FLASH GUN TRIGGER
by R. A. Penfold
Automatic triggering using infra -red beam
DIGITAL GAUSS METER by R. Rowe
Accurate measurement of small amounts of magnetic flux
CAR ON/OFF TOUCH SWITCH by R. Barber
Alternative for the dashboard mechanical switch

SERIES
TEACH -IN 84 by G. Hylton Part 2: Batteries and Resistors
MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACING TECHNIQUES
by J. Adams & G. M. Feather Part 5: Stepper Motor Control
COMPUTER AIDED EXPERIMENTS
by A. A. Chanerley Part 3: Transistor Voltage -Transfer Characteristic

FEATURES
EDITORIAL More than a game
SHOPTALK by Dave Barrington
Product news, component buying and EEPCB Service
PLEASE TAKE NOTE High Speed A -to -D Converter
COUNTER INTELLIGENCE by Paul Young
A retailer comments
SEDAC 1984 Schools electronic design award competition
SPECIAL REPORT by A. A. Chanerley
RML380Z Microcomputer
EVERYDAY NEWS
What's happening in the world of electronics
FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT by Barry Fox
Computer Record; Radio Litter
BOOK REVIEWS A selection of recent releases
RADIO WORLD by Pat Hawker G3VA
Age of Contestants; Talkabout; Radio Marti; Standing Hazard
READERS' LETTERS Your news and views
CIRCUIT EXCHANGE A forum for readers' ideas
NEW PRODUCTS
Facts and photos of instruments, equipments and tools
SQUARE ONE
Beginners' Page: Audio Amplifier Integrated Circuits (i.c.$)
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HENRY'S
[AUDIO ELECTRONCe

COMPUTERS  COMMUNICATIONS  TEST EQUIPMENT  COMPONENTS ""

VISITOR PHONE  OPEN 6 OATS A WEEK  ALL PRICES INC VAT

THERMAL MATRIX
& LINE PRINTER

E129HANDBOOK. 3 ROLLS PAPER .V0 VAT
COMPLETE WITH FULL iw.

E1 13.00  VAT (UK post etc £1.051 (List approx £1871
15010 180 LPM  Full 96 CH ASCII  40 CPL 280 Data P/l
Auto -underline  50 Graphic Symbols  Back Space  Self
Test  VU/HOR TABS  7 x 10 Matrix  4.4" Wide Paper
Bidirectional  220/240 V AC Size /wpm 9.8 x 28 x 7.2"
SUITABLE FOR TANOY EIRC ORIC NASCOM GEMINI.
ACORNNEW BRAIN ORAGON etc etc.
'Your enquiries inyitedl
'Interface unit with leads C15 - state modeil

`CHERRY' ADD-ON KEYPAD
A compact 16 button keypad
suitable for use with cherry
keyboard to extend its functions.
Supplied brand new with data.
A 4 x 4 non -encoded single
mode keyboard.

£5.95 [inc. V.A.TI
UK C/P Free

SANYO DM2112 HIGH
RESOLUTION MONITOR
12" green display. _-

Composite video:
1280 characters.

Over 15 MHZ B'W.
2409 AC 34w:
16 xlI x12
Alphanumeric and

Graphic display. Usually £89.95 - £99.95
incl VAT

Price f69.9i.1 (UK C/P & ins C2.051

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
Mwith case (rotary switches!
+Side button - case £2.95
K 11125C is 13 range ti 23 OC

2 meg ohm £23.50
K0305111 16 range 10A DC.
2 meg ohm £26.95
K 030C 26 range IA
AC/DC 20 meg ohm £29.50

K055C  28 range 10A AC/OC 20 meg ohm £33.50
Metex 3000  30 range IDA AC/DC
20 meg ohm £33.24
6010 - 28 range 10A AC/DC 20 meg ohm £34.40
7030 4- AS60I0 high acc basic £41.30
KI0615  16 range 10A DC 2 meg plus
Hfe tester £39.95
SIFAM 22008 21 range 2A AC/OC 20 meg £29.95
Bench Models
TM355 29 range LED 10A AC /0C 20 meg.
Thandar £86.25
TM356 26 range LCD 10A AC/DC 20 meg.
Thunder [Replaces TM3531 £97.75
TM351 29 range LCD 10A AC' DC 20 meg.
Thandar £120.75
SIFAM 250024 rangeLCO 2A AC/DC 20 meg £79.95
ALSO IN STOCK Thurlby. Metrix and Beckman.
Professional series incl. True Rms. etc.

I.T.T. 2020
CABINET
Complete PROFES-
SIONAL Case
beautifully constructed
with cut out for one
-CHERRY. keyboard. plus
ample room to house a COMPLETE SYSTEM and power
supply. Complete with filtings.ICase top detachable! Unit is
silver-grey in colour. Robust construction. Sloping front
with side ventilation. Ideal for NASCOM. ACORN. TANGERINE
or your own system. Size 18 x 15 4 Wont slopes'

£27.50 inc. VAT HA UP C2 501

LP10 tOMHZ C26.95
LOGIC PROBES
OLP50 50 MHZ with carry case and
accessories ce9e5

MULTIMETERS0C/P65p1
C7061 50 K/Volt range doubler.) OA DC.
Total 36 ranges. Special Offer £12.50
HM10262 20K/V 10A EIC 22
range & cont. buzzer E13.50
TMK500 23 ranges 30K/V.
I 2A OC plus cont. buzzer £23.95
NH56R 206/5.22 range pocket £10.95
830A 26 range 30K/V. 10A AC/C1C overload
protection. etc. E23.95
360TR 23 range 100K/V. Large scale IDA
AC/DC plus Me £39.95
AT2100 31 range 100K/V deluxe. 12A
AC/DC £33.50
AT1020 18 range 20K/V. Deluxe plus Hfe
tester £18.95
YN360TR 19 range 201C/1.1 plus Hfe tester £15.95

SIGNAL GENERATORS 1220/240V AC1
FUNCTION: All sine/square/ triangle/TTL etc.
TG100 1112-100 KHZ £90.00
T6101 1HZ-200 KHZ £113.85
TG102 202-2 MHZ £166.75
PULSE
TG105 Various facilities 5 HZ -5 MHZ £97.75
AUDIO: Multiband Sine/Square
LAG27 10 HZ to 1 MHZ £90.85
AG202A 20 HZ to 200 KHZ gist E94.501 £83.50
LAG 125A 10 HZ-1 MHZ Low Distortion £159.85
OF

SG402 100 KHZ to 30 MHZ !list £79.501 £69.50
LSG17 100 KHZ to 150 MHZ £79.35

HIGH VOLTAGE METER
Direct reading 0/ 40 KV

?OK/Volt £23.00 [UK C1767111411111.

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE
METER
0.1 IR to 2000 Add LCD 8 ranges
0M6013 £52.75

TRANSISTOR TESTER
Direct reading POP NPN etc.
TC I £21.95
(UK C/P 65p)

VARIABLE POWER SUPPLIES
1UK C/P C1.001
PP241 0/12/240. 0/1A £35.00
PP243 3 amp version £59.95
PS1307S 8/15V
7 amp twin meter £24.95

FREQUENCY COUNTERS
PFM200A 200 MK hand held pocket
8 digit LED £77.60
MET1008 digilLED bench2 ranges 100 MHZ £102.35
MET6008 digit LED hench3 ranges 600 MHZ E132.25
MET1000 8 digit LEO 3 ranges I 011Z £182.85
TF040 8 digit LCD 40 MHZ_ Thandar £126.50
TF200 3 Vigil LCD 200 MHZ. Thandar £166.75

HENRY'S

OSCILLOSCOPES
Full specilication any model
on request. SAE by post

'NM Series NAMES: 'SC'
THANDAR: CS' TRIO:
3' CROTECH 'V' HITACHI
SINGLE TRACE UK C/P £3.00
3030 MHZ 5mV 95mm tube plus component
tester £177.10
SC1 10AM Miniature 10MHZ battery portable
Post free 071.00
Optional carry case CCM AC adaptor f669
Meads 012.50
HM 103 15 MHZ 2mV 6 x 7 display plus
component tester C/P 0300 £151.70

DUAL TRACE (UK C/P £4.00)
HM203/4 Dual 29 MHZ plus component
lester £303.60
CS1562A Dual 10 MHz (List £321.001 E269.500
3131 Dual 15 MHZ component tester £276.00
CS1566A Dual 20 MHZ All facilities !List £401 351

HM204 Dual 20 MHZ plus component tester
£349.50

sweep delay. E419.75
HM705 Dual 70 MHZ sweep delay £676.00
V212 Dual 20 MHZ £399.25.
V222 Dual 20 MHz plus extra facilities
V422 Ouai 40 MHZ portable
V203F Dual Trace 20 MHZ sweep delay
8134 Dual Trace 10 MHZ storage

All HITACHI. CROTECH & TRIO
MODELS AVAILABLE

OPTIONAL PROBE KITS
X1£7.95 X10£9.45

I Cubegate Limited

464-406 Edgware Road. London. W2 1E0
Computer. 01-402 6822. Components: 01-723 1008
Test Equipment & Communications: 01-724 0323

AUDIOELECTR01110
301 Edgware Road. London, W2 188
01-724 3564 mail to this address)

£391.00
£586.50.
£408.25*

E 1092.50.

XI X10£10.50

Huge stocks of

se micons. components, tools, etc.
Large range of CB equipment

and telephones in stock.

CALL IN AND SEE
FOR YOURSELF.

ORDER BY POST OR PHONE.

r

BENNING CROSS ELECTRONICS
67 Vicarage Road, Watford, Herts.
Telephone WATFORD (0923) 36234tl Export orders welcome All deliveries within 7 days.

Postage & Packaging 50p. Orders over £10 FREE
No V.A.T. to add Catalogue £1.75. Post FREE

KITS FOR EVERYONE
House burglar alarm unit. Very loud £24.95
+ Door, window switches 50p each

FM TRANSMITTER
UNITS

3 WATTS 85-115 MHz
£9.95

REMOTE CONTROLLIGHT

DIMMER
300 WATTS

COMPLETE KIT
£15.25

3 channel Sound to Light 750 watts/channel. Drive
direct from speakers (any wattage) £19.95

100 watts Inverter Unit 12V DC to 240V AC, 50Hz.
Built, tested £149.95 + £5.95 p&p

As above but high frequency for lighting
only £129.95 + £5.95 p&p

PCB's manufactured to your design, any quantity. S.A.E. with details please.
Problems? Let us design your circuits. Details & your telephone number.

SPECIAL OFFERS
1 + 9 10+

Memories 4116 65p 48p
TL209 L.E.D. Red 9p 7p
Green -Yellow 10p 8p
2N3055 40p 35p
BC108 9p 8p
NE555 16p 15p

741 14p 13p

16K RAM PACKS
FOR ZX81

KIT ONLY 0 5.95

See last month's advert for other kits or send SAE for full lists.

The K5000 Metal Detector Kit combines the challenge of DIY
electronics assembly with the reward and excitement of
discovering Britain's buried past.

As a Metal Detector -the K5000 boasts the proven
pedigree of C -Scope, Europe's leading detector manufacturer.
As a Kit -simplified assembly techniques require little technical
knowledge, and no complex electronic test equipment. All stages
of assembly are covered in a finely -detailed 36 page manual.
Detector Features Analytical Discrimination &Ground Exclusion
Ask at your local Hobby/Electronics shop or use the coupon and
send with your remittance to: -
C -Scope International Ltd., PO Box 36, Ashford, Kent TN23 2LN

release send me
- - - - -

K5000 Kits @ £119.991+0.00 p+p) each.

Please debit my Barclaycard/Access
O I enclose Cheque/PO

Name

Address

690 Everyday Electronics, November 1983
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XK113 MW RADIO KIT
Based on ZN414 IC, kit includes PCB, wound
aerial and crystal earpiece and all components
to make a sensitive miniature radio. Size, 5.5 x
2.7 x 2cms. Requires PP3 9V battery. IDEAL

FOR BEGINNERS f5.00

r HOME LIGHTING KITS
These kits contain all necessary components and full
inttructions & are designed to replace standard wall
switch and control up to 300w of lighting
TDR3O0K Remote Control £14.30

Dimmer
MK6 Transmitter for above £ 4.20

TD300K Touchdtrnmer £ 7.00

T5300K Tou<nswrtch £7.00
TDEX Extension kit for 2 -way

switching for TO300K £ 2.50

1.0300K Rotary Controlled £3.50Dimmer

r DVM/ULTRA SENSITIVE
THERMOMETER KIT

This new design is based on the
ICL7126 (a lower power version of
the ICL7106 chip) and a 3't2 digit
liquid crystal display. This kit will
form the basis of a digital multi -
meter (only a few additional re-
sistors and switches are required -details supplied),
or a sensitive digital thermometer 1-50°C to+ 150°C)
reading to 0.1°C. The basic kit has a sensitivity of
200mV fora full scale reading, automatic polarity in-
dication end en ultra low power requirement -giving
a 2 year typical battery life from a standard 9V PP3
when used 8 hours a day, 7 days a week

L_
Price f 15.50

411

NOW =COMPUTERCOMPUTER
SHOWROOM

DRAGON 32

r- COMPONENT PACKS
PACK 1 650 Resstors 47 ohm to 10 Mohm

10 per value E4.130
PACK 240 t 16V Electrolytic Capacitors

10uF to 10000 - 5 per value £3.25
PACK 360 PoIyester Capacitors 0 01 to

10S.250V - 5 per value E5.55
PACK 445 Sub.mintature Presets 100 ohm to

1 Mohrn - 5 per value E2.90
PACK 5 30 Low Profile IC Sockets 8. 14 and 16

- pin - 10 of each E2.40
,..,PACK 625 Red LEDs 15mm die. I F1.25

Hours Mon Fri 10am 6pm
Sat 10am 4pm

We also stock peripherals and
accessories - disc drives, printers,
joy sticks etc together with a

wide range of books and the latest
software for all the above
computers including ZX 81

SEND S A E FOR LIST TODAY,

F - COHTEIME

r014D003 -RN

Based on the SAB0600 IC the kit is supplied
with all components, including loudspeaker,
printed circuit board, a pre -drilled box 195 x
71 x 35mm1 and full instructions. Requires
only a PP3 9V battery and push -switch to
complete. AN IDEAL PROJECT FOR BEGIN-
NERS. Order as XK 102

£5.00
.4

FREE GREEN CATALOGUE

of SEMICONDUCTORS .nclurlinn CMOS. LS TT,
linear microprocessors and memories. full range of
LEDs capacitors. resistors, hardware relays switch.
etc We also stock VERO and Antes products as we
as books from Texas Instruments, Ratan. and FEW,

ALL AT VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES.
ORDERING IS EVEN EASIER - JUST RING

THE NUMBER YOU CAN'T
FORGET FOR PRICES YOU CAN'T RESIST

5-6-7 8-9-10

Answering service evngs &weekends

FAST SERVICE  TOP QUALITY  LOW LOW PRICES

T ELECTRONICS73
Boston Roadc11 -

London W7 3SJ

No circuit is complete without a call to

TEACH -IN 84
Complete kit of top
quality components
as specified by EE
including two EBBO
starter packs.

£15.80
L_

Add 65p postage & packing E.15, VAT to total
Overseas Customers.

Add f2 50 (Europe/. MOO lelsewherel for pap
Sand s A.E for further STOCK DETAILS.
Goods by return subjsct to availability.

OPEN19am to 5pm (Mon to Fril
lOarn to 4pm (Sat)

MACIWCAW

TEL

ALL
PRICES

EXCLUDE VAT
01-567 8910 ORDERS
01-579 9794 ENQUIRIES
01.579 2842 TECHNICAL AFTER 3PM

CIA

LCD 31/2 DIGIT MULTIMETER
16 ranges including DC voltage (200 my -1000
vl and AC voltage, DC current 1200 mA-10 AI
and resistance 10-2 Ml + NPN & PNP transistor
g and diode check Input impedance 10M.
Site 155x88x31 mm. Requires PP3 9v battery.

Test leads included ONLY E29.00

ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT XI(101
This KIT contains a purpose designed
lock IC, 10 -way keyboard, PCBs and all
components to construct a Digital
Lock, requiring a 4 -key sequence to
open and providing over 5000 different
combinations. The open sequence may
be easily changed by means of a pre -
wired plug. Size: 7 x 6 x 3 cms. Supply:
5V to 15V d.c. at 40uA. Output:
750mA max. Hundreds of uses for
doors and garages, car anti -theft
device, electronic equipment, etc. Will
drive most relays direct. Full instruc-
tions supplied. ONLY £10.50

Electric lock mechanisms for use with
latch locks and above kit

f13.50

DISCO LIGHTING KITS
DL 1000K
This value -for -money kit
features a bi-directional
sequence. speed of sequence
and frequency of direction
change, being variable by
means of potentiometers and
incorporates a master dimming control

£14.60
DWOOK
A lower cost version of the above, featuring
undirectional channel sequence with speed
variable by means of a pre-set pot. Outputs
switched only at mains zero crossing points
to reduce radio interference to a minimum.

Optional opto input DLA1 Only £8.00
Allowing audio ("beat")
-light response. 60p
DL3000K
This 3 channel sound to light kit features zero
voltage switching, automatic level- control &
built in mic. No connections to speaker or amp
required. No knobs to adjust - simply connect
to mains supply & lamps.

L.I1KwrChannell
Only £11.95 II

ELECTIMTITTUE
OcT

Please
mention
this
journal
when
applying

953 THE E.E
ENTHUSIAST'S

A -Z
BUYING GUIDE
It's amazing what you'll find in
the pages of our current autumn
price list, be you beginner,
expert or professional. The list
below gives some idea of the
enormous stocks we carry, and
our service is just about as
good as meticulous care and
nearly twenty years of
spec ialised experience can make it
WRITE, PHONE OR CALL FOR
OUR AUTUMN PRICE LIST NOW!

Access facilities Connectors Lamps
Aerosols Discounts Meters
Batteries Electrolytics Opto-electronics
Boxes Ferrites Potentiometers
Breadboards Grommets Pot Cores
Computers & Hardware Quantity prices
Eqpmnt I.Cs Resistors
Capacitors Knobs Relays

ITS
FREE!

Good Bargains
Good Service
Good Choice

Semi -conductors
Switches
Solder tools
Tools
Transformers
Vero products
Visa facilities
Zener diodes

ELECTROVALUE LTD., 28 St Jude's Road, Englefield Green, Egham, Surrey
TW20 OHB, (0784) 33603. Telex 264475: Northern Shop (Callers only) 680
Burnage Lane M/c M19 1NA. (061-432 49451 EV Computing Shop, 700
Burnage Lane, Manchester (061-431 4866).

FREE CAREER BOOKLET
Train for success, for a
better job, better pay

Enjoy all the advantages of an ICS
Diploma Course, training you ready for a
new, higher paid, more exciting career.

Learn in your own home, in your own
time, at your own pace, through ICS home
study, used by over 8 million already!

Look at the wide range of opportunities
awaiting you. Whatever your interest or
skill, there's an ICS Diploma Course
there for you to use.

Send for your FREE CAREER BOOKLET
toda -at no cost or obli  ation at all.

TICK THE FREE BOOKLET YOU WANT
AND POST TODAY

. ELECTRONICS ID TV Et AU D I 
s' ENGINEERING SERVICING 0 1

: ELECTRICAL 0 RUNNING YOUR r7 I
; ENGINEERING OWN BUSINESS L -I

I
Address . .. I

I
I ICS I
I I 160 Stewarts Road,

Dept N268

Division Of National London SW8 4UJ _.. °Its -16122hhours)) I

link 0, at iOn Corporation. tJ
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=Rapid
'Electronics

LINEAR LM339
LM348

45
60

LM3911
LM3914

120
175

55566
0.5E567

140
100

TL064
TL071

96
30

555CMOS
556CMOS
709
P.741
748
9400CJ
AY -3.1270
AY -3-8910
AY.3.8912

80
150
25
14
35

350
720
370
540

1CL7106
1CL7611
!CL7621
ICL7622
ICL8038
1CL8211A
ICk/17224
1CM7556
laLF351

790
95

180
180
295
200
785

80
45

LM358
LM377
arLM380
laLM381
LM382
LM384
LM386
LM387
LM393
LM709

170
65

120
120
130
65

120
100
25

LM3915 195
LM13600 105
MC1496 68
MC3340 135

MF10C5 350
ML922 400
ML924 195
ML925 210
ML926 140
ML927 140

laNE570
NE571
laRC4136
RC4558
SL480
SL490
SL76018
/05576477
SP8629
TBA120S.

370
370

55
60

170
250
150
380
250
70

TL072
TL074
11.71_081
TL082
TL084
TL170
UA2240
ULN2003
ULN2004
XR2206

50
95
25
45
95
50

120
85
90

290
CA3046 60 LF353 85 LM711 60 ML928 140 TBA800 75 ZN414 100
laCA3080 65 LF356 90 LM725 350 ML929 140 TBA810 96 ZN423 135
CA3089 190 LM10 360 LM733 75 MM5387A 465 T8A820 70 ZN424 135
CA3090AQ 375 LM301A 25 LM741 14 NE529 225 TBA950 220 25425E 350
CA3130E 85 LM311 70 LM747 60 NE531 150 TDA1008 320 25426E 330
laCA3140E 36 LM318 120 LM1458 40 NE544 205 laTIDA1022 490 ZN427E 650
CA3161E 100 LM324 40 LM2917 200 laN 6555 16 TDA1024 125 25428E 480
CA3189 290 LM334Z 100 LM3900 45 1.5E556 45 TL061 40 ZN459 285
laCA3240E 110 LM335Z 125 LM3909 70 NE565 110 TL062 60 Z510346 200

BC517 40 BF337 40 MPSU56 60 ZTX108 253055 50
TRANSISTORS BC547 BFR40 23 TIP29A 30 ZTX109 12 253442 120

BC548 10 BF R80 23 716298 55 ZTX300 14 la 253702 6
AC125 35 BC149 9 BC549 10 laBFR81 20 TIP29C 37 ZTX301 16 253703 9
AC126 25 BC157 BC558 10 8F X29 25 TIP30A 35 ZTX302 15 1,253704 6

AC127 25 BC158 10 BCY70 18 8F X84 25 TIP3013 50 ZTX304 17 253705 9

la AC128 20 BC159 8 BCY71 18 BF X85 25 TIP30C 37 ZTX341 30 2N3706 9

AC176 25 8C160 45 BCY72 18 BF X86 28 TIP31A 35 ZTX500 15 253707 10

AC187 22 8C168C 10 90115 55 BFX87 25 T1P31C 37 ZTX501 15 253708 10

22 BC159C 10 BD131 35 BFXB8 25 TIP32A 35 ZTX502 15 253709 10,A012.8
AD142 120 BC170 B BD132 35 BF Y50 23 TIP32C 37 ZTX503 18 253772 170
AD149 80 BC171 10 80133 50 BFY51 20 TIP33A 50 ZTX504 25 10.253773 195
AD161 40 BC172 8 BD135 40 BFV52 23 TIP33C 75 25697 20 1.253819 18
AD162 40 8C177 18 BD136 30 BFY53 32 TIP34A 60 25698 40 253820 40
AF 124 60 BC178 18 BC/137 30 BFY55 32 25706A 20 253823 65
AF126 50 8C179 18 813138 30 BFY56 32 TIP35A 105 25708 20 253866 90
AF139 40 BC182 10 laBD139 35 BRY39 40 TIP35C 125 253903 10

AF 186 70 laBC182L 8 1030140 35 BSX 0 20 TIP36A 125 2N1132 22 253904 10

AF239 75 BC183 10 BC/204 110 BSX29 35 TIP36C 135 251613 30 253905 6

BC107 10 BC183L 10 90206 110 BSY95A 25 TIP41A 45 252218A 45 253906 10

8C1076 12 BC184 10 BD222 85 BU205 160 TIP42A 45 252219A 25 254037 45
PrEIC108 10 8C184L 7 13F180 35 BU206 180 TIP120 90 252221A 25 254058 10

BC1088 12 BC212 10 BF182 35 BU208 170 T16121 90 252222A 20 254060 10

BC108C 12 BC212L 10 BF184 25 MJ2955 99 116122 90 252368 25 254061 10

laBC109 10 BC213 10 86185 25 MJE340 50 TIP141 98 252369 16 254062 10

8C109C 12 BC213L 10 8F194 12 MJE520 65 T1P142 98 252484 25 255457 36
8C114 18 BC214 10 BF195 12 MJE521 95 116147 110 252646 45 255458 36
BC115 22 laBC214L 8 BF196 12 MJE3055 70 1162955 60 252904 20 255459 30
BC117 18 BC2 7 BF197 12 MPF102 40 TIP3055 55 2529046 20 255485 36
80119 35 BC238 14 BF198 10 MPF 104 40 11543 40 252905 22 255777 45
BC137 40 BC308 12 BF199 18 MPSA05 22 11544 45 252905A 22 256027 30
BC139 40 BC327 14 BF200 30 MPSA06 25 TIS90 30 252906 25 40360 40
BC140 28 BC328 14 11.862448 22 MPSA12 30 TIS91 30 252906A 25 40361 50

BC141 30 BC337 14 BF245 30 MPSA55 30 VN1OKM 45 252907 25 40362 50
BC142 25 6C338 14 13F2568 45 MPSA56 30 VN46AF 75 252907A 25 40408 70
80143 25 BC477 30 BF257 32 MPSUO5 55 VN66AF 85 2N2926 9
BC147 8 BC478 30 BF 258 25 MPSUO6 55 VN88AF 95 1.253053 23
BC148 BC479 30 8E259 35 MPSU55 60 ZTX107 8 2N3054 55

MIN. D CONNECTORS
9 way 15 way 25 way 37 way

Plugs solder lugs 60p 85p 125p 170p
Right angle 120p 180p 240p 350p
Sockets lugs 90p 130p 195p 290P
Right angle 160p 210p 290p 440p
Covers 100p 90p 100p 1108

CONNECTORS

DIN Plug Skt Jack Plug Skt
2 pin 9p 9p 2.5mm 10p 10p
3 pin 12p 10p 3.5mm 9p 9P
5 pin 13p 11p Standard16p 208
Phono 10p 12p Stereo 24p 25p
1mm 128 13p 4mm 18p 17p
UHF (CB) Connectors:
PL259 Plug 40p. Reducer 14p.
50230 square chassis ski 38p.
S02395 roundthassis ski 40p.
1EC 3 pin 250V/6A.
Plug chassis mounting . 38p
Socket free hanging . . . 60p
Socket with 2m lead . . 120p

SWITCHES
Submin toggle:
SPOT 55p. SPDT 60p. DPDT 65p.
Miniature toggle:
SPOT 130p. SPDT centre off 90p,
DPDT 90p. DPDT centre off 100p.
Standard toggle:
SPOT 35p. DPDT48p
Miniature DPDT slide 12p.
Push to make 14p.
Push to break 22p.
Rotary type adjustable stop,
1 P12W, 2P6W, 3P4W all 558 each.
OIL switches:
4SPST 80p 6 SPST 80p. BSPST
100p.

SCR
 C106D
400V BA
400V 12A

30
70
95

VOICE SYNTHESISER,

Now your computer can talk.
The GI SP0256 speech processor
is able through stored program to
synthmize speech. Allophone
(extended phoneme) system gives
unlimited vocabulary.
Easily interfaced with any digital
system; ten TTL compatible sig-
nals are used to select the allo-
phones.
SP0256 . 925p. Data: 50p.

SOCKETS

8 pin
14 pin
16 pin
18 pin
20 pin
22 pin
24 pin
28 pin 23p 80p
40 pin 25p 98p
Soldercon pins 60P/100

Low Wire -
profile wrap
6p 25p
8p 35p
9p 42p
12p 52p
13p 60p
16p 70p
18p 70p

MICRO

2114L2 99
2716 225
2532 290
2732 290
2764 425
4116P20 85
5101L-1 220

6116P3 320
6502 CPU 325
6522 VIA 295
6532 570
6551 ACM 650
6800CPU 220
6802 CPU 250
6809 CPU 620
5810RAM 115
6821 PIA 110
6840 360
6850 110

COMPONENT KITS

SOLDERING IRONS

ntex CS 17W Soldering iron 495
r.3 and 4.7mm bits to suit . 85

S 17Wor XS 25W element. 210
ntex XS 25W . . 525
.3 and 4.7mm bits to suit . 85
older pump desoldering tool. 480
are nozzle for above . . 70

10 metres 22swg solder . 100

VERO

EROBLOCI .

5e 0.1 matrix:
x 1

.5 x 3.75

.5 x 5

.75 x 5
Q board
eropins per 100
ingle sided
ouble sided
ot face cutter .

in insertion tool
ring pen and spool
are spool 75p Combs

350

22
75
85
95

160

50
60

105
162
310

6

6852
6875
6880
81 LS95
81 LS96
81 LS97
80806
8085AC
8156
8212
8216
8224

240
495
100
85
85
95

250
340
350
110
100
120

8228
8251
8253
8255
6259
MC1488
MC1489
Z80A CPU
280A PIO
280A CTC
Z8OASIO 900
ZBOADMA 1150

220
250
390
225
390

55
55

290
260
260

An ideal opportunity for the beginner or the experienced constructor
to obtain a wide range of components at greatly reduced prices. '4W 5%
Resistor kit. Contains 10 of each value from 4.7 ohms to 1M (total
of 650 resistors) . . . . . . . . . . 530
Ceramic Cap. kit. 5 of each value - 22p to 0.01u (135 caps) . 370
Polyester Cap, kit. 5 of each value from 0.01 to 1uF 165 caps) . 575
Preset kit. Contains 5 of each value from 100 ohms to 1M (total
65 presets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 425
Nut and Bolt kit (total 300 itemsl: 1800
25 6BA '4" bolts 5068A washers 5068A nuts
25 6BA Yr" bolts 25 48A 'A" bolts 50 6BA washers
50 6BA nuts 25 6BA '4" bolts.

The Rapid Guarantee
* Same day despatch * Competitive prices
* Top quality components * In-depth stocks

MAIL ORDERS:
Unit 3, Hill Farm Industrial Estate,
Boxted, Colchester, Essex CO4 5RD.
TELEPHONE ORDERS:
Colchester (0206) 36412.

CABLES
20 metre pack single core connect-
ing cable ten different colours.65p
Speaker cable . . 10p/rn
Standard screened . 16p/m
Twin screened . . . 24p/rn
2.5A 3 core mains . . 23p/rn
10 way rainbow ribbon 65p/rn
20 way rainbow ribbon 120p/m

,10 way gery ribbon . . 38p/rn
20 way grey ribbon . &Op/rn

REGULATORS

78L05 30 79L05 65
78L12 30 79L12 65
78115 30 79L15 65
7805

7815

35 7905 40
7812 35 7912 40

35 7915 40

LM309K 130 LM723 35
LM317K 270 SPECIAL OFFER!
LM317T 120 78P05 10A +5V
LM323K 350 only 3908 each.

DIODES

BY127 12
0647 10
0A90 S

0A91 7
0A200 8
0A202 8
15914 4
11.154148 3

1.154001 3
154002 5
154006 7
154007 7
155401 12
155404 16
155406 17
4001nYVven 6

OPTO

10.3mm red 7 la 5mm red 7
1.3mm green 10 la 5rnrn green 10
10.3rnm yellowl 0 le 5rnrn yellow10
Clips to suit  3p each.
Rectangular TIL32 40
la red 12 TIL78 40
green 17 PeTIL111 60
yellow 17 ORP12 85
laTIL38 40 TIL100 90
255777 45 Dual colour 60
Seven segment displays:
Com cathode Corn anode
DL704 0.3" 95 0L707 0.3" 95
&END500 END507
0.5" 100 0.5" 100
TIL313 0.3'115 TIL3120.3"115
T1L3220.5"115 TIL3210.5"115
LCD: 3% digit 580p. 4 digit 620p.

RESISTORS

/4W 5% Carbon film 512 series 4.7
ohm 10M . . 1p
)4W 5% Carbon film E12 series 4.7
ohm to 4M7 . . . 2p each.
SW 1% metal film E24 series 10
ohm - 1M . . . 6p each.

HARDWARE

PP3 battery clips . .

Red or black crocodile clips
Black pointer control knob
Pr Ultrasonic transducers
10.6V Electronic buzzer
1.12V Electronic buzzer
laPB2720 Pievo transducer
0.64mm 64 ohm speaker
1.64mm 8 ohm speaker
20mm panel fuseholder

6
. 6
.15
350

60
65
75
70
70
25

POTENTIOMETERS

Rotary. Carbon track Log or Lin
1K - 2M2. Single 32p. Stereo 858.
Single switched 80p. Slide 60rnrn
travel single Log or Lin 5K - 500K
63p each.
Preset submin. hor. 100 ohms 1 M
7p each.
Cermet precision multiturn, 0.75W
5" 100 ohms to 100K - 88p each.

TRIACS

400V 46

400V 8A
400V 16A

50 BR100

65
95
25

JUMPER LEADS

Length 14pin 16pin 24pin 40pin
Sgle ended DlP(header plug) jumper
24 ins. 145 165 240 380
Dble ended DIPlheader plug) jumper
6 ins. 185 205 300 465
12 ins. 195 215 315 490
24 ins. 210 235 345 540
36ins. 230 250 375 595
25 way D Connector jumpers
18ins. long single ended male 495p.
18ins.long single ended f/male 525P.

COMPUTER CONNECTORS
2081 2 x 23 way edge connector
adre wrap suitable for ZX 81

d-ons . . . . . 150
SPECTRUM 2 x 28 way edge
connector wire -wrap suitable for
SPECTRUM add-ons . . 200

RIBBON CABLE
Grey Ribbon cable. Price per metre
10 way . 38 34 way . 150
16 way 55 40 way . 170
20 way 80 50 way . 198
24 way . 110 60 way . 260

PCB MATERIALS

Alfac transfer sheets - Please state
type (e.g. OIL pads etc.) 45
Delo etch resistant pen 100
Fibre glass board 3,75 x 8" 80
Fibre glass board 8 x 12" 200
Ferric Chloride crystals 100

CEMIMMII
VISA ;

ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD

WELCOME

CAPACITORS

Polyester, radial leads. 250v. C280
type: 0.01, 0.015, 0.022, 0.033 -
6p; 0.047, 0.068, 0.1 7p; 0.15,
0.22 - 99: 0.33, 0.47. 13p; 0.68 
20p; 1 u - 23p.
Electrolytic, radial or axial leads:
0.47/63 V, 1/63V, 2.2/63V,4.7/63 V,
10/25V - 7p; 22/25V, 47/25V- 8p;
100/25V - 9p; 220/25V - 14p;
470/25V - 22p; 1000/25V -30p;
2200/25V - 50P.
Tag end power supply electrolytics:
2200/40V - 110p; 4700/40V -1608
2200/63V - 140p; 4700/63V 230p
Polyester, miniature Siemens PCB:
1n, 2n2, 3n3, 4n7, 6n8, 10n, 15n, 7p;
22n,33n,47n, 68n, 8p; 100n, 914;
150n, 11p; 220n, 13p; 330n, 20P:
470n 26p:680n, 29p; lu 33p; 2u2,
508.

Tantalum bead:
0,1, 0.22, 0.33, 0.47, 1.0 35V -
12p. 2.2, 4.7, 10 9 25V - 20p;
15/16V - 30p; 22/16V - 27p; 33/
16V - 45p; 47/6V - 27p; 47/16V
708; 68/6V  40p; 100/10V - 90P.
Cer. disc. 22p -0.01u 50V, 3p each.
Mallard miniature ceramic plate:
1.8pF to 100pF 6p each.
Polystyrene, 5%101: 10p -1000p, 60;
15004700, 8p; 6800 0.012u, 10P.
Trimmers. Mullard 808 series: 2-10
pF, 22p; 2'22pF, 30p; 5.5-65PF,358

BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS

1A 50V
1A 400V

2A 200V 40
2A 400V 45
6A 100V 80
6A 400V 95

20 VM18 DIL 0.9A
35 200V . 50

IDC CONNECTORS

10 way
16 way
20 way
26 way
34 way
40 way
50 way
60 way

PCB Socket Edge
Plug
Straight
90 85 120

130 110 175
145 125 195
175 150 240
205 170 320
220 190 340
235 200 395
330 230 495

BOXES

Conn.

Aluminium
3 x 2 x 1" 65

Plastic with lid 4 x 2%x 1%" 95
& mrews 402%02" 95
3 x 2x 1" 55 604x2" 120
4%x 3 x 1%" 88 7x 5x2Y," 165
7 x 4 x 2" 160 80603" 205

CMOS

4000
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015

10
10
12
50
14
36
24
24
10
15
20
45
40

4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4031

20 4034
30 4036
45 4039
25 4040
42 4041
40 4042
45 4043
16 4044
33 4046
12 4047
75 4048
20 4049
40 4050
45 4051
14 4052

125 4053

140
249
280
40
40
38
40
40
40
35
38
21
21
42
48
48

4054
4055
4059
4060
4063
4066
4067
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
4075
4076
4077

78
80

430
42
so
22

225
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
45
14

4081
4082
4085
4086
4089
4093
4094
4095
4097
4098
4099
40106
40109
40163
40173
40175

12
12
48
50

125
18
68
65

290
70
70
40

110
60

100
75

40193
4502
4503
4507
4508
4510
4511
4512
4514
4515
4516
4518
4520
4521
4526
4527

65
60
32
35

110
45
40
40

115
115

55
40
50

130
so
50

4528
4529
4532
4534
4538
4543
4549
4553
4555
4556
4559
4560
4584
4585
4724

45
150
60

400
60
50

360
215
35
35

390
140
35
60

140

LS TTL

LSOO
LS01
LSO2
LSO3
LSO4
LSOS
LSO8
LSO9
LS10
LS11
LS12
LS13
LS14
LS15

LS20 12 I-575 20
LS21 12 LS76 17

LS22 12 LS78 17

11 LS26 14 LS83 35
11 LS27 12 LS85 48
12 LS30 15 LS86 20
12 LS32 18 LS90 24
14 LS37 14 LS92 25
12 LS36 15 LS93 24
14 LS40 13 LS95 38
12 LS42 28 LS96 95
14 LS47 35 LS107 40
12 LS48 45 LS109 21

12 LS51 14 LS112 21

19 LS55 14 LS113 21

30 L573 20 LS114 22
12 LS74 20 LS122 35

LS123 42 LS160 35 L5197 45 LS353 60
L5125 24 LS161 35 L5221 50 LS365 28
LS126 25 LS162 35 LS240 60 LS366 28
LS132 35 LS16.2 35 LS241 55 LS367 28
LS136 26 LS164 40 LS242 55 LS368 29
LS138 60 LS165 55 15243 55 LS373 58
LS139 30 LS166 60 LS244 100 LS374 60
LS145 70 L5170 75 LS245 70 LS375 43
LS147 150 LS173 60 LS247 48 LS377 60
LS148 75 LS174 45 LS251 28 LS378 57
LS151 38 LS175 45 LS257 32 LS390 45
LS153 38 LS190 35 L5258 32 LS393 40
LS154 75 LS191 35 LS259 55 LS399 156
LS155 33 LS192 35 LS266 20 LS541 78
LS156 36 LS193 36 LS273 58 L5570 135
L0157 30 LS195 32 LS279 30
LS158 29 LS196 45 LS283 38

11E1 7413 17 7444 85
7414 23 7446 88
7416 19 7447 36

7400 11 7417 19 7448 43
7401 11 7420 14 7450 14
7402 11 7421 19 7451 14
7403 12 7422 19 7453 14

7404 12 7427 18 7454 14

7405 14 7428 25 7460 14
7406 19 7430 13 7472 22
7407 19 7432 20 7473 24

7408 13 7433 20 7474 19

7409 13 7437 23 7475 26
7410 13 7438 24 7476 25
7411 15 7440 14 7480 45
7412 17 7442 30 7482 65

7483 30 74122 38 74161 46 74190 40
7485 60 74123 38 74162 46 74191 40
7486 19 74125 33 74163 46 74192 40
7489 180 74126 33 74164 46 74193 40
7490 19 74132 30 74165 46 74194 40
7491 34 74141 54 74167 150 74195 40
7492 24 74145 48 74170 115 74196 40
7493 24 74147 75 74173 58 74197 40
7494 33 74148 60 74174 53 74198 80
7495 33 74150 48 74175 45 74199 80
7496 38 74153 38 74176 35
7497 86 74154 47 74177 42
74100 78 74155 36 74179 75
74107 22 74156 36 74180 38
74109 24 74157 28 74181 100
74121 24 74160 55 74182 55

ORDERING INFO. All components brand new and full specification. All prices exclude VAT.
Please add to total order. Please add 50p carriage to all orders under £15 in value. Send cheque/
P.O. or Access/Visa number with order. Our detailed catalogue costs 45p (free with orders over
f 10). Callers most welcome. Telephone orders welcome with Access or Visa. Official orders
accepted from colleges, Schools, etc... Callers most welcome, we are open Monday to Friday.
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YOUR CAREER . YOUR FUTURE ..YOUR OWN BUSINESS YOUR HOBBY

THIS IS THE AGE -OF ELECTRONICS !
the worldt fastest growth industry ..

There is a world wide demand for designers/engineers and for men to service and maintain all the electronic equipment
on the market today - industrial - commercial and domestic. No unemployment in this walk of life!
Also - the most exciting of all hobbies - especially if you know the basic essentials of the subject.. ..
A few hours a week for less than a year - and the knowledge will be yours....
We have had over 40 years of experience in training men and women successfu ly in this subject.

Our new style course will enable
anyone to have a real understanding
of electronics by a modern, practical
and visual method. No previous
knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minumum of theory.

You learn by the practical way in
easy steps, mastering all the essentials
of your hobby or to start, or further, a
career in electronics or as a self-
employed servicing engineer.

All the training can be carried out in
the comfort of your own home and at
your own pace. A tutor is available to
whom you can write personally at any
time, for advice or help during your
work. A Certificate is given at the end
of every course.

You will do the following:
 Build a modern oscilloscope
 Recognise and handle current electronic

components
 Read, draw and understand circuit diagrams
 Carry out 40 experiments on basic

electronic circuits used in modern
equipment using the oscilloscope

 Build and use digital electronic circuits
and current solid state 'chips'

 Learn how to test and service every type
of electronic device used in industry and
commerce today. Servicing of radio, T.V.,
Hi-Fi, VCR and microprocessor/computer
equipment.

British National Radio8cElectronics School Reading,Berks.RG1 113R

COLOUR BROCHURE

I
I
I

I

I POST NOW TO

Please send your brochure without any obligation to I am interested in:

COURSE IN ELECTRONICS

NAME as described above I
RADIO AMATEUR LICENCE

MICROPROCESSORS I
ADDRESS

OTHER SUBJECTS I
please state below

I

OR TELEPHONE US I

BLOCK CAPS PLEASE 0734 51 51 5 OR
01 COWS/0M NCI COML. I

TE 22758
(24LEXHR SERVICE) CACCEE/11/841

LBritishNationalRadioecElectronics School Reading,Berks.RG1 IBRJ
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BI-PAK BARGAINS
TRIACS - PLASTIC
4 AMP - 400v - T0202 - TAG 136G
1 OFF 10 OFF 50 OFF
40p £3.15 £17.50
8 AMP - 400v - T0220 - TAG 425
60p £5.75 £21.50

100 OF
E30.00

E50.00

MINIATURE FM TRANSMITTER
Freq: 95-106MHz. Range: mile
Size: 45 x 20mm Add: 9v bat ONLY
Not licenced in U.K. f5.50
ideal for: 007 -M15 -FBI -CIA -KGB etc.

PROGRAMMABLE UNIJUNCTION
TRANSISTOR
PUT case T0106 plastic MEU22 Similar to 2N6027/
6028 PNPN Silicon
Price: 1-9 10-49 50-99 100+
Each 20p 18p 15p 13p
Normal Retail Price £0.35 each.

SEMICONDUCTORS FROM
AROUND THE WORLD

100 A collection of Transistors,
Diodes, Rectifiers & Bridges

SCR's, Tnacs, I.C.'s & Opto's all of
which are current every -day useable
devices.

Guaranteed Value Over DO Normal
Retail Price.

° Data etc in every pack. Order No. VP56

Our Price £4.00

BI-PAK'S OPTO SPECIAL
A selection of large and small sized LED's
in various shapes, sizes & colours, togeth-
er with 7 Segment Displays both anode &
cathode plus photo transistors emitters
and detectors. Cadmium Cell ORP12 and
Germ. photo transistor OCP71 included. In
all a total of 25 Opto pieces valued over

£12 Normal Price

Order No. VP57
Our Super Value

Price Just
£5.00

HYBRID
LED COLOUR
DISPLAYS

Red, Green, Yellow -
.3/.5/.6 inch Mixed
types and colours
NUMERIC & OVER-

FLOW Common
Anode/Cathode.

GaAsP/GaP. Brand
New, Full Data incl.

10 pieces lour mix) .. £4.00
Normal Retail Value Over £10.00

Order No. VPSB

VP3
VP4
VP5

VP6
VP7
VP8
VP9
VP10
VP11

VP12

VP13
VPt4
VP15

VALUE PACKS
Pak No. thy Description Price
VP1 300 Assorted Resistors Mixed Types £1.00
VP2 300 Carbon Resistors I-# Watt Pre -

Formed f1.00
200 Watt MM Carbon Resistors Mixed £1.00
150 4 Watt Resistors 100 ohm -1M Mixed £1.00
200 Assorted Capacitors All Types £1.00
200 Ceramic Caps MiOiature - Mixed £1.00
100 Mixed Ceramics Disc. 1pf - 56pf £1.00
100 Mixed Ceramic Disc. 68pf - .015pf £1.00
100 Assorted Polyester/Polystyrene CpasE1.00
60 C280 Type Caps Metal Foil Mixed £1.00

100 Electrolytics - All Sorts £1.00
60 Bead Type Polystyrene Min Caps 0.00
50 Silver Mica Caps Ass. 5.6pf - 150pf £1.00
50 Silver Mica Caps Ass. 180pf - 4700pf £1.00
50 High Voltage Disc. Ceramic 750v - 8Kv

Mixed E1.00

VALUE PACKS

Pak No. sty description Price

VP28
VP29

VP30

VP31

VP32

VP33

VP34

VP35

VP36

VP37

VP42

VP43

VP44

VP45

VP46

VP47

10 Rectangular .2" Green LED'S E1.00
30 Ass. Zener Diodes 250mW - 2W

Mixed Vlts. Coded £1.00
10 Ass. 10W Zener Diodes Mixed \Ms.

Coded E1.00
10 5 Amp SCR's TO -66 50-400v Coded £1.00
20 3 Amp SCR's T066 Up To 400v Un-

coded £1.00
200 Sit Diodes Switching Like IN4148 DO -

35 £1.00
200 Sil. Diodes Gen. Purpose Like 0A200/

BAX13/16 £1.00
50 1 Amp IN4000 Series Gil Diodes Un-

coded All Good £1.00
8 Bridge Rects. 4 x 1 Amp 4 x 2 Amp

Mixed Vlts. Coded £1.00
8 Black Instrument Type Knobs With

Pointer;" Std £1.00
10 Black Heatsinks To Fit TO -3, TO -220

Ready Drilled £1.00
4 Power -Fin Heatsinks 2 x TO -3 2 x

TO -66 Size £1.00
1 Large Power Heatsink 90 x 80 x 35

mm Drilled For Up To 4 TO3 Devices£1.00
50 BC107/8 Type NPN Transistors Good

Gen. Purpose Uncoded £1.00
50 BC177/8 Type PNP Transistors Good

Gen. Purpose Uncoded £1.00
10 Silicon Power Trans. Similar 2N3055

Uncoded £1.50

VP40

VP41

IC BARGAINS
30 Assorted 74 Series TTL I.C.'s Gates,

Flip -Flops & M.S.I.'s + Data Book. All
New, Normal Retail Value Over 500
Our Price

30 Assorted CMOS I.C.'s CD4000 Series
Pack Includes 00/09/12/14/18/21/23/
25/28/30/35/44/68 AY/AE Types Plus
Data Sheet Value Over £8.00. Normal
retail
YOU MAY ORDER any ONE TYPE of the
above CMOS at E2.00 per 25 pieces.
ORDER AS VP41 + type number re-
quired.

£2.50

£2.50

RATCHET SCREWDRIVER KIT
Comprises 2 standard screwdriver blades 5 & 7mm
size. 2 cross point size 4 & 6. 1 Ratchet handle. 5 -in -
1 Kit £1.45 each. 0/No 3296

OUR GREAT NEW CATALOGUE
Presented with a Professional Approach and Appeal to ALL who require

' Quality Electronic Components, Semiconductors and other Accessories
ALL at realistic prices. There are no wasted pages of useless
information so often included in Catalogues published nowadays.
Just solid facts i.e. price, description and individual features of what
we have available. But remember, BI-PAK's policy has always been
to sell quality components at competitive prices and THAT WE
STILL DO.

We hold vast stocks "in stock" for fast immediate delivery, all
items in our Catalogue are available ex stock. The Catalogue

is designed for use with our 24 hours "ansaphone" service
and the Visa/Access credit cards, which we accept over the
telephone.

To receive your NEW 1983 BI-PAK Catalogue, send 75p
PLUS 25p p&p to: -

VALUE PACKS
Pak No. Qty Description Price
VP16 50 Wirewound Res. 9W (avg)

Ass. 1 ohm - 12K £1.00
VP17 50 Metres PVC Covered

Sinlge Strand Wire Mixed
Colours f1.00

VP18 30 Metres PVC Covered Multi
Strand Wire Mixed Coloursf1.00

VP19 40 Metres PVC Single/Multi
Strand Hook -Up Wire
Mixed £1.00

VP20 6 Rocker Switches 5 Amp
240v £1.00

VP21 20 Pcs. 1 -2 & 4 mm Plugs &
Sockets Matching Sizes f1.00

VP22 200 Sq. Inches Total, Copper
Clad Board Mixed Sizes £1.00

BI-PAK
SOLDER -
DESOLDER KIT
Kit comprises: ORDER NO. VP80
1 High Quality 25 watt General
PurposeLightweightSolderinglron
240v mains incl 3/16" (4.7mm) bit.
1 Quality Desoldering Pump High
Suction with automatic ejection Knuded
anti -corrosive casing and Teflon nozzle
1.5 metres of De -Soldering braid on plastic
dispenser
2 yds (1.83m) Resin Cored Solder on
Card
1 Heat Shunt tool tweezer Type
Total Retail Value over £12.00
OUR SPECIAL KIT PRICE £9.95

DIGITAL VOLT METER MODULE

3 x 7 segment displays Basic Circuit. 0-
2v-± instructions provided to extend
voltage & current ranges Operating

voltage 9/12v. Typ. Power Con-
sumption 50mA

0/No. VP99 Once only price
£9.95

SINGLE SIDED FIBREGLASS
BOARD
Order NoPieces Size Sq. Ins Price
FB1 4 9 x 2r 100 £1.50
FB2 3 11 x 3" 100 f1.50
FB3 4 13 x 3" 156 £2.00
DOUBLE SIDED FIBREGLASS
BOARD
FB4 2 14 x 4" 110 £2.00

INTRUSION
ALARM

The DOOR BIRD
DB 2000 alerts
you before your
door is opened.
Just hang on
the inside door
knob - alarm is
activated as
soon as the
outside door
knob is touched.

ONLY

£3.95

Silicon NPN'L' Type Transistors
TO -92 Plastic Centre Collector Like BC182L -
183L - 184L
VCBO 45 VCEO 30 IC200mA Hfe 100-400
All perfect devices - uncoded. ORDER AS
SX183L

50 off 100 off 500 off 1000 off
£1.50 £2.50 £10.00 £11.00
Silicon General Purpose NPN Transistors
TO -18 Case. Lock fit leads - coded CV7644
similar to BC147 - BC107 - ZT89 ALL NEW VCE
70v IC503mA. ORDER AS CV7644

50 off 100 off 500 off 1000 off
PRICE £2.00 £3.80 £17.50 E30.00
Silicon General Purpose PNP Transistors
TO -5 Case. Lock fit leads coded CV9507 similar
2N2905A to BFX30 VC60 IC600mA MM HFE 50.
ALL NEW. ORDER AS CV9507.

50 off 100 off 500 off 1000 off
PRICE £2.50 £4.00 £19.00 £25.00

KA

Send you Weis to Dept. EE11 BI-PAK PO 8006, WARE, HI31TS.
SHOP AT 3 BALDOCK ST., WARE, HEMS.

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER. SAME DAY DESPATCH. ACCESS,
BARCLAYCARD ALSO ACCEPTED. TEL MI) 3112. GIRO 8111 708.
DD 15% VAT AND 75p PER ORDER POSTAGE AND PACKING.

VALUE PACKS
Pak No. Sty Description Price
VP23 20 Assorted Slider Pots.

Mixed Values £1.00
VP24 10 Slider Pots. 40 mm 22K 5 x

Log 5 x Lin f1.00
VP25 10 Slider Pots. 40 mm 47K 5 x

Log 5 x Lin E1.00
VP26 20 Small .125" Red LED'S £1.00
VP27 20 Large .2" Red LED'S E1.00

TRANSISTORCLEARANCE
All Sorts Transistors, A mixed
Bag NPN-PNP Silicon & Germ.
Mainly Uncoded You To Sort

100 Pack Includes Instructions For
Making Simple Transistor
Tester. Super Value. Order No
VP60 £1.00

BI-PAK PCB ETCHANT AND
DRILL KIT
Complete PCB Kit comprises
1 Expo Mini Drill 10,000RPM 12v DC incl 3
collets & 3 x Twist Bits
1 Sheet PCB Transfers 210mm x
150mm

1 Etch Resist Pen
1 #Ib pack FERRIC CHLORIDE
crystals
3 sheets copper dad board
2 sheets Fibreglass copper clad
board
Full instructions for making your
own PCB boards

Retail Value over £15.00
OUR BI-PAK SPECIAL KIT PRICE £9.95
ORDER NO. VP81

Cw

SILICON BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS
Comprising 4 x
1i Amp rectifers
mounted on PCB.
VRM - 150 vlts
IFM - 1.5 Amps

Size: 1 inch square
10 off £1.00
50 off £4.50

100 off £7.50

ORDER NO: 4R1 B
Rect.

OPTO 7 -Segment Displays
Brand new 1st Quality

LITRONIX DL 707R 14 -pin

Red 0.3" Common Anode Display 0-9 with
right hand decimal point TTL compatible
5v DC Supply. Data supplied

IN
PACKS
OF

5 pieces £3
10 pieces £5
50 pieces £20

100 pieces £35
1,000 pieces £300

160p each)
(50p each)
140p each)
(35p each)
(30p each)

THE MORE YOU BUY -
THE LESS YOU PAY

VP38 100 Silicon NPN Transistors -
All Perfect. Coded Mixed.
Types With Data And Eqvt.
Sheet No Rejects Rantas-
tic Value £3.00

VP39 100 Silicon PNP Transistors -
All Perfect, coded Mixed.
Types With Data And Eqvt
Sheet No Rejects Real
Value £3.00

2N3055 The best known Power Transistor in
the world - 2N3055 NPN 115w.
Our Bi-Pak Special Offer Price

10 off 50 off 100 off
£3.50 £16.00 £30.00

BD312 COMPLIMENTARY PNP POWER TRAN-
SISTORS TO 2N3055. Equivalent MJ2955- - -
-80312-T03. Special price £0.70 eri7
10 off
£6.50

Use your credit card. Ring us on Ware 3182 NOW
and get your order even faster. Goods normally
sent 2nd Class Mail.
Remember you must add VAT at 15% to your
order.
Total Postage add 75p per Total order.

6.'1S



ENFIELD
208

Middlesex.
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ELECTRONICS
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TRANSISTORS

AC125 30p
AC126 30p
AC127 30p
AC128 30p
AC132 90p
AC141 30p
AC142 30p
AC176 30p
AC187 30p
AC188 30p
AD149 80p
A0161 45p
40)162 45p
BC107 12p
BC107A 14p
8C1075 14p
BC108 12p
BC108A 14p
BC10813 14p
BC108C 14p
8C109 12p
0C10913 14p
BC109C 14p
BC140 35p
BC141 35p
BC142 35p
BC143 35p
80147 12p
BC148 12p
BC157 12p
BC158 12p
BC159 12p
BC160 50p
BC161 45p
8C167 15p
BC168 12p
BC169 12p
BC170 20p
BC171 13p
BC172A 12p
BC173 13p
BC177 20p
BC178 20p
BC179 25p
BC181 23p
BC182 12p
BC1828 14p
0C1821 12p
BC183 12p
5C1835 12p

BC183C 12p
BC1831 12p
BC183LB 12p
BC184 12p
BC1848 12p
BC1841 12p
BC186 30p
BC187 30p
BC212A 14p
BC212L 12p
BC213 12p
8C213B 12p
8C2131 12p
BC214 12p
BC214B 14p
8C2141 12p
BF194 14p
BF195 14p
BF198 14p
BF199 14p
BF200 35p
BF224B 20p
BF2448 35p
BF256 35p
BF257 35p
BF258 35p
BF259 35p
BF594 40p
BF595 30p
BFR39 20p
BFR79 30p
BFR80 30p
BFX29 30p
BFX84 30p
BFX85 30p
BFX87 30p
BFX88 30p
8FY50 28p
BFY51 25p
BFY52 25p
BFY90 80p
BRY39 40p
BSX20 30p
BSX29 35p
BU105 170p
BU205 200p
BU208A 220p
MJ2955 90p
MJE340 50p
MJE371 90p

MJE2955 110p
MJE30557 80p
MPSA06 25p
MPSA56 30p
MPSUO5 65p
MPSU56 60p
0C22 150p
0C23 150p
0C26 100p
0C28 200p
0C36 220p
0C41 75p
0C42 75p
0070 60p
0076 60p
0081 60p
0082 60p
0084 513p
T1929 30p
TIP29A 35p
TIP29B 50p
TIP29C 45p
TIP30A 40p
TIP3OB 50p
TIP30C 45p
TIP31 38p
TIP31A 40p
T1P3113 40p
TIP31C 45p
TIP32A 40p
TIP32C 40p
TIP36C 140p
TIP41A 50p
TIP41B 50p
11942A 60p
T1142B 65p
TIP120 80p
TIP121 80p
TIP142 120p
TIP2955 70p
71543 36p
TIS44 40p
TIS90 30p
TIS91 30p
VN1OKMA 75p
VN66AF 95p
VN88AF 110p
ZTX107 12p
ZTX108 12p
ZTX109 12p
ZTX300 15p
ZTX30 18p
ZTX30 20p

ZTX303 20p
27X304 209
ZTX330 35p
273(500 18p
ZTX501 1119

ZTX502 18p
ZTX503 18p
ZTX504 30p
ZTX531 30p
ZTX550 30p
2N696 35p
214698 45P
214699 40p
2N706A 26p
2N708 396
BC237 18p
BC23813 18p
BC307 18p
BC308 14p
BC327 16p
BC328 16p
BC337 169
BC338 16p
BC441 369
BC461 36p
BC477 40p
BC478 40p
8C517 45p
BC547 15p
BC548 159
BC549 16p
BC556 20p
BC557 16p
BC558 16p
BC559 16p
BCY70 20p
BCY71 20p
BCY72 23p
80131 SOp
BD132 50p
BD133 60p
BD135 501/
00136 40p
80137 40p
BD138 496
BD139 45p
BD140 45p
214914 36p
214918 30p
214930 30p
2N1131 30p
2N1132 30p
2141303 80p

2141304 80p
2141305 80p
2N1307 70p
2N1308 SOP
2N1613 36p
2N2222A 30p
2N2369A 28p
2N2646 68p
282904A/5A 30p
2N2906A 60p
2N2907A 30p
2N2926G 121
2N2926R 12p
2N29265 12p
2143053 30P
2143054 75p
2N3055E 60P
2N3442 150p
2N3615 200p
2N3702 12p
2N3703 12p
2N3704 12p
2143705 12p
2N3706 12p
2N3707 12p
2N3708 12p
2N3710 12p
2143711 12p
2143771 200p
2143772 200p
2143773 200p
2N3819 25p
2N3820 45p
2143823 50p
2N3866 1130p
2N3903 15p
2N3904 15p
2143905 15p
2143906 15p
2N5172 30p
2N5194 80p
2N5457 42p
2N5458 48p
3N128 85p
314140 85p
314141 85p
314163 110p
314201 110p
3N202 125p
40406 SOp
40407 80p

TTL
7400 18p
7401 18p
7402 18p
7403 18p
7404 18p
7405 18p
7406 32p
7407 32p
7408 25p
7409 25p
7410 18p
7411 25p
7412 26p
7413 26p
7414 37p
7416 28p

7417 28p
7420
7422

20p
28p

7425 28p
7426 28p
7427 30p
7428 30p
7430 26p
7432 26p
7433 35p
7437 30p
7438 30p
7440 23p
7441 51p
7442 40p
7443 71p
7444 95p
7445 71p
7446 71p

7447 75p
7448
7450

55p
21p

7451 20p
4753 21p
7454 21p
7460 21p
7470 25p
7472 25p
7473 30p
7474 35p
7475 40p
7476 35p
7480 30p
7481 110p
7482 70p
7483 58p
7484 S1p
7485 75p

7486 35p
7489 140p
7490 37p
7491 45p
7492 40p
7493 41p
7494 41p
7495 41p
7496 41p
7497 60p
74100 95p
74104 58p
74105 58p
74107 30p
74109 30p
74110 41p
74111 70p
74116 70p
74118 65p

74119 70p
74121 35p
74122 41p
74123 41p
74126 70p
74132 65p
74135 50p
74141 51p
74144 250p
74145 575p
74147 125p
74148 65p
74150 70p
74151 46p
74153 469
74154 81p
74155 46p
74156 46p
74157 35p

74160 65p
74161 55p
74162 46p
74163 46p
74164 46p
74165 60p
74166 60p
74167 185p
74170 195p
74173 120p
74174 65p
74175 65p
74176 46p
74177 55p
74180 50p
74181 121p
74182 70p
74184 105p
74185 105p

74190 58p
74191 55p
74192 55p
74193 55p
74194 52p
74195 52p
74196 55p
74197 55p
74198 95p
74199 95p
74221 60p
74279 60p
74284 95p
74285 95p
74366 64p
74390 325p
74393 1009

.LS TT'.
741.000 17p
741.001 17p
741002 17p
741004 17p
741005 17p
741008 18p
741.009 20p
741.010 20p
741011 20p
74/512 23p
741S13 28p
741014 32p
741015 21p
741020 21p
741021 21p
741S22 21p
741S26 21p

741527 21p
741028 21p
741030 21p
74L532 21p
741033 21p
741037 21p
741038 21p
741040 21p
741042 37p
74LS49 63p
741051 21p
741554 21p
74LS55 21p
74L563 138p
74LS73 25p
741074 25p
741575 28p
741076 25p
741578 25p

741583 51p
741085 52p
741086 23p
741090 39p
741093 35p
74LS95 46p
741096 109p
7410107 46p
7410109 35p
7410112 32p
741S113
7415114 32p
7410122 46p
741.5123 46p
7410124 166p
7410125 37p
7410126 35p
7410132 41p
7410136 28p

7410138 40p
7410139 39p
741S147 121p
7415148 86p
7410151 46p
7410153 52p
7410154 120p
7415155 46p
741S156 46p
741S157 40p
7410158 40p
7415160 40p
7415161 40p
741S162 40p
7415163 43p
7415164 48p
741S165 60p
7415166 Sip
7415168 97p

7410169 98p
741S170 86p
7410173 63p
7415174 58p
741S175 52p
741S181 115p
7410183 201p
7410190 58p
7410191 55p
7410192 55p
7410193 55p
7415194 52p
7410195 52p
7410196 52p
7410197 52p
7410221 63p
7415240 81p
7410241 75p
74LS242 SOp

7410243 81p
74LS244 65p
74LS245 86p
7410247 65p
7410248 66p
7415249 66p
7410251 40p
7410253 46p
74LS257 40p
7410258 43p
7415259 67p
7410260 30p
7410266 32p
74LS273 63p
7410275 145p
7410279 40p
7410280 110p
7415283 46p
7410290 60p

74LS293 46p
74LS353 lip
7415362 110p
7410365 35p
7410366 35p
7410367 35p
74L5368 35p
7410373 70p
74LS374 70p
74LS375 52p
74103136 130p
7410390 55p
74LS393 55p
7410395 98p
7410398 310p
7410541 130p
7410629 200p
7415669 160p
7410670 120p

CMOS
CD4000 15p
CD4001 15p
CD4002 15p
CD4006 60p
CD4007 16p
CD4008 45p
C04009 30p
CD4010 35p
CD4011 15p
CD4012 20p
CD4013 25p
CD4014 55p

CD4015 46p
CD4016 30p
CD4017 40p
CD4018 52p
CD4019 30p
CD4020 52p
CD4021 46p
CD4022 46p
CD4023 20p
CD4024 40p
CD4025 18p
CD4026 100p
CD4027 25p
CD4028 45p
CD4029 55p

CD4035 55p
CD4038 125p
C04040 50p
CD4041 50p
C D4042 45p
CD4043 46p
CD4044 46p
CD4045 120p
CD4046 55p
CD4047 46p
CD4048 45p
CD4049 30p
C04050 30p
C134052 70p
CD4053 60p

CD4054 100p
CD4060 80p
CD4066 30p
C04068 20p
C134n69 20p
CD4070 16p
CD4071 18p
CD4072 18p
CD4075 25p
CD4076 60p
CD4077 30p
CD4078 25p
CD4081 25p
CD4082 25p
CD4085 72p

CD4093 40p
CD4099 140p
CD4160 75p
CD4161 75p
CD4162 75p
CD4163 75p
CD4175 75p
C04402 75p
CD4412 75p
CD4419 75p
CD4445 75p
CD4446 75p
CD4449 75p
CD4501 35p
CD4502 70p

CD4503 46p
CD4511 52p
C04512 60p
CD4514 140p
CD4515 200p
CD4516 65p
C04518 52p
C04520 60p
CD4528 81p
C04538 100p
CC4539 78p
CD4541 100p
CD4555 60p
CD4561 110p
CD4568 80p

CD4569 80p
CD4572 80p
CD4581 80p
CD4582 80p
CD4583 60p
CD4584 60p
CD4585 110p
CD40100 200p
CD40106 80p
CD40109 100p
CD40114 200p
CD40174 80p

RIBBON CABLE
(Priced per 33cm)

COLOUR
WAYS
10 26p
20 53p
26 76p
34 100p

DIODES
44119 15p
08215 16p
84/03 10p
8/100 30p
BY127 18p
05133 20p
85206 30p
BY207 30p
85299 40p
00110 18p
0447 10p
0490 Op

0491 Op

0A95 8p

04200 9p
04202 9p

N823 5p

14914 5p
0916 6p
814000 5p
N4001 5p

744002 5p
N4003 Op

194004 6p
N4005 7p

N4006 7p
54007 Op

04108 5p
N4448 6p

1715060 18p
1145062 20p
1715400 11p

105401 12p
1N5402 14p
1N5403 15p
1145404 169
1N5405 17p
(N5406 18p
1145407 22p
1815406 25p
1044 5p
10921 7p

10922 7p
10923 7p

LINEAR
CA1310E 186p
CA1350E 90p
CA3020 230p
CA3028 110p
CA3035 270p
CA3043 305p
CA3055 85p
CA3065 150p
CA3080 80p
CA3081 225p
CA3085 146p
CA3086 65p
CA3089 230p

CA3090 415p
CA3130 105p
CA3140 52p
CA3240 125p
ICM7555 105p
ICM7556 200p
LF347 200p
LF351N 55p
1F353N 100p
1M224 150p
1M301 30p
LM308 100p
LM311N 81p
1M31874
1M324 50p

LM339 80p
LM348 90p
LM358 62p
1M380 85p
LM381 170p
LM382 130p
LM384 160p
L M386 100p
L M387 140p
iLM389 110p
ILM732 55p
I LM747 75p
ILM1458 45p
ILM3900 70p
ILM3909 92p

LM3911 140p
LM3914 285p
1M3915 285p
LM3916 2115p
MC1458 70p
MC1488 80p
MC1489 90p
NE555 20p
NE556 55p
NE564 405p
NE566 173p
NE567 161p
NE570 391p
NE571 387p
SAA5010

S4A5020
SN76013N295p
TAA621A 290p
TAA6618 175p
TBA120B 70p
TBA120S 68p
TBA120U 98p
TBA5400 161p
108651
TBA800 95p
TBA8105 110p
TBA820 131p
.TBA9200 175p
.TCA270S 171p
7041004 345p

TDA1008 347p
TDA1022 570p
TDA1024 120p
TDA2002 150p
TDA2003 345p
TDA2020 350p
TDA2030 340p
TDA2102
TDA2522
TDA9400
T1061 50p
T1062 75p
71064 150p
TL071 50p
TL072 60p

TL074 117p
710131 40p
TL082 65p
TL083 92p
11084 65p
UA748 40p
ZN414 95p
ZN424 150p
ZN425 400p
ZN426 345p
ZN427 715p
ZN1034 230p
ZN1040 750p

D CONNECTORS
PLUGS SOCKETS

9 way 90p 125p
15 way 125p 190p
25 way 190p 230p

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
HP2, 1.2v, 4.0471 R.95
HP2, .2v, . .2.10
HP11, 11v, 12AM E2.45
HP7, 1.25v, 500mAH £1.00.....

AAA, 1.2v, 180mAH aup
PP3 8.4v, 110mAH 14."

I.C. SOCKETS
LOW PROFILE

D.I.L Type Price
8 pin 10p

14 pin 12p
16 pin 14p
18 pin 18p
20 pin 24p
22 pin 25p
24 pin 301
28 pin 32p
40 pin 35p

TURNED PIN
OIL. Type Price
8 pin 35p

14 pin 509
16 pin 60p
18 pin 55p
22 pin 75p
24 pin 50p
28 pin pxip
40 pin 150p

ZENER DIODES
132361C/14 watt: 3773, 396, 399, 4W, 5776,
602, 795, 81/2, 100, 11V, 129, 130, 15V, 18V,
20V, UV, 24V, 27V, 30V, 339, 36V, 395, 43V,
179, 56V, 680, 75V, 82y, 1000, 180V, 2009

16p each
621'88C/0.4 wait 103, 297, 377, 393.306, 3779,
41/3, 497, 501, 596, 602, 705, 8W, 991, 10V,
11V, 1277, 13V, 150, 169, 18V, 229,1204p0,47,Vh,
301/, 339, 3677

LEDs
5mm: Red 10p 113: Red

Green 13p Red 20P
yellow 13p Green 26p

3rem. Red 10p Yellow 25p
Green 13p 323: Th.
Yellow 13p Red 20p

COX21. Red Green 2511
lashing 65p Yellow 25P
251: Flect/stack. 503: Square

Red 20p Red 20p
Green 25p Green 25p
Yellow 25p Yellow 25p

REGULATORS
LM304H 180 04723C 77p 78H12 (34/5V)p
LM309H flOp 78054 50 460p
LM3D9K 130p 78124 sop 78105 35p
17.43175 350p 7812Kc 121p 78112 35p
LM317T 130p 7815A 50p 78115 35p
LM320/5 65p 78184 50p 78118 35p
LM320/12 65p 7824A 50p 78124 35p
LM320/15 65p 79054
LM320/24 65p 79124

55p 78162 35p
55p 79105 45p

180p 79154 55p 79112 45p
LM1469 324p 79184 55p 79115 45p
11,4761184/577) 79244 55p 79118 45p

4509 79124 45p
ALUMINIUM

BOXES
311," 0 191" x 9,("
80 x 50 x 25 80p
100 x 65 x 50 120
100 0 70 x 40 120
100 x 100 x 40 1.20
135 0 70 x 40 120
135 x 105 x 40 1.40
180 x 125 x 65 1.95
205 x 155 x 75 2.50

VERO
White 71
Blk 71 x
Blk 120
Blk 180

PLASTIC BOXES
x 49 x 25 60p

49 x 25 60p
x BO x 35 1.10
x 110 x 55 1.75

VERO BOARDS
127 x 63 1.10
95 x 63 95p
431 0 63 3.17
127 x 95 1.20
95 x 95 1,10
431 x 95 4.20
454 x 119 5,50
63 x 25 pk of 5 1.30

THYRISTORS
BT101 104p
0T102 104p
BT106 104p
01107 1329
07100 1439
T1C44 209
TICI060 40p
TIC106M 77p
11C1260 99p
TIC2060 80p
TIC226D 90p
11C2460 130p

105 14/400V 104p
281599 40p
284441 170p
2N4444 1500
285060 369
285061 339
285062 42p
2N5063 47p
2N5064 47p
6C0m4/20V 21p
600mA/30V 24p
60004/1009 30p

600m4/200V 45p
1A/5077 40p
14/10 45p
14/25851 50p
14/4009 60p
14/60051 759
18/8000 901
34/50V 46p
34/1009 53p
34/200V 58p
311/4000 71p
34/6001/ 79

34/8131V 99p
54/509 03p

54/4009 60p
54/6009 70p
54/8009 80p
74/1009 55p
74/2009 60p
74/4009 701
74/6009 BOp

74/8000 90p
104/500 55p
104/1009 60p
108/200V 65p
105/4005 lop
10A/600V 88p
104/80(1V 115p

TRIACS
24/2005 Sop

24/400V Epp
24/6005 60P

4A/400V 60p
p6604//20010055

64/400V 90p
84/400V 80p
104/100V 80p
104/200V 100p
104/400V 110p
104/4001 100p

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
14/5077 300
14100V 30p
14/20077 35p
14/4005 40p
2A/50V 35p
24/100V 45p
24/2005 50p
24/4005 55p

64/50V nit
64/100V 75p
64/2005 80p
64/4005' 100p
104/2005' 200p
104/400V 200p
254/2004 250p
254/400V 300p

SOLDER
20 swg, 3 core

495p

Dale Etch resist
Et .10POTENTIOMETERS

Carbon track, 0 watt log & linear
values:

Range Price
470R-2.2MR (single track) 409
4.7K-2.2MR (dual gang/ 1009
4.7K-2.2MR (single gang D/P switch)

oop

5°0g

SLIDER POTS6000 track, log & linear values:watt
Range Price
5K -500K 80p

PRESETS
Pre -se pots 1

Range Price
50R-4.7MR (mini vert. & horiz) 10p

each. 33 F 33p. 47,7 40p. 68,1 63p. 220,1 110p.
16V:2,2, 3u3 20p each. 4u7, 60825p each. 10,132p. 2,135p. 16V: 33uF 40p. 47uF 60p. IS&
95p. 220u 105p. 2511: 15u1,22uF 40p each. 47,1, 68uF 600.35V: 0.1uF, MuF, 0.47uF 16p each.
1,1. 1u5 Op each. 2,2 259. 3,3, 4,7109 each. 6u8 309. 10,1 40p. Olaf 609.
ELECTROLYTIC Axial or Radial 16V: 10uF, 22,1, 33uF I0p each. 47uF, 68,1, 100,1 12p each.
125,1, 220,114p each. 330,1 18p. 470,124p. 680,136p. 1000uF 30p. 1500uF 40p. 2200,150p.
25V. luF, 10u1, 22u1, 47,110p each 1 00,1 12p, 2204 20p. 470,130p. 1090uF 413p. 2200,155p.
4700uF 115p. 35V: 120u1, 250u1 20p each. 40V: 6u8 100- 470,1 30p. 1003uF 45p. 50V: 0.47uF,
1u1 Bp each. 1u1 (smell) 12p. 220uF 35p. 630: luF, 2u2, 407 Ip each. 10,1, 22,110 each. 47uF
12p. 100,120p. nOuF 30p. 1008: 4.1148p. 1601/. IOMF 32p. 2500: 0.01uF, 0907,F, 0.1uF 10p
each. 022(1111p. 047,112p. luF 18p. 2u2 26p. 10,123p. 100,135p. 4008: 047,135p. 6009:
0022,1, 0.047,1 30p each. 0.22u1, 67p. 100008: 0,0022,1 27p. 00224, 01,1 39p each.
POLYESTER C280 250V 01, .022, 633, .068_1 Bp..15, 22, 3310p. 47129..68 20p. luF 26p.22
50p.

SILVERED MICA 292, 3p3, SpF, 10pF,18pF, 20pF, 22pF, 25pF, 270 13p each. 30pF, 33pF, 39pF,
47pF, 50pF, 56pF, 68pF, 75pF, 82pF, 100pF, 120pF, 150pF, 180pF, 20071, 220pF, 250pF, 270pF,
300pF 15p each. 330pF, 390pF, 470pF 199 each. 500pF, 560pF, 680pF 22p each. 820pF 24p.
1000pF 27p. 15009132p. 1800pF 42p. 2200pF 45p. 2700pF 48p 3600p1 55p. 39%pF 68p. 4700pF
83p. 5000pF 98p. 6800pF 115p. 820071120p. 10000pF 125p.

RESISTORS
High stability. I watt, 5%

Range
2p 1p

Price (1-991 (100 0 )
1R-10MR

High stability, 1 watt, 5%
Range Price (1-99) (100+)
119-10MR 3p 1.5p

CAPACITORS
CERAMIC 1pF, 272, 2p7, 393, 3p9, 4p7, 5p6, 6p8, Bp2, 10pF, 12p1, 15pF, 18pF, 220, 27pF, 33pF,
39pF, 47pF, 56pF, 68pF, 82pF, 100pF; 120pF, 150pF, 180pF, 220pF, 270pF, 330pF, 470pF, 560pF,
680pF, 8200, 1000pF, Ins, lril, 2n2, 3n3, 3n9, 4n7, 5n6,6n8,8n2,10nF,22nF,47nF, 100nF 6p each
MW.110: 100V InF, 2n2, 3n3, 4n7, 6n8, lOnF 7p each, 15nF, 22n1, 33nF, 47pF 9p each. 68nF,
101301 11 p each. 220nF 15p. 330o1 18p. 470nF, 20p.
POLYSTYRENE 22pF, 47pF, 68pF, 82p1, 100pF, 720511, 150pF, 220pF, 270pF, 330p1, 390pF,
470pF, 681071, 820pF, 16000, 12000, 1500pF, 1800pF, MOW, 2200pF, 3300pF, 4700pF, 5600pF,
lOnF Bp each
TANTALUM BEAD 3V: 100uF, 150uF, 220,1, 330,164p each. 470,1110p. 680,1160p. 603:
6u8, 12p. 10,113p. 33,133p. 47,125p. 100,1, 220,177p each. 470,1160p. 109: 15uF, 22,120p

50p P&P ON ALL ORDERS UNDER £10
TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED WITH ACCESS

All prices include V.A.T. & BARCLAYCARD. OFFICIAL ORDERS MOST
Same day despatch WELCOME FROM SCHOOLS ETC.

WE ARE OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9-6 PM
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MORE THAN A GAME

THE popular fascination of home computers stems almost entirely from
their ready use as fun machines. The ever-growing repertoire of software

for games available in shops and stores in every high street, to say nothing of
the products on offer through mail order, is sufficient proof of the manner in
which most home computers are currently employed. It is indeed remarkable
that a high proportion of computer users are hooked on this form of amuse-
ment and probably never even consider other more enlightened uses for their
machines. For, with all due respect to the ingenious schemes conjured up by
the compilers of these games, the end achievement must surely be considered
flippant and banal considering the high technology involved and the tremen-
dous capabilities of these machines.

Coincident with the dawning of the "leisure age", the arrival of the
microcomputer has been most opportune. But it can give little satisfaction to
contemplate the wide spread extension of the amusement arcade function
while more meaningful applications of computing power have yet to be
properly explored. What is possibly the most versatile tool of all to come into
the hands of the ordinary person remains at present under exploited. Games
software is heavily promoted and presented in attractive if often lurid
packages; its appeal to the computer owner is understandable. But there is a
real danger that by their very variety and abundance, games will divert atten-
tion from more serious and useful functions that this complex product of high
technology is waiting to perform.

Apart from conventional data processing and computing tasks, the home
computer has yet to make its impact as the brain centre for controlling exter-
nal electrically operated systems or machinery. The essential link in such
cases is electronic circuitry, the design and construction of which is well
within the capabilities of the electronics enthusiast.

To this end computer owners will find much food for thought in our
current series Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques. This month's article is
concerned with computer control of stepper motors. There is also in this issue
a one-off project for BBC Micro owners. Speech synthesis is a fascinating
subject in its own right, and now thanks to large-scale integration, this
faculty-unique otherwise to homo sapiens-can be added to an existing
computer by means of the compact unit which is fully described in our pages.

Readers' Enquiries
We cannot undertake to answer readers' letters requesting modifications,

designs or information on commercial equipment or subjects not published
by us. All letters requiring a personal reply should be accompanied by a
stamped self-addressed envelope.

We cannot undertake to engage in discussions on the telephone.

Component Supplies
Readers should note that we do not supply electronic components for

building the projects featured in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, but these
requirements can be met by our advertisers.

All reasonable precautions are taken to ensure that the advice and data
given to readers are reliable. We cannot, however, guarantee it and we
cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices quoted are those current
as we go to press.

Back Issues
Certain back issues of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS are available

worldwide price f1 .00 inclusive of postage and packing per copy. Enquiries
with remittance should be sent to Post Sales Department, IPC Magazines
Ltd., Lavington House, 25 Lavington Street, London SE1 OPF. In the event
of non -availability remittances will be returned.

Binders
Binders to hold one volume 112 issues) are available from the above

address for £4.60 inclusive of postage and packing worldwide.
Please state which Volume.

Subscriptions
Annual subscription for delivery direct to any address in the UK: £12.00.

Overseas: £1300. Cheques should be made payable to IPC Magazines
Ltd., and sent to Room 2613, King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street,
London SE1 9LS.
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SPEECH
SYNTHESISER
FOR THE BBC MICRO

BY R.A.PENFOLD

THE normal method of communicating
with a computer is to provide an input

via the keyboard and to obtain an output
by way of a monitor screen or printer, but
these methods are used simply because
they are easily implemented in practice,
and not because they are invariably the
most convenient to use. In many cases it
would be far more convenient to give
voice commands and to have the com-
puter respond with a synthesised voice.

A great deal of research has been done
in both these fields in recent years, and
speech synthesis for small digital systems

has been a practical proposition for some
time now.

All simple methods of speech synthesis
provide what is really quite a crude
speech output, but intelligibility is ade-
quate for most purposes. The problem
with high quality speech synthesis is sim-
ply that it requires more memory than a
small digital system can support (about
5 kilobytes per word).

This speech synthesiser project uses
the GI SP0256 speech synthesiser chip
which enables any desired words to be
assembled and stored in a minimal

amount of memory. The unit couples to
the user port of the BBC Microcomputer
(Model B), and its audio output can either
be taken to an audio amplifier or fed to
the analogue input of the computer
1MHz bus so that the speech is
reproduced through the computer's inter-
nal loudspeaker.

SPEECH CHIP
The SP0256 is a very complex device

which has a 2K x 8 -bit ROM, a micro -
controller, a 12 -pole digital filter which
models the human vocal tract, and a
pulse width modulator. Fortunately this
device is quite easy to use despite its com-
plexity, and the block diagram of Fig. 1

shows a simple arrangement which works
well in practice.

A 6 -bit address bus is used to select the
required sound or "allophone". The
SP0256 does not have a store of complete
words, but instead 64 basic sounds (in-
cluding pauses) are available, and words
are produced by stringing the appropriate
allophones together.

This gives slightly inferior speech
quality when compared to systems which
store complete words, but it has the ad-
vantage of simplicity in certain respects,
and a reasonable representation of any
word can be produced so that this system
effectively has an unlimited vocabulary.

It is essential to have the SP0256
correctly syncronised with the microcom-
puter which supplies the allophone ad-
dresses, and as speech is a very slow
process by electronic standards this really
means slowing down the flow of the
allophone address to the correct rate for
the SP0256. This is achieved using two
handshake lines.

In order to get the speech chip to
reproduce the allophone designated by
the address fed to the address bus, a pulse
signal is applied to the speak input. The
wait output then sends a signal to the
computer until the selected allophone has
been completed. The most simple way of
halting the flow of addresses during these
periods is to use a software loop con-
trolled by the signal from the SP0256,
and this is the system used here.

The output of the speech chip is a train
of pulses at a fixed frequency, but the
pulse width is varied so that the average
output voltage can be set at any level be-
tween the two supply rails. In order to
smooth out this pulse train into a proper
audio signal it is merely necessary to
process the signal using a low-pass filter.

The audio output level is quite low, and
a high gain amplifier is used to boost the
signal to a level that can fully drive the
analogue input of the BBC computer, or
any normal audio power amplifier. The
output can also drive a crystal earphone
incidentally.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Fig. 2 shows the full circuit diagram of

the Speech Synthesiser for the BBC
Microcomputer.

Resistors R 1 to R7 are merely used to
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COMPONENTS

The completed
Speech Synthesiser
for the BBC Micro-
computer. Note the
small recessed slot
for the ribbon cable.

ADDRESS BUS

SPEAK

WAIT

SPEECH
SYNTHESIS

CHIP

LOW
PASS

FILTER
AMP

AUDIO

OUTPUT

Fig. 1. System block diagram for the
Speech Synthesiser.

protect inputs of the SP0256 (which is a
mos device) against static charges when
the unit is not connected to the computer.
The seven outputs and one input needed
to operate the SP0256 could probably be
provided by six of the user port data lines
plus the two handshake lines (C131 and
CB2), but here the alternative method of
using the 8 data lines (PBO to PB7) is

used.
PBO to PB5 are used as the address

bus, PB6 provides the "speak" pulse, and
the "wait" signal from the SP0256 is

taken to PB7. A slight problem was en-
countered with this system in the form of
the audio output from the unit failing to
cease at the end of the final allophone, but
this was cured in the software (by adding
a pause allophone at the end of each
sequence) and not by any additional

Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram of the Speech

r

+5V

PB7 )

PBS
)18

PBS )15

PBS )14

P53)13

PB2 )
12

PBI )1

PBO)

hardware.
A clock signal at about 3.2MHz is re-

quired, and the SP0256 has a built-in
clock oscillator. This can be used with a
crystal, but in this circuit inductor L 1 is
used instead, and by adjusting C3 the
clock frequency (and pitch of the audio
output) can be set at the desired level.

R8 and Cl are used to provide a
negative reset pulse at switch -on.

R9 is the descrete load resistor for the
output stage of IC 1. The output amplifier
uses TR1 as a high gain common emitter
amplifier. An integrated circuit audio am-
plifier would probably not work well in
this application due to the low supply
potential of 5 volts (which is obtained
from the user port of the computer). The
low-pass filtering is provided by R10, C6,
R 1 I, C7 and C8.

Synthesiser For The BBC Microcomputer.

71 19123
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Resistors
R1-7 1 MO (7 off)
R8 100k0
R9 4.7k51
R10,11 221c0 (2 off)
R12 1M12 See
R13 5600
R14 3.3k0 Shop
All 1W carbon ±5% Tali(

Capacitors page 703
Cl 100nF polyester
C2 100pF ceramic plate
C3 500pF compression

trimmer
C4 270pF ceramic plate
C5 470nF polyester
C6 22nF polyester
C7,8 10nF polyester (2 off)
C9,10 100µF 10V elect.

axial leads
C11 11.1F 63V elect.

axial leads

Semiconductors
IC1 SP0256 mos speech

synthesis i.c.
TR 1 BC109C silicon npn

Miscellaneous
L1 470 axial leads
SK1 20 -way i.d.c. socket and

cable to suit BBC
Micro User Port

SK2 3.5mm jack socket
Printed circuit board: single -
sided, size 107 x 72mm, EE PCB
Service, Order code 8311-04;
28 -pin d.i.l. socket; single -sided
Veropins (20 off); 3.2mm screws,
nuts, washers and 5mm long
spacers; plastics case size 150 x
80 x 50mm; 34 -way i.d.c. cable
socket (optional).

Approx. cost
Guidance only £20

R13

4 7412 56012
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RIO

22k12
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100pF

CIO
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TOnF

RII RI2
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11412
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10n P
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lop
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OUTPUT

TR1
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CONSTRUCTION

COMPONENT ASSEMBLY
The unit is constructed on a printed

circuit board, the full-size master pattern
of which is shown in Fig. 3. This board is
available from the EE PCB Service,
Order code 8311-04.

The layout of the components on the
p.c.b. topside is shown in Fig. 4.

IC 1 is a mos device and is not one of
the cheapest i.c.s available at present. It
should therefore be mounted in a (28 -pin
d.i.l.) i.c. socket, and it should not be
plugged into position until the board is
otherwise complete. Leave the device in
its protective packaging until it is time to
fit it onto the board, and handle it as little
as possible. Make quite sure that IC 1 is
plugged in the right way round.

Fig. 3. Full size printed circuit board master. This board is available from EE PCB
Service, Order code 8311-04.

O

R8

O

2

II
ICI

CI

LI

0* * * * * * * 02 RIO

it0 0 0-* 0 * * * * 0

!!!

C6 C8

t I

20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2

19 17 15 13 11 9 7 5 3

C)= VEROPINS

TR1 PIN VIEW

BBC MICRO USER PORT VIA SKI

Fig. 4. Layout of components on the topside of the p.c.b. with wiring to BBC User Port.

GND

SK2

Trimmer capacitor C3 requires a
mounting hole about 5mm in diameter,
and its tags are connected to the board
using Veropins or short pieces of tinned
copper wire.

RIBBON CABLE
The board is connected to the user port

of the computer using a 20 -way ribbon
cable fitted with an i.d.c. header socket
(which fits into the user port). The free
end of this lead is wired to the printed cir-
cuit board, and this task will be much
easier if the board is fitted with Veropins,
and both the pins and leadout wires are
tinned with solder prior to soldering them
together. It is advisable to buy the cable
and header socket ready -wired together.
Be sure to connect the lead to the board
the right way round (refer to page 499 of
the "User Guide" if you are unsure about
the user port pin numbering) and make
sure that none of the leads are acciden-
tally crossed over. The cable/Veropin
connections should be sleeved as can be
seen in the photograph, so remember to
slide on the sleeving before making the
soldered connection.

CASE
The completed board will fit into a

plastic box having approximate outside
dimensions of 150 x 80 x 50mm, but
practically any case of about the same

Completed unit with lid removed
showing ribbon cable gripper and
sleeving over the cable/Veropin
connections.
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Table 1. Complete list of allophones and their addresses

ADDRESS ALLOPHONE EXAMPLE WORD ADDRESS ALLOPHONE EXAMPLE WORD ADDRESS ALLOPHONE EXAMPLE WORD

0 10ms PAUSE 22 UW1 tO 44 NG aNchore
1 30ms PAUSE 23 AO AUght 45 LL Lake
2 50ms PAUSE 24 AA hOt 46 WW Wool
3 100ms PAUSE 25 YY2 Yes 47 XR repaiR
4 200ms PAUSE 26 AE hAt 48 WH WHile
5 OY bOY 27 HH1 He 49 YY1 Yes
6 AY skY 28 BB1 daB 50 CH CHurch
7 EH End 29 TH THin 51 ER1 summER
8 KK3 Comb 30 UH bOOk 52 ER2 bURn
9 PP Pit 31 UW2 fOOd 53 OW nOW
10 JH dodGe 32 AW OUt 54 DH2 THey
11 NN1 thiN 33 DD2 Do 55 SS veST
12 IH slt 34 GG3 wiG 56 NN2 No
13 TT2 To 35 VV Vest 57 HH2 Hoe
14 RR1 Rural 36 EG1 GUest 58 OR stORe
15 AX sUcceed 37 SH SHip 59 AR alArm
16 MM Milk 38 ZH aZure 60 YR cleaR
17 TT1 parT 39 RR2 bRain 61 EG2 Got
18 DH1 THey 40 FF Food 62 EL saddLe
19 IY sEE 41 KK2 sKy 63 BB2 Business
20 EY bElge 42 KK1 Can't
21 DD1 coulD 43 ZZ Zoo

size should suffice. SK 1 is a 3.5mm jack
socket and it is fitted at any convenient
point on the lid of the case. It will be
necessary to file away part of the main
section of the case, and possibly part of
the lid as well, in order to provide an exit
hole for the ribbon cable. Due to the

thinness of the cable only a very narrow
slot needs to be made. A self-adhesive
gripper for the ribbon cable could be fit-
ted to the case internal side to relieve any
strain on the cable soldered connections.

If the audio output of the unit is to be
coupled back into the computer a 34 -way
i.d.c. header socket will be needed. The
output of SK 1 is then coupled to pin 16
of the header socket which in turn con-
nects to the 1MHz Bus of the computer.
The diagrams on pages 499 and 503 of
the "User Guide" should help to clarify
matters if you are unsure about the
correct method of connection.

The output signal is at a fairly low im-
pedance and high level, and it is not
necessary to use a screened lead to couple
this signal to the 1MHz Bus.

USING THE UNIT
The simple program given below

probably represents the most convenient
way of using the unit, but the notes ex-
plain the basic way in which the program
works, and you can of course devise your
own program if you wish. Assuming the
sample program is used, this could be
placed in a program as a PROCedure
which could be called up as necessary,
and even using several separate

PROCedures to obtain several phrases
would not use up a great deal of memory
space.

The numbers of the required
allophones are listed in the data statement
(line 90), but note that the number 64
must be added at the end of the allophone
list to bring things to a proper conclusion
and to prevent the program from simply
"crashing" at the end.

Table 1 gives a full list of the
allophones, but a few points need to be
borne in mind when compiling phrases
from these. You cannot simply take the
letters of a word, look up corresponding
allophone numbers, and then use these.
As most letters can be pronounced in
more than one way this is not feasable,
and it is for this reason that there are
more allophones than letters in the
alphabet. Actually most of the allophones
represent more than one letter.

The correct way of assembling words
is to break them down into their con-
stituent sounds, and then search for the
allophones which give the best match for
these sounds. This can be a little difficult
at first, but with a little practice it soon
becomes quite easy.

Be prepared to experiment a little, and
if you are unsure which allophone is best

Speech Synthesis Software
10 ?&FE62-127
20 REPEAT
30 READ A
40 IF A<64 THEN B=A+64:C=A ELSE B=64:C=0
50 ?&FE60=B
60 ?&FE60=C
70 REPEAT UNTIL ?&FE60>127
80 UNTIL A>63
90 DATA (values of allophones separated by commas ...1,64

100 STOP
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suited to a certain position in a word sim-
ply try all the likely candidates to deter-
mine which one sounds the best.

PAUSES
It is important to use pauses correctly

in order to obtain the best results. With
the written word there are spaces between
each word, but with the spoken word
these pauses are often absent.

Construct sets of allophones to suit the
way words are spoken and not the way
they are written down. Paradoxically, you
may find that adding brief pauses in the
middle of words sometimes helps to give
better results. In particular, adding a
short pause ahead of the allophones
which have an abrupt start (such as num-
bers 9, 33 and 63) can sometimes help to
emphasise them and give a better sound.

In some cases there are two very
similar sounds in the list, and this is where
one is a longer sound which is likely to be
best at the beginning of a word, and the
other is a shorter sound which is likely to
be better at the end of a word. However,
there are no strict rules about the use of
these and they can work best when used
the other way round.

A few allophones can be doubled -up to
give a longer sound (numbers 7, 12, 15,
23, 24, 26, 29, 30, 40 and 55), but with
most this does not give acceptable results.

PROGRAM NOTES
Line 10 of the program sets up seven

of the user -port lines as outputs. Lines
20-40 are a REPEAT/UNTIL loop
which sends the numbers of the
allophones to the speech synthesis unit.
The allophone numbers run from 0 to 63,
so the loop is terminated when a number
over 63 occurs. The numbers to be sent
are held in data statements after the end
of the loop.

As long as the number read from the
data statement is less than 63, ine 40
puts the value plus 64 into the variable B.
This actually causes the start of the
speech. Only a short trigger pulse is
necessary, and line 60 cuts it off. Line 70

The completed
printed circuit board
showing compon-
ent layout, wiring to
the audio output
socket SK2 and rib-
bon cable attached
to the micro 20 -
way user port
socket.

is a software pause which causes the
program to wait until the synthesiser is
ready for the next pulse.

When the value read from the data
statement is 64, the program sends a
"pause" value to the synthesis unit. If this
was not done, the sound from the last
allophone would continue indefinitely.
The loop is then terminated, and the
program ends.

THE PROGRAM AS A
PROCEDURE

Normally, in a large program, it will be
necessary to have the speech synthesis
procedure able to produce several words
or phrases, depending on the cir-
cumstances when the procedure is
called-perhaps different answers in
response to keyboard input, or a series of
questions.

It is not necessary to have a separate

Program Using Procedures

1000 PROCspeech (W)
1010 ?&FE62=127
1020 RESTORE W
1030 REPEAT
1040 READ A
1050 IF A<64 THEN B=A+64:C=A ELSE 8=64:C=0
1060 ?&FE60=B
1070 ?&FE60=C
1080 REPEAT UNTIL ?&FE60>127
1090 UNTIL A>63
1100 DATA
1110 DATA
1120 DATA
1130 las many data lines as required,
1140 each phrase ending with '64')
1150 ENDPROC

procedure for each phrase. The various
phrases can be held in separate data
statements, and the line number of the
phrase required can be passed to the
procedure as a parameter. Within the
procedure, RESTORE is used to set the
DATA pointer to the required line. The
following is a short example of how this is
done. See page 105 of the "User Guide"
for a full explanation of passing
parameters.

90 A$=GET$
100 IF A8="Y" THEN W=1110

ELSE W=1 140
110 PROCspeech (W)
120 . . . rest of program . . .

The procedure would be as in the
listing below. Note that the name of the
variable (in this case "W") does not have
to be the same in the procedure and in the
main program.
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SHOP
TALK
Catalogue Received

The latest Components (Sept -Dec)
Catalogue from Verospeed certainly lives
up to its title on the front cover, of being
"The Electronics Superstore".

With over 300 pages of components
ranging from advanced microprocessor
devices to the humble resistor it is a

catalogue to be treasured. An obvious
bonus is the practice of each page to carry
both the order code and price.

Copies of the Verospeed Sept -Dec 1983
Components can be obtained from:
Verospeed, Dept EE, Boyatt Wood,
Eastleigh, Hants S05 4ZY.

Fault Finding
It was only two issues ago that we men-

tioned a company, Webb Logic Systems,
prepared to "service" readers projects and
return them in working order. We have now
heard from a small company in Scotland
who are prepared to offer the same type of
service.

For more details readers should write to
John Williams (Electronics), Muirtown
Basin, P.O. Box 18, Inverness, IV1 1YT,
Scotland.

Teach -In 84
Readers wishing to purchase kits for the

new Teach -In 84 series may obtain them
from the following advertisers. Prices ap-
pear in their relevant advertisement in this
issue.

SUPPLIERS OF KITS
FOR TEACH -IN 84

Please refer to advertisement on page
stated.

Bi-Pak (page 695)
PO Box 6,
Ware, Herts.

Greenweld Electronics (page 752)
43 Millbrook Road,
Southampton, SO1 OHX.

Magenta Electronics (page 756)
135 Hunter Street,
Burton -on -Trent, Staffs
DE14 2ST.

TK Electronics (page 692)
11 Boston Road,
London, W7 3SJ.

BY DAVE BARRINGTON

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS

Camera/Flashgun Trigger
The only component purchasing prob-

lems likely to be encountered when con-
structing the Camera/Flashgun Trigger is
the supply of the "matched" infra -red emit-
ter and detector devices.

The only source we have been able to
locate for the supply of both the TIL100
and the TIL38 infra -red emitter and detec-
tor is Maplin. These are listed as Order code
YH7OM and YH71N.

Car On/Off Touch Switch
The relay used in the prototype model for

the Car On/Off Touch Switch was an
"Autolec" type obtained from an
automobile spares shop. These relays
usually have contact ratings of approxi-
mately 30A.

Other, cheaper 12V relays with less
current capabilities may be used but the
relay contacts must be able to handle the
current requirements of the system being
controlled.

EE PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD SERVICE

Printed circuit boards for certain EE con-
structional projects are now available from
the EE PCB Service, see list right. These are
fabricated in glass -fibre, and are fully drilled
and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and
postage and packing. Remittances should
be sent to: EE PCB Service, Everyday Elec-
tronics Editorial Offices, King's Reach

Multimod Effects Unit
The semiconductor devices called -up for

the Multimod Effects Unit are stocked by
Benningcross Electronics and Maplin.
Maplin stock all other components required
for this project.

The Siemens type capacitors are also
stocked by Rapid, Cricklewood, Electro-
value and Magenta Electronics.

Digital Gauss Meter
The Hall effect sensor, type UGN-

3501 M, used in the Digital Gauss Meter is
an 8 -pin Sprague device. This device is only
available from Magenta Electronics Ltd.,
Dept EE, 135 Hunter Street, Burton -on -
Trent, Staffs DE14 2ST.

All other components, including the
display, are stocked by Maplin Electronic
Supplies.

Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques
The stepper motor used in our model for

the Stepping Motor Board was a Superior
Electric "Slo-Syn" type purchased from
Stewart of Reading, Dept EE, 110
Wykeham Road, Reading, RG6 1 PL. The
price for this motor is £15.53, including
VAT and carriage.

The BD203 transistor is not very com-
mon, but any TO -220 npn transistor with a
collector current rating not less than 3A,
such as the TIP31A or TIP41A, will do.

BBC Speech Synthesiser
The speech synthesiser i.c., type

SP0256, forming the "voice" of the BBC
Speech Synthesiser project is obtainable
from Maplin Electronic Supplies.

The 47pH coil is stocked by RS Compo-
nents, Order code 228-163. This item will
have to be ordered through a local stockist
as they do not supply direct to the public.

Tower, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS.
Cheques should be crossed and made
payable to IPC Magazines Ltd.

We regret that the ordering codes for the
August projects have been incorrectly
quoted in the Sept -Oct issues. Correct
codes are give below.

Please note that when ordering it is im-
portant to give project title as well as order
code.
Readers are advised to check with
prices appearing in current issue before
ordering.

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

Eprom Programmer, TRS-80 (June 83) 8306-01 £9.31
Eprom Programmer, Genie (June 83) 8306-02 £9.31
Eprom Programmer, TRS-80 & Genie (June 83) 8306-03 £1.98
User Port Input/Output M.I.T. Part 1 (July 83) 8307-01 £4.82
User Port Control M.I.T. Part 1 (July 83) 8307-02 £5.17
Storage 'Scope Interface, BBC Micro (Aug 83) 8308-01 £3.20
Car Intruder Alarm (Aug 83) 8308-02 £5.15
High Power Interface M.I.T. Part 2 (Aug 831 8308-03 £5.08
Pedestrian Crossing Simulation M.I.T. Part 2 (Aug 83) 8308-04 £3.56
Electronic Die (Aug 831 8308-05 £4.56

High Speed A -to -D Converter M.I.T. Part 3 (Sept 83) 8309-01 £4.53
Signal Conditioning Amplifier M.I.T. Part 3 (Sept 831 8309-02 £4.48
Stylus Organ (Sept 831 8309-03 £6.84
Distress Beacon (Sept 831 *8309-04 £5.36
Distress Beacon Pocket Version (Sept 831 8309-05 £3.98
D -to -A Converter M.I.T. Part 4 (Oct 83) 8310-01 £5.77
High Power DAC Driver M.I.T. Part 4 (Oct 831 8310-02 £5.13
Electronic Pendulum (Oct 831 8310-03 £5.43

TTL/Power Interface for Stepper Motor M.I.T. Part 5 (Nov 83) 8311-01 £5.46
Stepper Motor Manual Controller M.I.T. Part 5 (Nov 83) 8311-02 £5.70
Digital Gauss Meter (Nov 83) 8311-03 £4.45
Speech Synthesiser for BBC Micro (Nov 83) 8311-04 £3.93
Car On/Off Touch Switch (Nov 83) 8311-05 £3.11

*Set of four boards. M.I.T.- Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques, 12 -Part Series.
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TREMOLO
depends on two circuit

blocks, a Voltage Controlled Am-
plifier (v.c.a.) and a slow speed waveform
generator or "control oscillator". There
are many other effects possible using this
basic v.c.a./oscillator arrangement, which
is where the Multimod comes in.

It can be used just as a high quality
tremolo, but other facilities have been ad-
ded which bring the effects more into line
with contemporary sounds. Noise, distor-
tion, output impedances and battery drain
are all low. An optional l.e.d. indicator is
included which shows when EFFECT is
selected by blinking at the modulation
rate and just comes on approximately
every 30 seconds when NORMAL is selec-
ted to indicate that the unit is still
switched on.

A problem with many designs for this
type of circuit is breakthrough of control
voltages into the audio output causing
clicks or thumps. This unit is free of
these, partly due to the design of the com-
ponent layout using two circuit boards at
opposite ends of the case, one for the
audio path and the other for the control
voltages, thus keeping these physically
isolated from each other. Using two small
rather than one large board also makes
construction easier and leaves excellent
access to all components should this be
necessary.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Low noise op -amps (two in one LF353

dual package) are used for the audio cir-
cuit but are not necessary for the control
circuits so a low-cost quad op -amps
(MC3403) is used there. See circuit
diagram, Fig. 1.

MULTI MOD
MUSICAL EFFECTS UNIT
A VERSATILE SPECIAL EFFECTS UNIT THAT GENERATES
A VARIETY OF OUTPUTS FOR ELECTRONIC
INSTRUMENTS, INCLUDING TREMOLO, STEREO AUTO
REPEAT, F2 AND DIFFERENTIAL MODULATION AND A
MULTITUDE OF INDIVIDUAL SOUNDS FOR THE SERIOUS
MUSICIAN.

By J. D Rogers

The audio input is buffered and am-
plified by IC la then fed to a v.c.a. which
is formed by a field effect transistor
(TR1) and IC lb. Source to drain
resistance of f.e.t.s can be controlled by a
voltage on their gate terminal. In this
circuit, any change in the source -drain
resistance will alter the gain of IC1b
because the latter is an inverting amplifier
stage whose gain is determined by the
value of R9 divided by the value of R8 in
series with the f.e.t.'s resistance.

So, by altering the control voltage to
the f.e.t., the gain can be modulated. A
d.c. voltage via R21 is used to set the
resting bias to the required point so that a
fluctuating voltage via C6 from a slow
speed oscillator can then be added to
cause modulation.

Shunt resistor R24 across the DEPTH
control potentiometer VR3 makes its
rotational "law" even more extreme than
logarithmic, this is to allow controllable
mild to strong tremolo effects in the first
three-quarters of the potentiometer's rota-
tion while still leaving available very
strong modulations near the top of its
range, where the effect becomes an en-
veloped "auto repeat".

Obtaining good modulation is not as
easy as it seems. The f.e.t. could be biased
by a hit and miss method to almost any
point on its operational resistance curve
and still give some sort of effect when
modulated. There is, however, only a cer-
tain range where usable quality effects are
given and an even smaller range where
modulation is the smoothest, most sym-
metrical and distortion -free.

To set this optimum point would nor-
mally involve critical voltage measure-

ments at the f.e.t.'s gate, but in this unit,
by careful attention to levels and im-
pedances it has been worked so that this
point will be arrived at automatically
when the f.e.t. is biased such that the
overall gain between IC la output and
IC 1 b output rests at unity. This point can
be found by a simple, but accurate, audi-
ble method, described later under the
heading "Setting Up". The control
oscillator modulates the gain both above
and below this unity gain point.

For consistent results, the d.c. bias
must not alter with changes in battery
condition, so a diode (D1) is used to
provide a stabilised reference voltage of
about 0.6V, which is then amplified and
adjusted by IC2a and the preset VR1 to
give the required bias.

OPPOSITE PHASE
At the output, opposite phase signals

from the v.c.a. and the pre -amplifier are
mixed in set proportions via R10,11,12
and 13. This allows three differently
modulated versions to be generated while
needing only the one v.c.a./control os-
cillator system. It is only possible to do
this because the v.c.a. can be set at a
known point, as described above. R15
and R16 are used to trim the final levels
to equal the original input volume. Two of
the signals are fed to separate output
jacks (SK2 and SK3) while the third is
fed to a switch (S2) which can route it to
either of the outputs.

Modulation of the two outputs is op-
posite, so as one is increasing, the other
will be decreasing, while the switched
effect is another type of modulation
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"F2" which is described later.
Instrument amplifiers always have an

input impedance of at least 47 kilohms
and so will have negligible loading effect
on the output mixing networks of this
unit.

Using f.e.t.s as audio modulators can
cause distortion, but there is a method of
cancelling this to insignificant levels and
this is employed here. It consists of
feeding the gate with a voltage equal to
half the signal appearing across the drain
and source terminals. This is performed
by R5, R7 and C4.

The control oscillator consists of IC2c
and IC 2d, and is a novel design
developed specifically for this unit to
provide smooth waveforms over a wide
frequency range. Added interest is given
by the DEV circuit (Delayed Entry and
Varispeed). This uses the audio input
signal and amplifies and rectifies it to give
a voltage that when fed to the control
oscillator alters both the speed and size of
its output.

This allows, for example, notes to be
struck and the modulation to come in
smoothly after a delay determined by
how quickly the notes decay and how
high the DEV control is set.

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Multimod Musical Effects Unit.
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CIRCUIT BOARDS
Two small circuit boards are required

and can be obtained by cutting one of the
standard sizes of Veroboard (37 holes by
35 strips) just to one side of its middle,
leaving 17 copper strips on one piece (the
control board) and 18 on the other (the
audio board). Having cut the boards to
size, make all the necessary breaks in the
strips as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

First solder onto the boards all the
links and flat -lying resistors, then the i.c.
sockets, the preset VR1, TR1, the
capacitors and the upright resistors.

The SPEED and DEPTH potentiometers
(VR3 and VR4) are soldered directly
onto the control board, which is thus con-
veniently held in place within the unit
when these potentiometers are mounted
onto the case. Veroboard holes are
slightly too small to accept potentiometer
pins and so the relevant holes should be
slightly enlarged using a small file or drill.
The centre pin of VR3 needs to be bent
backwards since it is soldered onto the
adjacent copper strip to the other two
pins. VR4's pins are simply left in line.

CASE
Drill the case as shown in Fig. 5. If a

different case is used then the layout can
be altered to suit except that VR3 and
VR4 must be 48mm apart in order to fit,
since they are a fixed distance apart on
the control board.

Clean the case after this and letter it as
required using Letraset or similar rub-
down transfers. This must then be protec-
ted from wear using a clear varnish (such
as the aerosol types available from Letra-
set). When the varnish is dry the panel
components can be mounted, including
the control board which is attached to
two of the potentiometers.

The two output sockets are mounted
above each other on one side of the case,
and so the connection required between
SK2 earth and SK3 earth -break -contact
can be made by soldering these two pins
together where they lie (see Fig. 4).

Interwire all components as shown
using multi -stranded 7/0.2mm wire. It is
always worth taking care to route all
wiring as neatly as possible, as this can
make the difference between a satisfying
project and a troublesome "birds nest".
Connections to the control board are
easily routed down the edges of the case
where they will be out of the way.

The audio board is retained at one end
in between S2 and SK2/3, so S2 should
be covered with a small piece of insula-
tion tape to prevent the circuit board
shorting against it. The other end of the
audio board is conveniently held in place
by using a self-adhesive Velcro mount.
Stick one of the Velcro squares against
the side of the case, the other square can
then be bent into an "L" shape and
pushed onto the square and against the

CONTROL BOARD
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CONTROL
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Fig. 2. Compon-
ent board layout
and underside
view of the
audio board.

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1 220k12
R2 1MS)
R3 6.81(12
R4 2.2k0
R5 100k1/
R6 4.7MS2
R7 100k0
R8 101(51
R9 100k12
R10 15k12
All -41-W carbon ±5%

R11 33kil
R12 2.21(0
R13 2.2k0
R14 271d1
R15 101d2
R16 27k0
R17 3300
R18 2.2k0
R19 1kS2

R20 4.7141

Capacitors
C1,2 1001.IF 10V elect. radial lead (2 off)
C3 100nF polyester C280
C4,6 2.2nF mylar (2 off)
C5 68nF polyester C280
C7 150nF polyester C280
C8,10 470nF polyester-Siemens type (2 off)
C9 47µF 25V elect.
C11 11.1F polyester-Siemens type

Semiconductors
D1,2 1 N4148 silicon (2 off)
TR1 BF244 n -channel f.e.t.
IC1 LF353 dual op -amp
IC2 MC3403 quad op -amp

Miscellaneous
VR1
VR2
VR3
VR4
SK1/S1
SK2,3
S2

R21 220kS2
R22 15k0
R23 4.7k0
R24 4.7k0
R25 151d2
R26 47k0
R27 10k52
R28 10kfl
R29 1001d2

Tal
page 703

Additional components for I.e.d.
R30 1.5k0
D3 1N4148 silicon
D4 TIL209 3mm red I.e.d.

22k0 miniature horizontal preset
2.2MS2 log. control potentiometer (Maplin FW29G)
100k12 log. control potentiometer (Maplin FW25C)
220k12 lin. control potentiometer (Maplin FWO6G)
6.3mm 2 -pole jack socket with d.p.d.t. switch (Maplin BW80B)
6.3mm 2 -pole switched jack normally closed (2 off)
s.p.d.t. centre -off miniature toggle

S3 d.p.d.t. latching push-button (footswitch)
B1,2 9V PP6 battery (2 off)
Aluminium case, 153 x 102 x 51mm (Maplin type AB13); 0.1in matrix strip -
board, 37 holes by 18 strips and 37 holes by 17 strips; control knob (3 off);
14 -pin i.c. holder; 8 -pin i.c. holder; battery clip (2 off); 7/0.2mm wire.
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Fig. 3 Component board layout and underside view of the control board.

£14

Internal view of the prototype model showing
the two board construction and the positioning
of the batteries.

Fig. 4. Case mounted component layout and interwiring diagram for the Multi -
mod. Refer also to Figs. 2 and 3.
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board, thus holding the board against the
plastic body of SK 1. See photo.

The internal layout is such that there is
ample room for two PP6-type batteries,
and these are retained in position horizon-
tally between the potentiometers and jack
sockets. A piece of plastic foam should be
placed over the batteries to retain them
vertically before the base is screwed on.
Smaller PP3-type batteries can be used
but these work out more expensive in the
long run.

Standard "PP3" connectors will fit
either type of battery and will also fit six
pen cell battery holder packs. Using the
suggested case it may be found that the
base will not fit properly because its lip
hits the spacing washers behind SK2, but
this is easily solved by cutting a "flat"
onto the fibre washers.

SETTING UP
Using OUTPUT B, turn DEPTH to zero

and set S2 downwards. Now, while play-
ing a sound into the unit, carefully adjust
the SET BIAS preset on the control board
using a small screwdriver until the least
possible volume can be heard, this being
at a "null point" on the preset, either side
of which the sound level increases. The
unit is now set up and should need no
further attention.

CIRCUIT OPTIONS
If the optional l.e.d.indicator is re-

quired, then a hole just big enough for D4
should be drilled in the case halfway
between VR3 and VR4. The l.e.d. is then
soldered to the control board with its
leads shaped to position it in the hole.
Any l.e.d. can be used, but the
"miniature" red type is the best visually.

The output arrangement used for the

Fig. 5. Case drilling details. For clarity,

21
A

2

I I

ENVELOPES OF SIGNAL AT VARIOUS
PARTS OF THE CIRCUIT

1 NORMAL INPUT

2 MODULATED OUTPUT A

3 OPPOSITE PHASE
MODULATED OUTPUT

4 -F2" MODULATED

F2 ENVELOPE PASSES THROUGH ZERO WHEN
OTHER ENVELOPES CROSS THE UNITY GAIN LINE

1. I

Fig. 6. Waveform diagram showing the normal input, complementary outputs of OUTPUT A
and B and the F2 modulated output.

prototype is probably the most useful
one, but other combinations are possible.
You basically have four different signal
sources available to choose from: (1)
plain signal from R17/19, (2) modulated
signal from R14/15, (3) oppositely
modulated signal from R10/11 and (4)
"through zero" modulated signal from
R12/13.

Any of these can be used or processed
separately or blended in various ways.
Resistor values of 27 kilohms or over
should be used for such blending, so as
not to upset the existing network. Finally,
if this unit is intended for recording use
with a stereo studio mixer, then stereo
imaging will be better if a simple
inverter stage is added to OUTPUT B, as
this brings the audio signals at the out-
puts in phase.

the top of the case is shown folded flat.

24

BEND BEND

HOLE SIZES:

A . 6mm DIA.
B .10mm DIA.

ALL DIMENSIONS IN mm

20 16

25

45

26

20

40

EFFECTS AND SETTINGS
Selecting NORMAL by the footswitch S3

always gives a straight untreated signal at
OUTPUT A regardless of where any of the
unit's controls are set.

For tremolo, OUTPUT A is used, S2 is
left in its central OFF position, and the
speed and depth controls can be set
anywhere up to three-quarters full. A
slight slow tremolo suits electronic piano,
imparting a "Fender Rhodes" feel.

The DEV control can be adjusted to
delay the entry of modulation, or to give a
tremolo on single notes but steady signal
when chords are played, modulation then
coming in gradually (and slowing) as the
sound decays. This can be more ex-
pressive on guitar for example than nor-
mal tremolo, and also prevents the loss of
attack that can otherwise occur when the
attack part of a note happens to coincide
with the trough of a modulation cycle.

With DEPTH set at full the effect
becomes Autorepeat, and switch S2 can
be used to change the rhythm of the
repeats at either output. Repeat effects
are indispensable for the more
modern/electronic types of music, and it
is well worth noting that echo -like effects
are possible by using Autorepeat on
sounds that have a naturally decaying
envelope.

STEREO AND OTHER EFFECTS
For stereo effects, send OUTPUTS A and

B to separate amplifiers, or left and right
of a stereo system. As one becomes
attenuated, the other is boosted (see Fig.
6), giving the impression that the sound
source is moving between the speakers,
especially if these are more than a few
feet apart. Setting DEPTH to full gives
stereo Autorepeats, which used on piano
arpeggio playing, for example, can sound
like many notes cascading from all direc-
tions. Using only one amplifier, OUTPUTS
A and 13 can be sent to two different chan-
nels, which will then alternately dominate
over each other.
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A unique "F2" effect is available from
OUTPUT B with S2 set downwards. This is
a "through zero" modulation, because in
each modulation cycle, when the envelope
drops towards zero, instead of turning up
again it continues through the zero point
into the antiphase region. This doubles
the apparent repeat frequency (hence the
name F2) and alternate envelopes of
sound are of opposite phase with a "tran-
sient silence" in between. See Fig. 8.

Experience has shown that a nice
"spacey" effect can be obtained by
sending a "straight" signal to an amplifier
and "F2" modulated signal to a much
smaller secondary amplifier. For exam-
ple, the author uses a cheap practice am-
plifier on top of the main one. This works
only because a small volume of F2 signal
can give a large ambient effect due to the
psycho -acoustic properties of the phase
reversals in it.

RHYTHMIC PHASING
The impression given is that the main

amplifier is also being modulated when in
fact it is not. Complex "rhythmic phas-
ing" effects are also possible by mixing
(for example, at the two inputs of an am-
plifier) the signal from OUTPUT A direct,
and the signal from OUTPUT B (set to F2),
and sent via a phase -shifter unit. The
Multimod depth and the relative speeds of
Phaser/Multimod should be adjusted by
ear for best effect (try about 4Hz and
1.5Hz, respectively).

Differential modulation is available
from OUTPUT A with S2 upwards, and is
unusual in that signals below a certain
frequency (approximately 320Hz) are
modulated at the basic rate, while all
frequencies above this point are
modulated at double the rate and with a
"through -zero" characteristic. See Fig. 7.

dB

PLAIN
MODULATED
FREQUENCIES

320Hz

"F2"
MODULATED
FREQUENCIES

DIFFERENTIAL
EFFECT

IN FREQ. Y

FREQUENCY OF CROSSOVER
POINT DEPENDS ON VALUE
OF CS

Fig. 7. The crossover frequency of the "F2"
modulated frequencies.

Fig. 8. Waveform diagrams of F2 modula-
tion showing the actual representation of
the output and the audible representation
including "transient" silences.

So, for example, with a square -wave
input signal from a synth at 100Hz, the
fundamental and second harmonic will be
modulated in one way while all the other
harmonics (up to say, 10kHz) will be
modulated differently. Thus a complex
effect is set up which is more modern
sounding than plain amplitude modula-
tion.

RING MODULATION
Use OUTPUT B with S2 down, set

SPEED to full and DEPTH to halfway. The

Oscillogram of F2 modulation (top) and
Tremolo.
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time

time
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oscillator will go up as far as low audio
frequencies, and this makes ring -
modulation -type effects possible, bell -like
sounds, etc. Note that the circuit is not
purpose designed as a ring modulator,
this is just a "by-product".

The audio input frequencies inter -
modulate with the control oscillator fre-
quency to generate sum and difference
frequencies. The original input sound is
cancelled out by antiphase mixing via
R 12/R 13, leaving only the newly -formed
products as an output.

Oscillogram of stereo repeat modulation.

PLEAT TAKE NOTE
Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques Part 3
(September 1983)

High Speed Analogue -To -Digital Converter-On Fig. 3.4,
the circuit diagram (page 581), the table in the bottom right-
hand corner must be altered at location X, VIC-20 to read
CBI and not CAI as shown.

On Fig. 3.5 (page 583), the artwork of p.c.b. number
8309-01, three modifications are required as follows (see
diagram, right):-

#1 Add track/wire link

02 Remove track

#3 Add track/wire link

To effect modifications I and 3, tinned copper wire can be
soldered to the existing track and for modification 2, a
scalpel or small file can be used to cut through the track.

On Fig. 3.6 (page 583), capacitor C4 should be re -labelled
Cl, and capacitor Cl should be re -labelled C4 to correspond
with the circuit diagram.

Modifications required on the p.c.b. artwork (Fig. 3.5, page
583). Note that this diagram has not been reproduced actual
size.
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N PART ONE you used a very simple
I graph (Fig. 1.4) which enabled you to
read off the voltage needed to drive 1mA
through any resistance from 1000 to
100k0. But to deal with currents other
than lmA you had to do some arithmetic.
This can be avoided by using a different
sort of graph, or nomograph, which deals
with a whole range of currents,
resistances, and voltages. See Fig. 2.1.

2 A

8 20p`

.19 E

1:113 29F
0-- 19 G

A TWELVE -PART HOME STUDY COURSE IN THE
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS. ESSENTIALLY PRACTICAL, EACH PART
INCLUDES EXPERIMENTS TO DEMONSTRATE AND
PROVE THE THEORY.
USE OF A PROPRIETARY BREADBOARD
ELIMINATES NEED FOR SOLDERING AND MAKES
ASSEMBLY OF CIRCUITS SIMPLE.
THE IDEAL INTRODUCTION TO THE SUBJECT FOR
NEWCOMERS. ALSO A USEFUL REFRESHER
COURSE FOR OTHERS.

3ILALATRMXN
BY GEORGE HYLTON

CALCULATIONS MADE EASY
A straight edge laid across the

nomograph (as shown faintly in Fig. 2.1)
does the calculation for you. A stretched
black thread is even better because it
doesn't cover up anything. Example:
What current flows when 1-5V is applied
to 7000? To find out, the thread is
positioned so as to join 1.5V and 7000
as shown. It then continues to the third

scale, which it cuts
at about 2.1mA.
This is the answer.

If you know any
two of the quantities,
volts, ohms or
milliamps, the chart
will give you the
third. It solves the
three calculations:

0.1 100

0.15

0.2

V= mA x kfl
kn= V/ mA
mA= V/kfl

2

5

70

50

7 40

0.3 10 30

0.4
20

0.5 20

0.7 50 15

70

100 - 10

1.5 200 - 7

2 500 - 5

700 - 4

3
1k - 3

4

5
2k

EXAMPLE

7 5k - 1.5

7k

10 I0k - 1

20k
15

20 50k 0.5

70k 0.4

30 100k 0.3
40

200k
50 0.2

70 500k 0-15

700k -
100 11,1 -. 0-1

V f1 mA

Fig. 2.1. Nomograph for solving Ohm's law problems.
The example line shows that 1 -5V applied to 7000
drives a current of about 2.1mA.

INSULATION

BI

82

Current = Voltage/Resistance
Resistance = Voltage/Current

Voltage = Resistance x Current

BATTERIES
If you take just two 1.5V dry cells of

the usual torch type and stack one on top
of the other (Fig. 2.2a) the voltage across
the stack is 3V. This shows that the cells
are both "pushing" in the same direction,
so their voltages add.

If you stack them pointing in opposite
directions (Fig. 2.2b) their voltages cancel
and the meter reads zero. Not a useful
arrangement, but a useful experiment.
Opposing cancel one
another out. This principle keeps crop-
ping up in other types of circuit.

(a)

+ BI

B2

Fig. 2.2. (a) Two 1.5V cells in a "series -aiding" stack. (b)
In a series -opposing stack the cell voltages cancel.

METAL CAP
(POSITIVE +1

ZINC CASE
(NEGATIVE-)

CHEMICAL PASTE
(ELECTROLYTE AND

DE-POLARIZER)

CARBON ROD

Fig. 2.3. Section through a typical 1-5V dry cell.
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a

A 9V battery pack contains six 1.5V
cells. If you dismember an old 9V battery
such as a PP3 you'll find six layers in it.
Each layer is a 1.5V cell.

CELLS IN PARALLEL
Cells stacked as above are said to be in

series. But they can also be used together
in a side -by -side or parallel arrangement.

If you could take a thin laser beam and
slice neatly down the middle of a 1.5V
torch cell you'd expose the contents
shown in Fig. 2.3.

This "half cell" would still work
because all the necessary ingredients are
present: the metal case, which is either
zinc or steel coated with zinc on the in-
side, the black chemical paste which fills
the cell, and the carbon rod in the middle.

It is the chemical interaction of these
three components which determines the
voltage. Since they are the same for our
half cell as for a whole cell the voltage is
not halved but remains 1.5V.

What is halved is the capacity of the
cell to deliver current. If an intact cell can
deliver 100mA for two hours before its
chemicals are used then half a cell can
deliver the same current for only half the
time, or half the current for the same
time.

If the two "half cells" are now put
back together the voltage stays at 1.5V
but the lost capacity is restored.

This "thought exercise" helps to solve
the problem posed by Fig. 2.4. What
voltage does the meter read? It reads
1.5V because the two cells behave just
like our two half cells. Connecting them
in parallel like this increases the current
capacity, but not the voltage.

a

B1 82
1.5V 1.5V

Fig. 2.4. A "thought exercise". What
voltage does the meter read?

INTERPRETING DIAGRAMS
What happens to the voltage if two

cells are connected as in Fig. 2.5a? At
first sight, it seems that the meter should
read 1.5V since it is connected across cell
B 1. But wait a minute! It's also connec-
ted, wrong way round, across cell B2.
This should move its pointer backwards.

Points in this circuit are labelled a,b
c,d. The line from a to b is just a plain
connection between cells and has no
resistance. We can make it as long or as
short as we like without affecting the
working of the circuit. Similarly with c -d,
another plain connection.

Let's stretch a -b and contract c -d, as at
(b). Eventually c -d contracts so much that
cell B2 is pulled right up against cell B1
(as at Fig. 2.5c).

a

81

L2

(a) (c)

Fig. 2.5. (a) Another "thought exercise". What voltage does the meter indicate? (b)
and (c) Stretching the connection from a to b while contracting c-d pulls cell B2
closer to B1 without affecting the circuit.

Cells B1 and B2 are now seen to be in
series, as in Fig. 2.2a. So they form a 3V
battery. There's just one snag. We've
ruined the battery by connection a -b,
which is a short-circuit across its ter-
minals. Not much point in trying to figure
out what a meter would read, now!

This little exercise shows how the
operation of a circuit can sometimes be
made clearer by rearranging the circuit
diagram.

EXPERIMENT 2.1

MEASURING VOLTAGES
Last month I left you with the problem

of measuring the voltages in your l.e.d.
circuit Fig. 1.5 and now reproduced here

as Fig. 2.6. The meter is set to its 10V d.c.
range and is connected, in turn, to three
positions in the circuit. See Fig. 2.7.

Position V/ measures the battery
voltage. For a new 9V battery this will
probably be about 9-6V.

Position V2 gives the voltage across
the resistor R. In our calculations we
assumed this to be 7V, but you'll have
found that it is nearer to 8V if your bat-
tery is new and the l.e.d. is a red one.

The voltage V3 is the running voltage
of the l.e.d. and is usually rather less than
2V for a red l.e.d. and may be more for
one of a different colour. V3 doesn't
change much when you swap 11d2 for
10k1/ for R. This shows we were justified
in assuming that the l.e.d. absorbs much
the same voltage irrespective of the
current flowing through it.

B1

I 9V

81+v

81-v

3 570- -
2 w 6 8 10

B o-o ---0
1 30-0-

2 Rl

D 0-
1 3 5 7 9 --E 0-0 0-0-o C

2

Test-bed set-up for Fig. 2.6.

Fig. 2.6. The three different voltages in a
simple l.e.d. circuit, as Fig. 1.5.

1

C

6 10
F o- - a 0 F

3 5 Di

k

A

B

1

II *v2.1111

Fig. 2.7. The circuit of Fig. 2.6 assembled on the EBBO Block. The meter
is connected for "V2" reading. Dotted lines show the alternative connec-
tions for the meter for "V1" and "V3" readings. NOTE: the meter leads are
in practice connected to the block via the adaptor lead as described in Part
1 and shown on next page.
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METER LOADING ERRORS
With R = 10kn, you may notice that

when you connect your meter across it
the l.e.d. brightens. This is because some
extra current flows from the battery
through the meter and then on through
the l.e.d.

This is an illustration of the way a cir-
cuit can be disturbed by connecting a
measuring instrument to it. If the instru-
ment draws current from the circuit, as
yours does, the readings are as a result
never quite right. In the present case the
error caused by the meter "loading" the
circuit in this way is small, but in other
cases it can be serious.

EXPERIMENT 2.2
This can be illustrated by removing the

1.e.d. (D1) and connecting the meter in its
place. Current now flows from battery
(+) through R, through the meter and
back to battery (-). The meter is trying to
read the battery voltage but R is in the
way.

With R = 1kS2 the meter reading is
quite close to the true battery voltage, as
you can check. (If it isn't, you are using
an unsuitable type of meter.)

With R = 10k1, and a (2,000 ohms
per volt) meter like the KEW7S, the
voltage reading is appreciably lower. This
is because a "2,0000/V" meter set to its
10V range has a resistance of 20k12.

The battery drives current through R
then the meter. The result is that some of
the voltage is absorbed by R, leaving less
than the full voltage at the meter itself. So
it "reads low". The lower the resistance of
the meter compared with R the greater
the error.

To minimise this type of error the
meter should have a very high resistance.
This means that it must draw very little
current, ideally none at all. Unfor-
tunately, sensitive meters are expensive
and often delicate, too. Fortunately, as
we'll see later in this series, electronics
can be called in to remedy the situation
and turn an insensitive meter into a sen-
sitive one.

BARE WIRE PROBES

ADAPTOR LEADS

Meter adaptor
for connecting to
EBBO Block.

EXPERIMENT 2.3

RESISTANCES IN PARALLEL
Connect three 10k0 resistors in your

l.e.d. circuit (Fig. 2.8a). Removing one
resistor dims the l.e.d. a little. Removing
another dims it further. Evidently, when
all three are in the circuit the l.e.d.
receives some current via each one. If you
remove all the 101d1 resistors and sub-
stitute a single 3.3k0 resistor (b) the l.e.d.
lights as brightly as with all three 10k0
resistors in place.

It looks as if three 10k0 in parallel are
the equivalent to one 3.3kD. Let's find
out.

First of all we'll connect three 101d1 in
parallel (Fig. 2.10a) and measure their
combined resistance with the ohmmeter
setting of our multimeter. See Fig. 2.11.

If you connect an ohmmeter to a cir-
cuit with the power supply on, the meter
will certainly give the wrong answer and
may be wrecked in the process.

So, first disconnect your battery.
Now, set up the ohmmeter. To do this,

select an ohms range and "zero" the
meter. This usually entails connecting the
meter leads together, which moves the
pointer towards the zero marking on the
ohms scale.

Now turn the "ohms zero adjuster" to
set the pointer to zero. Disconnecting the
leads makes the pointer go back to the
other end of the scale, to the "infinity"
mark.

You can now measure the "total", or
rather the effective, resistance of your
three parallel 101(0 resistors. (If
necessary, select a different resistance
range to bring the pointer nearer the mid-
dle of its scale. Most meters have at least

(a) )b)

Fig. 2.8. (a) Each 10k12 resistor passes a
quota of current to the I.e.d. (b) The single
3.3k12 resistor gives the same brightness
as in (a).

1 3 5 7 9 11 11

o o4

81+v 1 RI0-

BI -v

C

D

E

F

2
O

0-

6 8 1 100- 0 0
R2-o-

7

2 4 6 D1 100-
1 3 5

k7
9o-o-o-o-o

A 0--r
B

R3 11-1
C 0

0
10-

11 1'o-
12

11 10-E

Fig. 2 9. The circuit of Fig. 2.8(a) assem-
bled on the EBBO Block.

Fig. 2.10. Three resistors in parallel. (a) Ohmmeter measurement. IMPORTANT:
Disconnect battery before connecting meter. (b) Each resistor is connected to the
full battery voltage of 9V.

A
3 5' 7 -0

2 4 8 -10B o R2 00
1 R1 R3-oC 0-

2
D o

F

1 3

8 10
o o

9-o
4 6 8 10

0 0-0--

A

C

E

B

F

ql

lkfl

OFF

Fig. 2.1 1. The circuit of Fig. 2.10(a) assembled on the EBBO Block.

E

12
o -
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two ohms ranges.) The result should be a
reading of about 3 .3ka Remember that
your resistors have tolerances, and so
does your meter!

Immediately after making your
measurement, set your meter back to its
10V d.c. range. This will avoid acciden-
tally connecting an ohmmeter to a live
circuit next time you use it.

In Fig. 2.10b each 10k0 has 9V across
it and (from the graph) must pass 0.9mA.
That makes 2.7mA all told. The battery
sees a resistance which passes 2.7mA
when 9V is applied. The graph (Fig. 2.1)
connects 9V and 2.7mA with a little over
3.3ka Calculation is more precise:

Resistance = Voltage/Current

So the effective resistance of three
101d2 in parallel is

9 = 3.333 . . .2.7

or, using a vulgar fraction, 3-13-ka This is
exactly one-third of 10ka

When equal resistances are in parallel,
the rule for finding the equivalent single
resistance is: divide the individual
resistance value by the number of
resistances.

Thus two 10k12 in parallel are
equivalent to one 5k0; three are
equivalent to 3.33 . . . k12; four to
2.51(11; five to 2k11, and so on.

Things become more complicated
when unequal resistances are paralleled,
but we'll deal with that later. For now, I'll
just say that it is often very useful to con-
nect resistors in parallel because you can
then make up non-standard values. Sup-
pose you need 6k/2. The nearest standard
values are 5.6k0 and 6.8ku. But 12k0 is
standard and two 12k0 in parallel give
6ka

EXPERIMENT 2.4

RESISTANCES IN SERIES
Connect three BSI resistors in series

across your 9V supply (Fig. 2.12a).
Measure the voltage across each one. It
should be 3V approximately in every
case. Since the same current flows
through each resistance, and they are all
equal, the battery voltage must be shared
among them: 9V battery, 3V each. Now,
3V and 1k0 imply 3mA. So this is the
current. The 9V battery sees a resistance
which draws 3mA.

From the graph, Fig. 2.1, 9V and 3mA
give 3kg. So in the case of equal
resistances in series you just add them
together.

Better still, it works with unequal ones.
If you swapped a single 2k1 for the up-
per two of your lkS2 the current would be
unaltered. The 21(12 would absorb 6V and
the 1W 3V. And 2kI2 + 11S2 = 31d2 as
before.

(a) (b)

Ik12

1k12

Ik12

Fig. 2.12. Three resistors in series. (a) Measuring the voltage across each. (b)
Measuring the voltages with respect to battery (-).

81-v

1 3 5 7 9_o_a_a
2 4 6 8 10

B 0 0-0- 0-0
1 RI

7 9a- - -0-
2 4 6 80-C 0 0

01

3 R2 9E _0_ - - E

2 4 6 8
F o-o- 0 0 F

1 3 5 R3

a 0 0

C

A

B

C
11

a

Fig. 2.13. The circuit of Fig. 2.12(a) assembled on the EBBO Block.

B1+ v

3 5 7
A o

2 4 6 8 0
B 0-0 0 B

1
1

C

RI 7 9

2 4$6 8 lb
D 0-C 0-0-0L.

81-v

1 3 R2 9
E o o oti` E

2 4 618
F 0-0-o 10o-o F

3 R3-0-0- --m1-1-)

IL

Fig. 2.14. The circuit of Fig. 2.12(b) assembled on the EBBO Block. The meter is
connected for "V1 " reading. Dotted lines show the alternative connections for the
meter for "V2" and "V3" readings.

Test-bed set-up for Fig. 2.14.
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
Questions on Teach -/n 84 Part 2
Answers next month

x x

3kI2 < 3k[2

3kI2

3k.(1

3k13

3kI2

ANSWERS TO PART 1
01.1 (a), 33011, 1%; (b), 100k0,

5%; (c) 271(0, 5%; (d)
5.6A/111, 2%; (e) 10, 5%; (f)
470, 5%.

Q1.2 (a)1mA; (b) 1 Id); (c) 10V
01.3 11(11

ei I
6V

Fig. 2.16

Q2.1 Fill in the missing amount of current,
voltage or resistance for a circuit
containing the two quoted:

a. 12V, 6k
b. 3mA, 3.3k
c. 9V, 0.5mA

Q2.2 See Fig. 2.15. What is the equivalent

B1 I
12v

Fig. 2.17

resistance between X and Y in each
case?

Q2.3 See Fig. 2.16. How much current
flows through the I.e.d.?

Q2.4 See Fig. 2.17. What voltage does the
meter indicate? It is a 1,000121V in-
strument switched to its 10V range.

WITH RESPECT TO
If you measure the three voltages in-

dicated in Fig. 2.12b, V/ is the battery
voltage (9V); V2 is 6V and V3, 3V. When
one terminal of a meter is always connec-
ted to the same point, as yours is now to
battery (-), the voltage readings are
described as being "with respect to" bat-

tery (-), or whatever point is common to
all the measurements.

This way of using a common point as a
reference corresponds to a map -maker's
use of sea -level as a zero or datum point.
Voltages are often measured in this way.

Next month:
Potentiometers and Transistors

INTELLIGENCEER
BY PAUL YOUNG

Computer Remedy
It must have been very difficult to decide

whether to embrace the computer or ex-
clude it. It was certain to bring criticism
either way but I for one am delighted with
the outcome in the pages of EE.

I think in the end, even the most out-
spoken critics will agree, that the develop-
ment of the integrated circuit resulting in
the microcomputer, is the most important
happening in the world of electronics since
the invention of the transistor. As far as its
uses are concerned we have only scratched
the surface.

I was reminded of this recently when my
kindly television expert, to save me the
trouble of humping our monster colour TV
several miles to his workshop, asked me
the symptoms, and was able to tell me im-
mediately what parts to change.

Now if computers can be used for
diagnostic medicine, it must surely be
possible to use them for trouble -shooting
with any complicated electronic or even
mechanical apparatus. All the necessary
knowledge would be fed into a vast
memory system which your repair man of
the future would be able to tap into any
time he was stuck. Obscure faults could be
rectified in minutes and the amount of man
hours saved would be quite staggering.

There is a well-known story of a large
vital machine in a factory coming to a

grinding halt, and the management calling
in the expert. The expert surveys the
machine for a few minutes and then gives

it a mighty swipe with a hammer. Im-
mediately it springs into life. When the bill
for his services arrives, it reads: To hitting
the machine with a hammer = One Penny.
To knowing where to hit it = Fifty Pounds.
In the future the computer will be able to
reduce that amount very considerably.

Dischord
Although his letter was published in the

October Issue, I would like to thank Mr.
Stone for his most interesting remarks. My
friend made the suggestion of replacing the
present piano keyboard with a typewriter
keyboard. Mr. Stone's main objection is,
that the piano keyboard is analogue
whereas the typewriter is digital making it
difficult to put any expression into the play-
ing. In other words the harder you hit the
piano key the louder it sounds, whereas
with the electronic key it makes no dif-
ference.

I understand the argument, although the
same criticism could be levelled at the stan-
dard organ. I sent a copy of his letter to my
friend, and here is the gist of his reply:

"I do not think that anyone who has suc-
cessfully mastered the standard keyboard
would change to a new design. There will
be old type instruments for the foreseeable
future but I am visualising a new generation
of music makers, of all ages.

Within my own circle I know of many
youngsters who started out to learn to play
the piano but within a few months became

so disenchanted with the difficulties and
sheer tedium of it all they gave it up. How
sad!

At the other end of the scale there are
oldies like myself who take up music mak-
ing late in life as an enjoyable hobby for
retirement. In between there are millions
who for one reason or another have never
had the time or opportunity to master the
idiotic system that we have been saddled
with since the middle ages.

Can you imagine the enjoyment all these
people would get from a system that
enabled them to play reasonably proficien-
tly in a matter of months? And the subse-
quent boost in sales of such an instrument,
which, with modern electronics could
produce a full orchestra from a package no
larger than a small portable typewriter."

Talking of typewriter keyboards, I am
assured on good authority, that the layout
of the keyboards is going to be redesigned.
This will be a blow for the thousands of
"touch typists", although I notice that all
the modern microcomputers such as the
Sinclair ZX Spectrum, BBC, and the Acorn
are still using the familiar "QWERTY"
layout.

I always imagined learned professors
working far into the night to perfect this
layout. Well maybe they did, but not for the
reasons that we imagine. Far from design-
ing a layout that would speed up the typing,
they designed it to slow the typists down,
since the early machines were not capable
of coping with the speeds these young
ladies could attain!!

Hot Air
A final note on Ionisers. After explaining

to a colleague how to make a tester for
checking their output (See Sept. issue) he
gave me a pitying smile and said: "Yes, but
of course you can do it equally well by
holding a lighted match near it, the draught
causes the flame to flicker". Poor old Paul
Young is again deflated.
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MICROCOMPUTER
IMTERFACING TECHNIQUES

INCLUDING MANY USEFUL CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS
PART FIVE: STEPPER MOTOR CONTROL

BY J. ADAMS B.Sc, M.Sc. & G. M . FEATHER B.Sc.

CONVENTIONAL direct current electric
motors provide a mechanical output

in the form of a continuous, smooth rota-
tion. Speed and direction are easily con-
trolled and, in the last article, a digital -to -
analogue converter was interfaced to a
microcomputer to achieve this objective.

If precise control of rotational position
is required with a d.c. motor then it is
almost essential to provide some form of
feedback from the motor shaft which can
be used to sense its position and adjust
the supply to it accordingly. This arrange-
ment is known as a servo system and
such systems are commonplace in
positional control systems.

Stepper motors offer a completely dif-
ferent approach to the problem of con-
trolling position as they are designed to
produce a mechanical output which will
respond to a command signal by rotating
in discrete increments or "steps" rather

than the smooth, spinning motion of their
d.c. counterparts. The direction and num-
ber of these steps can be controlled by
applying appropriate pulses to the stator
windings of the motor.

The degree of precision to which the
motor shaft may be positioned depends
upon the number of steps per revolution
of the rotor. Many stepper motors offer a
resolution of 200 steps per revolution,
that is, the shaft may be positioned in 1.8
degree steps. It is, in fact, possible to
achieve 0.9 degree resolution with such a
motor by a technique known as "half step
excitation" (or single/dual phase excita-
tion).

STEPPER MOTOR DESIGN
In order to allow a stepped mechanical

output, the construction of a stepper

motor is clearly very different to that of a
conventional d.c. motor and it is
worthwhile considering how such charac-
teristics are achieved.

Many stepper motors employ a techni-
que known as "four phase excitation"
and this system is depicted in Fig. 5.1.

The rotor is formed with six magnetic
poles, three north and three south, as
shown. The laminated soft -iron stator is
formed with four poles which are excited
by coil windings A, B, C and D.

In Fig. 5.1(a), coils A and C are
energised with currents flowing in direc-
tins so as to make pole A a N -pole and
pole C a S -pole. The permanently
magnetised poles 1 and 4 of the rotor will
be attracted as shown and the rotor will
be held in this position.

To accomplish the next step clockwise,
the current in stator winding A and C is
turned off, whilst simultaneously, pole

CURRENT
OFF

STATOR

CURRENT
ON

CURRENT ON

CURRENT ON

(a)

CURRENT OFF

CURRENT OFF

)b)

CURRENT CURRENT
OFF OFF

CURRENT CURRENT
ON ON

CURRENT ON

CURRENT OFF

CURRENT OFF

id)

Fig. 5.2. Bifilar windings of stator
poles.

Fig. 5.1 (left). Stages in the excita-
tion of stepper motor phases.
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windings B and D are energised with
currents flowing in such a direction as to
make B a S -pole and D a N -pole. The
rotor will turn one step and occupy the
position shown in Fig. 5.1(b). Further
steps can be created by appropriate stator
coil excitation and these are shown in
Figs. 5.1(c) and 5.1(d).

In order to reverse the direction of
rotation of the shaft, it would be
necessary to reverse the directions of
current flow in the stator windings. This
could be achieved with a dual rail (+ and
-) power supply for the driver circuitry,
but many stepper motors are provided
with bifilar pole windings which simply
means that each stator pole winding
carries two coils, wound in opposite
directions. Each coil in the pair is connec-
ted in series with the corresponding coils
of the other stator poles.

A simplified diagram of the electrical
arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.2, from
which it is clear that either coil may be
energised to produce a pole of the re-
quired sign. P and Q are wound in the
opposite sense and constitute the bifilar-
wound coil of one stator pole. Likewise R
and S are wound on the diametrically
opposite pole.

A low value resistor is normally in-
cluded in the power supply to the phases
in order to decrease the electrical inertia
of the highly inductive windings; this per-
mits a more rapid increase of current at

switch on and hence gives faster start up
characteristics.

In this application the stepper motor
has four coils, but only two of these have
current flowing through them at a par-
ticular time. The stepper motor will move
from one fixed position to another by ap-
plying pulses to the driver board in the
correct sequence:

Clockwise Rotation

Step No.
Output to drivers
0 1 2 3

1 1 1 0 0
2 0 1 1 0
3 0 0 1 1

4 1 0 0 1

1 1 1 0 0

Anticlockwise Rotation

Step No.
Output to drivers
0 1 2 3

1 1 1 0 0
2 1 0 0 1

3 0 0 1 1

4 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 0 0

It should be apparent that these rota-
tions constitute cyclic shifts in opposite
directions.

The generation of these pulse
sequences and their application to the
stepper motor can be achieved by:

(1) a hardware system
(2) a mixed hardware/software system
(3) a software system

In any case, the current requirements
of the motor will be considerable and a
TTL/power interface board is required.

TTL/POWER INTERFACE
BOARD

The circuit diagram of the TTL/Power
Interface for Stepper Motor is shown in
Fig. 5.3.

TTL level control pulses are applied to
the bases of TR1,3,5,7, which form
Darlington pairs with the power driver
transistors TR2,4,6,8. The collectors of
these are connected directly to the motor
phases so that currents in them may be
turned on and off.

Diodes D I-D4 afford protection
against damage to the Darlington pairs
by the back-e.m.f. across the windings at
current switch off. R5 is included to
facilitate easier starting, as already
described. The total power consumption
of the board is dependent upon motor
loading, but a 12V supply at around 2A
is adequate for most conditions.

Fig. 5.3. Full circuit of the TTL/Power Interface Driver for a stepper motor.
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TTL/POWER
IMTERFACE
FOR STEPPER
MOTOR
CONSTRUCTION

The components forming the circuit of
Fig. 5.3 with heatsinks and mounting
bracket are fitted on a single -sided printed
circuit board, size 202 x 95mm as shown
in Fig. 5.4. The full-size master pattern
for the p.c.b. is shown in Fig. 5.5. This
board is available from the EE PCB
Service, Order code 8311-01.

The dimensions and drilling details for
the motor mounting bracket and heat -
sinks are shown in Fig. 5.6. The heatsinks
are secured to the board using the power
transistor fixing screws and in one case
also by the fixing for R5. This resistor as
shown has a wattage higher than
necessary and may be rated at 7W or
more.

Mt

_"--RED
GREEN

"YELLOW

TR7

The transistors TR2,4,6 and 8 must be
fitted to the heatsink using mica washers
and insulating bushes. This is necessary
because the metal tabs on these devices
are internally connected to the collector
terminal. Use heatsink compound on all
mating surfaces to maximise heat transfer
from the device to the sink.

Next fit the motor to its bracket and
then this assembly to the board. Use
shake -proof washers on all fixings. A
large pointer knob should now be fitted to
the motor shaft.

Assemble the remainder of the compo-
nents as shown in Fig. 5.4. Take care to
connect the diodes and transistors the
correct way round, and that the lead -outs

MOTOR
MOUNTING
BRACKET

WHIT

R2 R3

HEATSINK

D3

ecb
.00

DETAIL OF
R5 WIRING
TO PCB.

PC B

K 01

020

from the stepper motor reach the correct
connection points.

FLYING LEADS
The flying leads connect to the board

in the same manner as earlier projects in
this series. The wires feed through blank
holes from above to reach track lands on
the underside thereby providing a strain
relief mechanism for the soldered joint.
Use wire having different insulation
colours for the five control leads to
facilitate easy recognition.

Fit six self-adhesive rubber feet to the
board underside for support and
clearance of the standing surface.
Thoroughly check the board before
applying power, or connecting up.

Fig. 5.4. Layout of the components and
stepper motor on the topside of the Power
Interface Driver printed circuit board.
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COMPONENTS -£ 2 5
Resistors

R1-4 3.9k0
1W carbon
+5% (4 off)

R5 50 7W

Semiconductors
D1-4 1N4002 1A 100V

silicon (4 off)
TR1,3,5,7 BC635 silicon npn

(4 off)
TR2,4,6,8 BD203 or similar npn

silicon (4 off)

Miscellaneous
M1 SS25-11 10U or

similar 4 -phase stepper
motor

Printed circuit board: single -
sided, size 202 x 95mm, EE PCB
Service, Order code 8311-01;
aluminium sheet for bracket and
heatsinks 134 x 58 x 2mm, 114

x 75 x 2mm (2 off); TO -220 in-
sulating kits (4 sets); 6BA fixing (8
sets); 4BA fixings (4 off) heatsink
compound; large control knob
with pointer; 7/0.2mm wire,
selection of insulation colours;
heavy duty stranded wire for
power supply leads; self-adhesive
rubber feet (6 off); single -sided
Veropins )4 off).

Fig. 5.6. Dimensions,
drilling and bending
details for the two heat -
sinks and the motor
mounting bracket to fit
the 8311-01.

HOLE A. -
B -
C -

2.5mm DIA
3.5mm DIA.
Amm

62

ALL DIMENSIONS IN mm

58

70

lit

Fig. 5.5 (right). Actual -size master p.c.b. pattern to be etched
for the Power Interface Driver. This board is available from the
EE PCB Service, Order code 8311-01.
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STEPPER
MOTOR
MAMA
COUROLLER
HARDWARE CONTROL
OF THE
STEPPER MOTOR

A hardware solution to control the
operation of the stepper motor involves
using a 4 -bit shift register to provide the
data output to the coils and the use of
three manual switches. The complete
circuit for such a controller is shown in
Fig. 5.7.

Closure of S 1 loads the fixed rri,
binary pattern, applied to the data inputs
of the 74LS194, onto the data output
lines applied to the stepper driver board.

Switch S2 acts as a simple on/off
switch to control the running of the
motor. When this switch is open motor
rotation is inhibited.

Switch S3 controls the direction of
rotation of the stepper motor. When open
the motor moves clockwise and when
closed an anticlockwise rotation is ob-
tained.

Fig. 5.8 shows the pin -out diagram for
the 4 -bit 74LS194 shift register.

Any pattern presented to the data in-
puts on the chip will be mimicked on the
data outputs to the stepper coils provided
pins 9 and 10 are held high. When a clock
pulse is received at pin 11 then this data is
shifted to the left or right depending on
the logic levels applied to pins 9 and 10.
This is summarised in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Shift left and right

Pin 9 Pin 10 Data outputs

0 1 Shift right
1 0 Shift left

In this application the binary pattern
(11 0 0) is applied to the data inputs of the
74LS 194 (pins 3, 4, 5, 6, respectively).
The two logic I bits cause excitation of
the appropriate motor windings.

The logic circuitry made up from IC1
gates, encodes the three switch combina-

vcc
I+5VI

TO DRIVER

'0"1"2"3
DATA OUTPUTS

CK Si SO,,6,777,37,7710

SHIFT LEFT-

o- SHIFT RIGHT

f11112 Ei
CLEAR RIGHT

IN ,

DATA INPUTS

Fig. 5.8. Pin -out details of the 74L5194, a
4 -bit shift register.

tion and applies appropriate control
signals to pins 9 and 10 of the shift
register.

The truth table of Table 5.2 explains
the action of this circuitry and how the
required conditions are established.

b c d LEFT GND
IN

Fig. 5.7. Complete circuit diagram for the Stepper Motor Manual Controller for use with the Power Interface Driver
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Table 5.2. Shift Register Control Logic Truth Table

Switch conditions IC1a pin no. IC1b pin no. IC1c pin no. IC1d pin no. Motor
S1 S2 S3 1 2 3 4 5 6 12 13 11 9 10 8 function

Open Open Open 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 Rotate left
Open Open Closed 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 Rotate right
Open Closed Open 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 Inhibit
Open Closed Closed 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 Inhibit

Shift register load switch Si is open during operation, the initial load function (1 1 transition) having been performed.

EXTERNAL
POWER -
SUPPLY

OV

12V=40

IC4

IN

OUT

0
CI

Rd

C3

I

TB2
2 3 4

'3' 'I' '0" GND

DRIVER OUTPUTS

CONTROL PANEL
FIXING HOLE

"6"

f(
I R2RI

SOLDER
TAG(GNO1

Fig. 5.9. Layout of the components on the topside of the Manual Controller p.c.b.

Fig. 5.10. The actual -size master p.c.b. pattern to be etched for the Manual Controller p.c.b. This board is available from the EE PCB Service,
Order code 8311-02
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Fig. 5.11. Drilling details for the control panel of the
Manual Controller.
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The remaining section of the logic
board comprises the clock circuitry, 1C3
and associated components. A 555 timer

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1-3 3.9k0 (3 off)
R4 1 .2k0
All aW carbon ±5%

See

Capacitors page 703
C1 22µF 16V elect. radial
C2,3 0.1µF polyester type

C280 (2 off)

Semiconductors
IC1 7400 rri_ quad 2 -input

NAND
IC2 74LS194 low -power

Schottky 171_ 4 -bit
shift register

IC3 555 timer i.c.
IC4 78L05A +5V 100mA

monolithic voltage
regulator

Miscellaneous
VR 1 100kOlinear

potentiometer
S1 single -pole, push -on,

push -off
S2,3 miniature single -pole

toggle (2 off)
TB 1 5 -way right-angle

barrier strip
TB2 5 -way p.c.b.-type

terminal block (see
text)

Printed circuit board: single -
sided, size 202 x 95mm, EE PCB
Service, Order code 8311-02;
4BA solder tag; single -sided
Veropins (10 off); d.i.l. sockets; 8 -
pin, 14 -pin, 16 -pin (1 off each);
self-adhesive rubber feet (4 off);
7/0.2mm insulated wire; tinned
copper wire for links; control knob;
4BA fixings (4 sets) aluminium for
control panel, 96 x 75 x 1mm.

Approx. cost
Guidance only £1

Fig. 5.12. Position of the components on the Manual Controller front
panel with complete wiring details to the p.c.b. This panel is "earthed" via
the solder tag connection at one panel fixing.

is used in the astable mode and variation
of VR1 allows rt.'. pulses to be generated
over a frequency range of approximately
10Hz to 100Hz, thus enabling the speed
of the motor to be controlled.

A 78L05A +5V regulator is included
in order that the logic board may be
operated from the same 12V supply as is
used for the driver board.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuitry of Fig. 5.7 is assembled

on a printed circuit board, single -sided,
size 202 x 95mm as shown in Fig. 5.9.
The master pattern to be etched is shown
full-size in Fig. 5.10. This board is
available through the EE PCB Service,
Order code 8311-02.

STEPPER MOTOR CONTROL SOFTWARE
10 REM BBC MICROCOMPUTER.
20 ?55122=255:REM DATA DIRECTION REGISTER CONFIGURED FOE: OUTPUT
30 ?55120=?651200R3:REM ENABLE LORDING OF SHIFT REGISTER OUTPUTS
461 ?65120=?65120AND254:REM CLOCKWISE ROTATION (AND253 REVERSE)
50 FOR X=1 TO N:REM NUMBER OF STEPS
50 265120=?551200R4:REM CLOCK PULSE HIGH
713 755120=765120AND251:REM CLOCK PULSE LOW
80 765120=?551200R4:REM CLOCK PULSE HIGH
90 REM INSERT GOSUB FOR TIMING DELAY TO CONTROL. SPEED
100 NEXT

10 REM VIC-20 MICROCOMPUTER
20 ROKE37138,255
30 POKE37136,PEEK,:.37135)0113
40 POKE37136,PEEK<37136)AND254
50 FOR X=1 TO N
60 POKE37135,PEEK(37135)OR4
70 POKE37136,PEEK(37136)AND251
SO POKE37136,PEEK(37135)0R4
90 REM INSERT GOSUB FOR TIMING DELAY TO CONTROL SPEED
100 NEXT X

10 REM PET MICROCOMPUTER
20 POKE59459,255
30 POKE59457,PEEK(59457)0R3
40 POKE59457,PEEK(59457)AND254
50 FOR X=1 TO N
60 POKE59457,PEEK(59457)0R4
70 ROKE59457,PEEK(59457)AND251
SO POKE59457,PEEK(59457)0R4
90 REM INSERT GOSUB FOR TIMING DELAY TO CONTROL SPEED
100 NEXT' X

10 REM COMMODORE 64 MICROCOMPUTER
20 POKE56579,255
30 POKE56577,PEEK(56577)0R3
40 PCWE56577,PEEK(55577)AND254
50 FORX=1 Ti: N
50 PO11E56577,PEEK(55577)0R4
70 P0KE55577,PEEK(565770AND251
80 PO11E55577,PEEK<55577)0R4
90 REM INSERT GOSUB FOE: TIMING DELAY TO CONTROL SPEED
100 NEXT X
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Fig. 5.13. Control of a stepper motor using hardware only.

Ov

V 4-12V

A bracket needs to be made from
about 1mm thick aluminium to form the
control panel of the unit. Dimensions and
drilling details are given in Fig. 5.11.
Begin by preparing this part, labelling the
control positions and securing all compo-
nents as shown in Fig. 5.12.

Assemble the components as shown in
Fig. 5.9 using sockets to hold the integra-
ted circuits. A 5 -way p.c.b.-type terminal
block was constructed using a 4 -way with
a I -way cut from a second 4 -way type.
Veropins were used for all flying lead
connections but these may be omitted if

desired. Pay attention to the polarity of
IC4 when soldering to the board and
check with Fig. 5.9 when inserting the
i.c.s into their sockets.

The complete "hardware" control
system is shown in Fig. 5.13.

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE
CONTROL OF THE STEPPER
MOTOR

A combination of both hardware and
software can be used in this project by
applying the three user port signal lines
PO, PI and P2 to the S 0, S 1 and clock
(CK) inputs of the 74LS194, see Fig.
5.14. Provision has been made on the
logic board for these connections, but
ICI and IC3 must, of course, be removed
from their sockets. The BASIC listings
given below show how the stepper motor
can be under software control for each of
the four microcomputers that have been
discussed in this series.

FULL SOFTWARE CONTROL OF
THE STEPPER MOTOR

Readers who wish to implement a
complete software solution to the control
of the stepper motor should connect the
four output lines P 0, P 1, P2, P3 from the
microcomputer user port directly to the
four inputs of the stepper driver board,
see Fig. 5.15. The correct binary patterns
are then loaded in sequence, into the I/O
register for the port.

Next month: 4 -channel ADC

0
'2' '1' '0' '3' 

GND 

1700-

0 '0'
GND

I I
PO PI P2 OV

TO MICRO

0
0

e
0

PO

P1

CK

OV

O
0

O

Fig. 5.14. Control of a stepper motor using a mixed hardware/software solution.

OV

. +12V

'1' '0' 
'3. 

GND

+12V1 1OV

OV P1 PO P3 P2

TO MICRO
USER PORT

Fig. 5.15. Software only control of
the stepper motor.
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THE first thing about the 380Z
microcomputer, made by Research

Machines Limited, Oxford, is that it is
British and a top quality design.

THE SYSTEM
The system is based around the Z80A-

CPU with the full 64K RAM memory
space, although smaller and cheaper
versions are also available.

Originally the 380Z was a cassette -
based system and to a certain extent it
was like its name suggests, a "research
machine", comprising a big metal box,
with two cards, the CPU and vnti cards,
and slots for more add-on cards. A per -

(Above) The RML380Z Microcom-
puter with keyboard console.
(Below) Rear panel of the
RML380Z showing the various
connectors.

son, probably a researcher, would com-
plete his/her own circuitry and interface it
to the CPU card, placing his own card(s)
in the slots provided. Looking at the
photograph, with the disk -drives removed
and only two boards inside one can see
plenty of room for expansion.

In time, of course, this space became
filled with add-on RAMS, floppy disk con-
trollers, 80 -character boards, colour
boards and so on, so bringing it up to the
machine it is now.

Input is from a full keyboard and
programming can begin either in BASIC
or any of the other languages RML
provide on disk or tape, for example, their
version of COBOL, FORTRAN or
ASSEMBLER or if you fancy a spot of
word processing then TXED will assist
you admirably.

EXTENDED BASIC
BASIC is big and powerful and, is

called "Extended BASIC version 5",
although the latest is that there is now a
BASIC version 6.

Initially RML provide the user with a
disk containing CP/M, a BASIC disk(s)
and ZASM, the Z80 assembler.

DISK DRIVES
At power -on the VDU displays Cos 3.4

on the bottom left of the screen. Most
systems have two disk drives, each drive
capable of handling double -sided dis-
kettes in the MDS (5+). There is also the
FDS (8 inch disks) available.

Allowing for the operating system,
each side of the MDS provides 72K bytes
for storage of programs and data. The
drives are lettered (A,C) for the top

floppy disk drive and (B,D) for the bot-
tom drive. A and B being the uppermost
side in each case.

On inserting the system's disk into
drive A, say, and typing B (that is,
BOOTING) CP/M is loaded into
memory, thus providing the CP/M built-
in commands DIR, ERA, REN and
TYPE, and the transient commands
STAT, FORMAT, MOVCPM,
SYSGEN and PIP.

DCR enables the user to examine a
disk directory of files and software
whenever the disk to be examined is in the
drive. ERA is a file eraser, REN remains
a file, TYPE is a command used to dis-
play contents of a file stored on a disk.

STAT tells the user the currently
available disk space for use, either
reading from or writing to. FORMAT is
necessary when preparing a new disk.
These must be formatted first before use,
otherwise only error messages will result.
MOVCPM is used in conjunction with
SYSGEN to copy CP/M onto other disks
so that the master systems disk can be
safely put away. Naturally, any disks
with copied CP/M are for personal use
only, since every user has to sign a legally
binding agreement to preserve CP/M
copyrights. Finally PIP is used for
making copies of programs or indeed
complete disks.

MEMORY MAP
BASIC is as mentioned, big and

powerful. It uses the first 12K for the
interpreter and some wordspace. Above
this comes the variables and arrays.
Above this is a memory area A, termed
the cache and is reserved from BASIC by
the CLEAR command. This area can be
used for user machine code subroutines
by POKEing the code into the memory
locations. RML supply the user with a
routine for determining the exact
whereabouts of this area.

Above this area comes CP/M which
normally lies in the top 4K of user
memory, but can be moved down in order
to provide the user with another cache
area (A) for more subroutines. Above this
comes the monitor ROM and VDU
addresses plus wordspace.

BASIC COMMANDS
BASIC provides all the usual com-

mands, such as, LOAD, SAVE, LIST,

SPECIAL REPORT
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LLIST utilities, plus some extra features,
such as, LOADGO, MERGE and
MERGEGO.

LOADGO loads the program from
disk file and automatically RUNS it,
MERGE is a very useful command which
allows the user to combine lines of
program on disk file with a program
already in memory. The MERGEGO
command is a combination of the
LOADGO and MERGE commands, the
specified file is merged into a current
program and the new combined program
is extended at a specified line number.
NEW deletes the current program.

There are also comprehensive EDIT
facilities, with the insert mode (±)
probably being most commonly used to
correct spelling, omissions, and so on.
There is a wide variety of EDIT facilities,
too many to be listed here.

FILE HANDLING
The bulk of the other BASIC com-

mands are for data transfer input and
output, program control, and the usual
variety of numeric and storing functions.

However, there is a comprehensive set
of file handling commands some of which
need to be mentioned.

To create a file requires a
CREATEH1 0, "NAME" statement.

To close a file is equally as easy,
CLOSE/10 and to reopen a file

requires
OPEN/410, "NAME".
These are supplemented by other file -

handling commands, the most important
of which being

INPUT410, X, Y
This takes the X, Y data from disk files

and reads it into memory.
PRINT/41 0, X, Y takes the X, Y data

from memory to disk files Other
interesting commands for file -handling
are:

X=GET(/410), which gets a character
from the input file

A=LOOKUP ("NAME") which is a
function which allows a program to deter-
mine whether a file exists.

For commercial and administrative or
educational use, the use and handling of
files is at the heart of retrieval and storage
systems. Accounts invoices, dare one say,
school reports (the black disk as opposed
to the black book), all can be stored on a
small -sized diskette, easily stored away.

GRAPHICS
The graphics on the 380Z can either be

chunky or high resolution. The chunky
graphics are in fact quite good, with the
top 20 lines of the VDU screen used for
graphics and the bottom 4 used for scrol-
ling. So, in 40 characters per line mode,
bearing in mind that each character is 3 x
2, the screen can be treated as an array of
dots 60 high x 80 wide.

The screen is opened for graphics by
the GRAPH 1 command and GRAPH 0
(or TEXT) restores the full screen
scroller. The PLOT command is used for
plotting points, characters or strings
anywhere on the screen.

There is also a LINE command which
draws a straight line from the coordinates
of the last point to the next specified posi-
tion.

If the 380Z has an 80 -character board,
that is, 80 characters per line, then the
VDU divides into a 160, 60 matrix. The
same commands apply as before, but
PLOT can have a fourth character and so
can LINE.

The fourth character, Z, sets up at-
tributes and can have values from 0 to
255, but only the least significant four
bits control the attributes.

HIGH RESOLUTION MODE
However, as mentioned, there is also a

high resolution graphics facility with its
own 16K bytes of RAM, which operates as
16K of memory if HRG are not used.
In normal use the output from the
HRGraphics board is mixed with the out-
put from the 380Z memory mapped VDU,
which allows graphics and text to be
superimposed. Similar commands are
available as for low resolution graphics,
but within a CALL to a subroutine
command.

High Resolution is set by the
statement:

CALL "RESOLUTION", 0, 2 at the
start of a program, but this is a specific
command of a general statement.

CALL "RESOLUTION", X, Y
where X = 0 or 1. When X = 0 , high
res. mode is specified, giving a 192 x 319
array on the VDU, and when X = 1 is
specified this is medium res. mode, giving
a 96 x 160 array on the VDU screen.

The second character Y sets the num-

ber of bits to be used for each pixel. A
pixel is that element of graphics memory
that determines the intensity of a single
point. In HR mode, two bits are available
giving a choice of four intensities, that is,
colours with a colour board, else shades
of grey.

USER DEFINED GRAPHICS
There are many other features which

give the user flexible graphics, a CALL
"CHARSIZE", XE, VE gives magnifica-
tion on the screen with XE the magnifica-
tion in the X direction, and YE in the Y
direction. Also a CALL "DEFCHAR"
enables the user to define his/her own
characters by changing the bits of the row
or column comprising the character.
There are also many CALLS to pointer
subroutines to enable the user to dump
his/her graphics onto a printer.

INPUT/OUTPUT
The 380Z has good input/output

facilities. All standard models have a
User Port, which also doubles as a
parallel printer port, comprising eight bits
in and eight bits out.

The whole user port is memory map-
ped as opposed to I/O mapped at loca-
tion 65411 (&FBFF) of memory. By
using the appropriate POKE statement,
POKE 64511,XXX where XXX is be-
tween 0 and 255, the eight output bits can
be activated to operate external devices,
or by using the appropriate PEEK state-
ment, PEEK(64511) the eight input pins
can be read from external devices.

There is also the option to buy the PIO
board from RML (Z80A-PIO, parallel
input-output). These are input/output
chips specially made for the Z80A family
which are programmable and have two
sets of input and output ports, Port A and
Port B, each port having eight -bits.

The Z80 PIO operates through the IN
and OUT instruction since the PIO board
is not memory mapped. This is quite an
expensive optional extra, and usually, for
a large number of control situations, the
User Port should suffice.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion this is an excellent

machine, but it is expensive and not many
home users will be able to purchase one.

BY A.A. CHANERLEY B.Sc. M.Sc.
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BY R.A.PENFOLD

ANGE CAMERA
FLASH GUN TRIGGER

WITH some types of action
photography it is impossible for a

human operator to act fast enough to
take a satisfactory photograph. It is then
necessary to use some form of automatic
triggering of the camera or a flashgun in
order to obtain a fast enough response
time to take the photograph before the
subject moves out of frame.

INFRA -RED
The trigger unit described in this article

is of the broken infra -red light beam type,
and it can be used to operate either a
flashgun or a camera. The camera can
only be triggered by the unit if it has an
electro-magnetic shutter release for which
a suitable trigger cord is available, or if
the camera is equipped with an automatic
winder or motor drive which has a remote
control socket.

The prototype has been tested with a
Minolta XD7 (directly triggered) and
with a Pentax LX (operated via the auto -
winder), and worked with both of these.
Automatic operation is possible with
most modern S.L.R. cameras, and the
unit should function properly with any
that have this facility. It should also work
properly with any normal electronic
flashgun.

SYSTEM DIAGRAM
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the

trigger unit, and it can be seen that there
are two units in the system; the transmit-
ter and the receiver. The unit uses a
pulsed infra -red beam rather than a
steady visible light beam as this system
gives improved reliability.

A d.c. coupled visible light system
would be susceptible to spurious trigger-
ing due to changes in ambient light level
and shadows failing on the sensor, even if
precautions were taken against this. A
steady beam with an a.c. coupled receiver
seems to be just as susceptible to spurious
operation as a simple d.c. circuit.

TRANSMITTER
The system employed has proved to be

reliable, and attempts to induce spurious
operation proved to be fruitless. The
transmitter is an oscillator operating at a
frequency of a few kilohertz and driving
an infra -red I.e.d. so that the beam of light
is actually a series of brief infra -red
pulses.

Although of no practical significance,
it should be pointed out that there is no
visible light output from the l.e.d. because
infra -red radiation cannot be seen by
human vision, and there is no significant
output from an infra -red I.e.d. at the
shorter wavelengths of the visible light
spectrum.

RECEIVER
The receiver uses an infra -red

photodiode to detect the incoming pulses,
and as this device has a built-in infra -red
filter, it does not respond to other types of
light.

The voltage pulses produced by the
photodiode circuit are quite small, being
no more than a few millivolts, even if the
system is used at short range. A high gain
audio amplifier is used to boost these
pulses to a few volts peak -to -peak, and

they are then rectified and smoothed to
produce a strong d.c. signal.

This signal is used to operate a
monostable multivibrator via a d.c. am-
plifier stage, this monostable normally
held in the off state.

If the beam is momentarily broken, a
number of pulses will be prevented from
reaching the receiver, causing the d.c.
output of the smoothing circuit to rapidly
decay and trigger the monostable. The
monostable then produces an output
pulse of a little over one second in dura-
tion which is used to switch on a high
voltage power transistor which operates
the camera or flashgun.

It is necessary to use a high voltage
power device at the output since the unit
will need to handle a high voltage when
used with an electronic flashgun, and
fairly high currents when operating a
camera via an autowinder or motor drive.

A gain control is fitted in the amplifier
section c4 the receiver, and this is ad-
justed so that the infra -red beam
produces a signal which only just pre-
vents the unit from triggering under nor-
mal conditions. This helps to give the unit
a fast response time and enables quite
small and fast-moving objects to trigger
the receiver.

TRANSMITTER CIRCUIT
Fig. 2 shows the circuit diagram for

the transmitter. ' The oscillator circuit
based around IC 1, a 555 in the astable
mode, pulses the infra -red l.e.d.s, Dl and
D2. The short output pulse length helps
to keep down the dissipation in these two
devices.

Block diagram of the Long RangeFig. 1.
GAIN CONTROL Camera/Flash Gun Trigger. By using two infra -red

I.e.d.s in series in the transmitter, a range of three
TRANSMITTER RECEIVER to four metres is obtained.

A.F.
OSC
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AMPLIFIER

RECTIFIER
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SMOOTHING

D.C.
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Resistors
R1 1201d2
R2 22k1)
R3 331).-W±5%
All i\A/ carbon ±5% unless
otherwise specified

The infra -red diodes D1 and D2 need
to be pulsed at a current of several hun-
dred milliamps, and this is substantially
higher than the maximum output current
that the 555 device can provide. TR1 is
therefore used as an emitter follower buf-
fer stage which boosts the output current
drive of the circuit, and R4 is used to limit
the maximum current flow to a suitable
level.

Apart from the increased I.e.d. current,
the infra -red light output of the circuit is
also boosted by using two diodes in
series, and the supply voltage has to be
7.5V to permit this. Although the two

COMPONENTS
TRANSMITTER

See

page 703

Capacitors
220µF 10V elect.

C2 2.2nF ceramic or mylar

Semiconductors
D1,2 TIL38 infra -red

transmitter (2 off)
TR1 TIP32Apnp silicon
ICI 555 timer

Miscellaneous
Si s.p.s.t. miniature toggle
B1 6 off RX14 (HP11 size)

or RX20 (HP2 size)
ni-cad rechargeable
cells (see text)

Case to suit; 0.1 in matrix strip -
board, 20 holes by 14 strips;
I.e.d. mounting clips (2 off-for
D1 and D2); battery holder and
clip to suit (see text); 7/0.2mm
wire; tripod bush or hot shoe
accessory mount.

Approx. cost £4 00Guidance only

 * * * *M. ** **Vs *    ***sr**   *es*  .,I......3.
4 0 * *       *     I, a   -a-- , i.i  . ...:

"....' '

i * 14..

l.e.d.s are pulsed at a current which is far
in excess of their maximum continuous
current rating, they do not sustain
damage since they are switched off for
more than 80 per cent of the time due to
the short output pulse length used. This
gives an average output current of under
100 milliamps.

CIRCUIT BOARD
A suitable component layout for the

transmitter is shown in Fig. 3, and this is
based on a 0.1 inch pitch stripboard
having 20 holes by 14 copper strips. Con-
struction of the board is quite straight-

forward, and ensure that the six link wires
and five breaks in the copper strips are
not overlooked. TR1 will get slightly
warm in use, but it does not require a
heatsink.

Due to the high current consumption
of the unit (over 100 milliamps average
consumption) high capacity batteries are
consequently needed. Ideally, six C
(RX14) or D (RX20) size ni-cad cells
should be used to power the unit, but five
ordinary HP2 cells could be used. Smaller
batteries would give a very short
operating life and may be unable to
provide a high enough current at all.

C1

220pF

R1

120

R2

22 Id)

C2

7

6

R VC

DISCHARGE

IC1
555 0/P

THRESHOLD
TRIG GND

2 1

EE

3

TR1

TIP 32A

)ON/OFF)

0.000 Si

R3

331(11

+7 5V

B1

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the transmitter.

FLAT OR NOTCH

a
01 T1L38

Fig. 3. The compo-
nent board layout of
the transmitter sec-
tion. Note that
I.e.d.s D1 and D2
are preformed as
shown in the
photograph below.
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MOUNTING BUSH
It is useful to fit the case with a tripod

mounting bush, and a suitable bush can
be taken from a flash adaptor of the type
used to fit a flashgun on a tripod.

The two rivets are drilled out so that
the top and bottom sections of the adap-
tor can be separated, and the base section
is then bolted to the case by fitting the
bolts through the holes which were for-
merly occupied by the rivets. The unit can
then be mounted on an accessory shoe or
on a tripod since the adaptor has an ac-
cessory foot as well as a standard quarter
inch tripod bush.

RECEIVER CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram of the receiver is

given in Fig. 4.
D1 is a photodiode and it is reverse

biased by R1. The infra -red pulses from
the transmitter produce an increase in the
leakage current of D 1, giving a series of
small negative pulses at the junction of
R1 and Dl. These pulses are coupled by
C2 to a common emitter amplifier based
on TR1, and the output is coupled by
C3 to a volume control type variable
attenuator, VR1.

The signal is then taken to a second
common emitter amplifier, TR2, by C4.
C5 attenuates the high frequency
response of this stage slightly in order to
prevent instability.

The output from TR2 is rectified and
smoothed by D2, D3 and C7. Under nor-
mal conditions this produces a negative
bias which is strong enough to bias TR3
into conduction so that its collector ter-
minal is at virtually the positive supply
potential.

MONOSTABLE
The monostable is a conventional 555

i.c. type, and R7 plus C8 set the output
pulse duration at a nominal 1.1 seconds.

In order to trigger IC1, its input at pin
2 must be taken below one third of the

SENSITIVITY

supply voltage, and this will happen if the
input to the unit ceases, even briefly, as
the charge on C7 will then rapidly decay
and TR3 will switch off.

R8 then takes pin 2 of IC I to the
negative supply voltage, and the positive
output pulse is produced at pin 3 of ICI.
This switches on TR4 as it receives a
heavy base current via R9; the large base
current being necessary to ensure a low
voltage drop across the collector -emitter
terminals of TR4.

Indicator D4 is also switched on when
IC1 is triggered, and this is helpful when
setting the unit up ready for use.

The current consumption of the unit is
about 9mA under stand-by conditions,
and around 55mA during the output
pulses from ICI. A ni-cad PP3 is used to

power the prototype, but an ordinary PP3
is also a suitable power source.

RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION
The receiver uses a plastic case, about

120 x 80 x 40mm, and the general
layout of the unit can be seen from the ac-
companying photographs. VR1, D4, S1
and SK I are mounted on one side of the
case which then becomes the top panel of
the unit. A tripod bush is fitted on the
base panel of the case.

Fig. 5 shows the component layout of
the 0 lin matrix stripboard panel which
accommodates the other components ex-
cept the battery. The board has 15 strips
by 30 holes and it is constructed using the
normal techniques.

(Left): Receiver front panel layout. (Above): The completed transmitter and receiver. The
mounting adaptor can be seen on the side of the transmitter.
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Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of the receiver section of the Long Range Camera/Flash Gun Trigger.

B1

9V

COMPONENTS
RECEIVER

Resistors
R1,3 101(0 (2 off)
R2 2.2MQ ,.,
R4 82052 ee
R5

1.5Mf2 ShoR6 4.7k0
R7

1°M° TalkpR8 221d)
R9 15012
R10 1k52 page 703
All P/V carbon ±5%

Capacitors
C1,9 100µF 10V elect. 12 off)
C2 3.3nF ceramic plate
C3,4 10nF polyester C280

(2 off)
C5 22pF ceramic plate
C6 220nF polyester C280
C7 11.IF 63V elect.
C8 100nF polyester C280

Semiconductors
D1 TIL100 infra -red

photodiode
D2,3 OA90 germanium

diode (2 off)
D4 TIL220 5mm red I.e.d.
TR1,3 BC179 pnp silicon

(2 off)
TR2 BC109C npn silicon
TR4 MJE340 npn silicon

plastic power
IC1 555 timer

Miscellaneous
VR1 47kS2 log. carbon

control potentiometer
S1 s.p.s.t. miniature toggle
SK1 2.5mm jack socket
81 PP3 size ni-cad battery

(see text)
Plastic case, 120 x 80 x 40mm
(or similar); 0.1 in matrix strip -
board, 15 strips by 30 holes;
control knob; I.e.d. holder; battery
clip; 7/0-2mm wire; output lead;
tripod bush.

Approx. cost
Guidance only
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Fig. 5. The component layout and trackside view of the receiver
circuit board.
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is j
(a) The dropped ball photographed by triggering the flash gun.
(b) There is a small delay if the camera is triggered and the mirror
lock -up is used. (c) A longer delay, when mirror lock -up is not used.

The leadouts' wires of D1 are left long
so that with the board mounted in the
case, D I can be positioned with its sen-
sitive surface behind a hole about 6 or
7mm in diameter drilled in the case. The
sensitive surface is the large one which
does not carry the type number of the
device.

Fig. 5 also shows the wiring to the off -
board components, and this is all perfec-
tly straightforward apart from the con-
nections to SK 1 which must have the
correct polarity if the unit is to function
properly.

FLASHGUN CONNECTION
If the unit is to be used with a flashgun,

this can be connected to the receiver via a
flash extension lead having the normal
plug removed, and a 2.5mm jack plug
fitted instead. With this plug connected to
SK 1 and the flashgun switched on, a
voltmeter set to read 250V or more at
full-scale deflection can be used to check
the polarity of the voltage across SK 1.
With the plug removed, the two leads
from the component panel are connected
to SK 1 accordingly.

If the unit is to be used to operate a
camera or winder, a remote control lead
of the appropriate type can be used to
make the connections to the receiver. The
push-button switch is removed from the
lead and replaced with a 2.5mm plug
which connects with SK 1. As before, a
multimeter (set to the 10V d.c. range in
this case) is used to check the polarity of
the voltage across SK1 so that the leads
from the component panel can be connec-
ted with the correct polarity.

If the unit is to be used with a flashgun
and a camera or winder, make sure that
all the leads are connected with the right
polarity.

USING THE SYSTEM
The exact set-up used must obviously

depend upon the type of shot being taken,
but the transmitter and receiver must be
carefully arranged so that the object to be
photographed breaks the beam at the
correct point in the frame, and in the
plane of perfect focus.

With many shots it is possible to sim-
ply have the beam running straight across

in front of the camera with transmitter
and receiver units just out of frame. In
other cases it may be better to have the
receiver unit mounted on a flash bracket
at the side of the camera and angled
across in front of the lens, with the
transmitter mounted on a tripod and sited
on the other side of the camera just out of
frame.

When dropping objects through the
beam it is usually quite easy for ensure
that they break the beam at the correct
point, but with insects the standard
method is to use a simple tapering flight
tunnel to guide the insect to the correct
point.

The beam from the transmitter should
be reasonably accurately aimed towards
the detector at the receiver, and Si of the
transmitter should only be set to the
"high" position if inadequate range is
obtained with it set to the "low" position.

The l.e.d. indicator on the receiver
switches on each time the unit is
triggered, and glows continuously if the
two units are too far apart or VR1 of the
receiver is backed -off too far. Do not be
tempted to back -off VR1 to the point
where the unit barely has sufficient range
as this will give poor reliability by making
the unit prone to spurious triggering. Ad-
vancing VR1 slightly from this point will
not seriously reduce sensitivity and will
give good reliability.

FLASHGUN OPERATION
As the accompanying test shots show,

the system has a virtually instant
response time if it is used to trigger the
flashgun. The disadvantage of this system
is that it is necessary to lock open the
shutter (using the "B" or "T" setting),
activate the system, and then close the
shutter. The photograph must be taken
under fairly dark conditions so that the
ambient light does not ruin the shot.

CAMERA OPERATION
Using the unit to operate the camera or

winder is more convenient since the am-
bient light level is no more of a problem
than with normal flash photography.
There is typically a delay of about a tenth
of a second before the flash fires which
can sometimes be awkward, but is often

Small tortoiseshell butterfly.

of no real consequence and can even be
used to advantage with some types of
shot. The delay can be substantially
reduced using the "mirror lock -up" on
cameras that have this feature.

Most electronic flashguns give a flash
duration of about 0.5 to 1 millisecond,
which is short enough to "freeze" most
action. Sometimes a shorter flash dura-
tion is needed, and this can be obtained
using an automatic flashgun close to the
subject, or using a manual flashgun hav-
ing a variable power control which is set
well back. This typically gives a flash
duration of only about 0.05 to 0.1
milliseconds which is short enough to
"freeze" virtually any action.

One final point is that it is advisable
not to connect the receiver to the camera
or autowinder (if this method is used)
before switching on the receiver and
transmitter as this could lead to unwanted
triggering of the system. Similarly,
switching off the transmitter and receiver
before disconnecting the lead to the
camera or autowinder could produce an
unwanted triggering.

PACTICAL
LECTRONICS
This month:

Projects
41 DIGIT MULTIMETER

The first ever full project using
the new Intersil 7129 chip
VERSATILE TIMER

From seconds to hours with
mains load switching
SIMPLE SPEECH

Experimental system for your
computer

Feature
THE MOTOCAR

Electronics in the family saloon
of the future
Plus

MICROFILE, SPACEWATCH,
PATENTS REVIEW, BAZAAR

NOVEMBER ISSUE ON
SALE NOW
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NOVEL
EGG TIMER

Announces your egg is cooked by
emitting a creditable imitation of a
cackling chicken. Will make someone
a useful gift.

SOME
IDEAS

FOR
XMAS

CHILDRENS
DISCO LIGHTS

r

A simple yet effective light display
ideal for children's parties. Comprises
a string of six christmas tree lamps
battery powered for safety and
triggered by sound output from
record player or radio.

AND OTHER PROJECTS

PLUS OF COURSE,
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MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACING

TECHNIQUES
AND TEACH -IN 84

EVERYDAY

ENVIROMENTAL
DATA RECORDER

Stores data from sensors in digital
form for subsequent readout via
computer VDU. Particularly
valuable where quantities being
measured change slowly. Portable
and waterproof, ideal for field
work.

Ii

MAGIC
CANDLE

A filament lamp that can be blown
out just like a candle flame, but after
an interval relights itself. An amusing
conversation piece for parties. Will
intrigue both young and old.

ELECTRONICS
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COMPUTER AIDED
EXPERIMENTS

USING THE RM380Z MICROCOMPUTER
BY A. A. CHANERLEY B.Sc. M.Sc.

3. TRANSISTOR VOLTAGE -TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC

HIS experiment illustrates the mode of
I operation of a transistor. Most readers

will probably know that a transistor is an
amplifier, but it is also a switch, and can
switch rapidly from a high state (cut-off)
to a low state (saturation). This action
forms the basic building block of all com-
puter elements, if we assign, for example,
a logic 1 to the high state and a logic 0 to
the low state, that is, binary arithmetic.

The experiment shows three distinct
regions in the voltage-transfer charac-
teristic of here, a BC109 transistor:
horizontal cut-off and saturation regions,
and a sloping portion which is the am-
plifying part of the transistor charac-
teristic, see Fig. 3.1.

The latter shows that for a small input
voltage swing A V, a large, amplified,
output voltage swing is obtained, A Vo.
The ratio of Vo/V, gives the amplification
factor, the "gain", which in this type of
amplifier configuration is equal to the
ratio of the resistors Rf/R1.

The voltages V, and V. are fed directly
to channels 1 and 0, respectively, of the
Analogue -to -Digital Converter (ADC)
described in the Sept 83 issue of EE, and
the software reads the two ADC chan-
nels, and immediately plots the charac-
teristic on the vou. The microcomputer
used here is the RML380Z, as before for
the diffraction pattern and the cooling
curve experiments. Again, as with all
such experiments any microcomputer can
be used with virtually any ADC,

Fig. 3.1. Voltage transfer characteristic.

Vo

CUT-OFF

AVo

AB AV0 RfSLOPE = - - -
BC AVi RI

LINEAR (AMPLIFYING)
REGION

AV; SATURATION

V;

providing due care is taken in attenuating,
or boosting the inputs as required by the
specifications of the interface used, 'and
suitable software is developed.

VOLTAGE SHUNT NEGATIVE
FEEDBACK AMPLIFIER

The circuit diagram for this experiment
is shown in Fig. 3.2. A BC109, con-
figured as a voltage amplifier by using a
shunt feedback resistor Rf to provide base
bias. This serves to stabilise the gain, in-
put impedance and so on of the amplifier,
though providing an overall reduction in
gain, against the effects of temperature.
(For example, suppose the ambient tem-
perature rises, more electrons have
sufficient energy to escape from lattice
atoms and the collector current rises.)

Looking at Fig. 3.2 we see:

Voo = /LRL + Vo

V,. remains fixed, since it is the supply
voltage; IL increases therefore V. must
decrease, that is, the collector voltage
decreases. Looking at nodes "a" and "b",
the potential difference across them thus
decreases, hence the base current also
decreases thereby reducing the collector

LOADGVGRAPHT"

Ready,

current to a value less than it would be
without this method of feedback.

To calculate the value of the voltage
gain, we first look at the node "a".

At this point,

/, = If +

but 4, the base current is very small and
so we can say

I;=If
Looking at the input, the current is,

from Ohm's law,

= (V, - V)/R1

but since V is very small, then

4 = Vi/R1
Similarly,

If = (V - Vo)/Rf
but again since V is small, then

If = - Vo/R,-

Hence, equating and If as above, we
have

Vi/R1= - Vo/Rf
On re -arranging,

Gain = Vo/ V, = - Rf/R 1

Fig. 3.2. The amplifier circuit under investigation.
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COMPUTER AIDED EXPERIMENTS SOFTWARE: EXP. 3 COMPONENTS
TRAN
10 GRAPH 1
15 CALL"RESOLUTION",0,2
16 A =0
20 POKE64511,8
30 POKE64511,0
40 Y=PEEK(6451 1)
50 POKE64511,1
60 X=PEEK(64511)
70 CALL "LINE",X.2,Y,3
75 A=A+ 1

76 PRINT A
78 POKE(&6000+A),Y
79 POKE(&6400+A),X
90 GOT030

STORET
10 CREATE#10,"TRAN.DAT"
20 FOR 1== 24576 TO (24576 35)
30 BYTE-PEEK(I)
40 PRINT#10,I;",";BYTE
50 NEXTI
52 FOR V=25600 T0125600435)
54 BYTE-PEEK(V)
56 PRINT#10,V;",";BYTE
58 NEXT V
60 CLOSE#10

PO KE RT
10 OPEN#10,"TRAN.DAT"
20 FOR I 24576 10(24576435)
30 INPUT#10,ADDR,BYTE
40 POKE ADDR,BYTE
50 NEXT I
52 FOR V =25600 TO (25600+35)
54 INPUT#10,ADDR,BYTE
56 POKE ADDR,BYTE
58 NEXT V
60 CLOSE#10

GRAPHT
40 GRAPH 1
50 CALL"RESOLUTION",0,2
60 CALL"PLOT",0,0,3
80 FOR N=1 TO 18
90 X=PEEK(& 6400+ N)
100 Y=PEEK(&6000+N)
110 CALL"LINE",X,Y,3
120 NEXT N
130 CALL"LINE",PEEK(&6400+1N)),

PEEK(& 60004 (N)),0
140 CALL"LINE",0,0
150 END

This expression should be numerically
equal to the slope on the experimentally
derived transfer characteristic.

EXPERIMENT AND SOFTWARE
The complete amplifier circuitry can be

assembled on a solderless breadboard as
shown in Fig. 3.3. V, is provided by the
9V supply divided by a 5-kilohm poten-
tiometer. The maximum voltages are
therefore within the limits of each of the
ADC channels used, since each one can
take up to 10V maximum when used in
the unipolar mode.

The pinout for the BC109 is given in
Fig. 3.3. This is a view looking directly at
the pins on the underside. The emitter is

closest to the index tab on the case. You
should prevent any wiring making con-
tact with the case as the latter is internally
connected to the collector.

Rotating VR1 spindle alters the am-
plitude of the input signal to the amplifier
and consequently the output amplitude.

Rf is the component used to determine
the gain of the amplifier and suggested
values range from IlaZ to 22k0.

Choose a value for Rf and insert in the
circuit. Run the software and rotate VR1
spindle from fully clockwise to fully
anticlockwise. A curve similar to that
shown in Fig. 3.1 will be plotted on the
screen. This curve is known as the
voltage -transfer characteristic.

R1
Rf

1k0
A selection of values between
1 kO and 271(51

RL 11(0

All IN.N carbon ±5% or better

VR 1 5k0 linear potentiometer
TR 1 BC109 or other similar npn

general purpose transistor
B1 9V type PP3
Solderless breadboard; battery clip
to suit B1: plastic covered connect-
ing wire; ADC with input leads.

Change the value of Rf and repeat to
obtain another curve.

An interesting feature can be obtained
on the 380Z microcomputer by a
judicious use of software. Shown in the
heading is a photograph of the VDU for
one experiment using a set value of R 1
and Rf, which determine the gain of the
amplifier. However, by altering the value
of Rf (the feedback resistor) a different
gain is obtained which alters the slope of
the characteristic. This new plot can be
obtained and superimposed on the old
plot by deleting lines 10 and 15 of the
main programme called "TRAN". To
RUN this programme from line 10 each
time will initialise the high resolution
graphics and so obliterate the previous
plot.

The procedure then is to RUN the full
programme for the first plot, then change
the feedback resistor, delete lines 10 and
15, clear the screen of any verbiage and
re -RUN the programme this time from
line 16. Another plot will be obtained with
a different slope and so comparisons can
be made.

Fig. 3.3. Layout of the components of Fig. 3.2. on a solderless breadboard.
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EVERYDAYnews .., from the world of

SINCLAIR GOES
FLAT OUT

THE WORLD'S smallest television set was finally launched by
Sir Clive Sinclair on 16 September. The long awaited fiat -

screen TV will go on sale for £79.95 including VAT, about a
third of the cost of its nearest rival.

As initial demand is expected to outstrip supply, it will only be
available by mail order from Sinclair Research until production
is in full swing, so retail outlets will have to wait until possibly
next year for supplies. In order to avoid the problems of
previous mail order operations, no payment will be accepted
until the product is ready for dispatch.

With the lesson learnt from the calculator boom in the seven-
ties, Sinclair is going into large-scale production to thwart the in-
evitable competition from the East. Building up to 10,000 units
per month by the end of the year, projected worldwide sales
figures of one million sets per year are confidently predicted.

Sinclair will first satisfy the home market before exporting a
slightly modified version to the USA. This model will also
receive v.h.f. transmissions as most American channels broad-
cast on this band. Japan is the third target but they "will have to
wait" until the first two markets are catered for.

Although not the first flat -screen TV set on the market (pre-empted
by the Sony Watchman), it does contain a number of other "firsts"; it is
the first TV to use a single i.c. for the majority of signal processing
functions, and it uses unique Polariod flat batteries (flat in profile-not
in output!) originally developed for instant film packs. These 6V
Lithium batteries provide 15 hours of viewing, some six times that of its
nearest competitor's battery life.

The set is actually 140 x 90 x
30mm (about the size of an
average paperback book) with a added that several Japanese
two-inch diagonal screen and it manufacturers had followed him
weighs in at 280 grams. Options into this market and are still sell -
include a mains adaptor for £7.95 ing sets at a considerably higher
and a pack of three batteries costs price than his.
£9.95, again, initially only from When speaking of the new flat -
Sinclair by mail order. screen TV, Sir Clive said: "I

The development of the flat- believe it, and its successors, can
screen TV has taken six years and achieve for television what the
£4 million, and features of this transistor radio did for wireless,
multi -standard set include and create a new one -per -person
automatic standard switching for product."
reception of most u.h.f. transmis-
sions worldwide (except France) Flat Screen
and just two controls, on/off-
volume and tuner. Line and frame The key element in the new TV
hold are taken care of is the flat -screen cathode-ray tube
automatically and brightness and (c.r.t.) which measures 108 x 45
contrast are preset. x 20mm. It is three times

The demand for a pocket brighter, requires between one
television has already been tested quarter and one tenth the power
with the Microvision models and occupies half the volume of a
(which used a conventional two conventional c.r.t. with the same
inch tube), and contrary to pop- size screen.
ular belief, this version was a The tube is assembled from
success as sales figures met with just two sheets of glass, a flat
expectations. Sir Clive pointed front plate and a vacuum -formed
out that due to high production backing plate. The phosphor
costs and power consumption, the screen is coated on the interior of
Microvision was never intended the backing plate and is viewed
to be a big seller but to pave the from the same side that the elec-
way for the flat -screen TV. He trons strike.

The electron gun is set to one
side of the screen with its axis
parallel to the screen. Two sets of
electrostatic deflection plates in
the gun assembly provide
horizontal and vertical scanning
(the same technique is used in
oscilloscope c.r.t.$), and a third
set bends the beam towards the
phosphor screen. In contrast, the
Sony flat -screen tube uses the
more power-hungry scanning
coils.

To correct the distortion of the
rasta scan that inevitably occurs
with this type of construction,
both electronic and optical techni-
ques are employed. First, the
screen height is reduced by two
thirds but the width is kept con-
stant. This narrows the angle sub-
tended by the electron beam onto
the screen, reducing both the dis-
tortion and the deflection power.

The picture height is restored
optically by means of a Fresnel
lens. This lens does limit the view-
ing angle, however, so it really
can only be comfortably watched
by one person.

The tube assembly lends itself
to low-cost mass production, and

as with all Sinclair products, the
manufacture is sub -contracted
out, in this case to Timex in
Dundee where a purpose-built
assembly line has been set up.

Single Chip

The other element in the design
which has enabled Sinclair to
produce such a small and cheap
set is the custom i.c. Designed by
Sinclair Research and produced
by Ferranti Limited, it is a com-
plex linear/digital circuit with a
number of advanced features sub-
ject to patent applications. So
secret are these features that the
patents were only filed the day
before the launch.

The chip's principle function is
to take the i.f. output from the
tuner, recover the video and
sound signals and feed them to
the c.r.t. and speaker. Additional
information is extracted from the
video signal to synchronise a
multi -standard line and field scan
system (it caters for all 625- and
525 -line systems) which generates
the correct picture display on the
screen.
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Warning Triad

An acoustic warning device for
drivers which emits a signal as
soon as reverse gear is engaged
had been developed by Siemens.

The device is based on the
SAB0600 gong module, which
emits a musical triad (a chord of
three notes). The warning signal is
triggered by the reversing -light
switch.

ATLANTIC LINK
Major contracts to provide

ABC and CBS of America with
their own dedicated trans-
mission facilities across the
Atlantic, enabling the
companies to transmit live and
taped TV programme material
24 hours a day has been
awarded to British Telecom.

Satellite capacity for
television transmission is
limited. Now, Intelsat, the
International Telecommunica-
tions Satellite Organisation, has
made more capacity available,
and ABC and CBS have leased
exclusive use of these facilities
from British Telecom.

Switch Off
The Home Secretary has an-

nounced that all the remaining
405 -line vhf BBC and IBA
transmitters will be closed down
by the end of next year. As a
result of this decision the BBC
and IBA have had to revise their
programme of the closures of the
remaining transmitters.

The full list of 405 -line v.hl.
stations, in the order they are ex-
pected to close, is available from
either the IBA or BBC Engineer-
ing Information Departments.

CableMusic has signed an
agreement to supply Greenwich
Cablevision with its eleven -hour
music service from January 1984.

Greenwich was one of the first
areas to adopt the experimental
cable system in 1%3 and covers
Greenwich, Plumstead and
Woolwich areas of London.

Since August the BBC's
External Services program-
mes for the Far East have
been transmitted by satellite
to Singapore. From there they
are relayed to millions of
listeners as far apart as Hong
Kong and New Zealand.

BLEEP BLEEP
A new radiopaging service

has recently been introduced by
British Telecom whereby a
numeric message of up to 10
digits can be transmitted to an
individual bleeper. In this way
the user can receive a
telephone number or any other
numeric information whereas
the conventional bleeper can
only provide up to four audio
signals. For instance, service
organisations could send vital

coded information directly to
personnel in the field.

Incorporating a v.h.f recei-
ver, a microprocessor and a
liquid crystal display, the Pana-
sonic pager is powered by a
single AA battery. The pager
has two memories each of ten
digits. The alerting signal may
be muted so that information
may be received and retained in
the memory without emitting
an embarrassing "bleep".

New Partner for Tina
The multinational manufacturer of electronic test equipment and

prototyping systems, Global Specialties Corporation has become a
wholly owned subsidiary of North American Specialties Corporation of
Flushing, New York, part of Interplex Inc. The move follows the ac-
quisition by North American of GSC's outstanding minority interests.

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the Interplex Group of
Companies, Jack Seidler has become Chairman and Chief Executive of
Global. Comments Tina Knight, Managing Director of GSC's UK
operation, which handles worldwide sales outside the Americas, "We
believe these changes will be beneficial to our operation, and with the
strength of a large group behind us we see tremendous opportunities for
the future".

Compact List
Poised to score an industry

"first" in the marketing and
promotion of Compact Discs are
HMV Record Shops.

They have prepared, what they
claim, the first authoritative and
comprehensive list of Compact
Discs. This list is available free in
leaflet form and covers approxi-
mately 300 titles currently or
shortly available.

Binatone International,
claimed to be the UK's largest
consumer electronics company,
has deferred plans to launch into
the home computer market. The
company originally intended to
introduce two models this
autumn.

The recommended retail price
of their MS Home Computer
from CGL has been reduced. The
new suggested retail price will be
f 149.95 including VAT. Software
prices are unchanged.

British Telecom (West
Midland) is using Tandata
Marketing's TD 1100 viewdata
adaptors to access its own Prestel
and Telecom Gold services.

USA Breakthrough
Pioneered in Britain and

already adopted as the standard
system in many overseas coun-
tries, "World System Teletext",
has made the breakthrough into
the toughest market of all.

A recent ruling by the US
Federal Communications (FCC),
declaring an "open door" policy
for teletext, has paved the way for
the adoption of the system in the
States and already an export
order for a significant number of
teletext decoder assemblies has
been placed with Mullard. The
specially designed decoders
enable setmakers there to offer
World System Teletext im-
mediately on the US 525 -line
network.
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ENTERTAINMENTm

BY BARRY FOX

Computer Record
You can now buy pop singles and albums

that contain a computer program as well as
music. It's a logical idea but not all plain
sailing.

One problem is that there's no common
loading standard for all computers, so a
program for a Sinclair ZX81 won't load
onto a Spectrum or an Apple or vice -versa.
Also it's awkward loading from a

gramophone, because you need to arrange
a mono output feed of controllable level ter-
minated by a mini jack to interface with the
computer input. There may be imbalance
and phase discrepancies between stereo
channels.

Any dust in the gramophone record
grooves will cause digital glitches that
make the computer register a load error. So
it's usually more convenient to dub the
computer program from gramophone
record onto cassette tape, and then load in
the usual way.

This is why some companies are now
issuing their music and computer programs
on cassette format. But that's not the end
of the story. The loading procedure isn't
standardised, nor the memory capacity
that's needed to hold a program.

Pop Program
In February this year a small company,

Mainframe of Hemel Hempstead, released
a pop 45 rpm, 7 inch single called Radio
(distributed by PRT) that had a short com-
puter message on one side. This can only
be used with an Apple computer, and es-
sentially it just congratulates the user on
decoding the message.

They then followed through with a

second pop single which has music on one
side and four identical computer programs
on the other. One program is suitable for an
Apple computer, the next a Sinclair ZX81,
the third a Sinclair Spectrum and the fourth
a BBC Micro. To load the program from the
disc you either interface direct between
gramophone and computer, or dub the disc
recording onto tape and then load from
tape.

Mainframe warn users to check levels
carefully, because signal overload will
cause a loading error. They also advise
users not to play the disc too often, without

-storing the program on tape, because
groove wear will corrupt the digital signal. If
all else fails, says Mainframe, try using one
side of the stereo signal only to eradicate
errors caused by discrepancies between left
and right channels.

The loading routine is straightforward.
For instance, for the Spectrum simply key
Load, then, " ", then Enter and run the tape
or disc. In reward you get a short written
program, promising a computer competi-
tion to be incorporated in an LP later in the
year. This is followed by a nice graphics
program that is modulated by an audio
input, in disco style.

Hit and Miss
In May EMI released what the company

claimed to be the "first computer -game pop
single" which contained music, a graphics

program and a couple of video games. The
EMI single, by Chris Sievey, can only be
used with a ZX81. Two programs are
needed to cope with either 1K or 16K
models. The EMI claim to being "first"
produced an angry response from Main-
frame who felt they weren't getting credit
where it was due.

Until someone claims differently, it
seems safe to dub the recent Pete Shelley
LP called XL -1 from Island Records as the
first full-length album to contain a com-
puter program. It's available on LP, disc or
cassette, and contains a lengthy program
for a Spectrum.

When you run the program in syn-
chronism with the music, it displays the
lyrics, along with artistic graphics. But, be
warned. Although it is easier to dub from
cassette than disc, the cassette pack con-
tains sketchy instructions which will be
inadequate for many users.

You do not load the Shelley program in
the normal way. You need to go into the ex-
tended mode. I only found this out after
phoning the record company for advice.

To load the Shelley album on a Spectrum
use the following routine; key Load, " ", go
into Extended mode (press caps shift and
symbol shift simultaneously), press the In-
put key, and then Enter. The instruction on
the cassette reads simply "for ZX Spectrum
type load " " code."

In my opinion these instructions are
wholly inadequate for anyone other than a
computer buff. Also, there is no warning on
the cassette that the program will only load
into a 48K Spectrum because it overflows a
16K memory.

Doubtless by now Island Records will
have received so many phone calls from
puzzled users, that they will have vowed
either to put better instructions on the next
cassette, or never again issue a computer
record.

Hi Fi Video
Both the VHS and Beta formats have

now come up with ways of encoding f.m.
stereo sound in the video waveform, to give
far higher fidelity than you can get from the
conventional domestic video tape.

Both VHS and Beta achieve high fidelity
sound from domestic video by using a

generally similar technique. The sound is
recorded as an f.m. signal by the rotating
video heads. But the VHS and Beta hi fi
systems differ in detail.

Beta Hi Fi was the first system to be an-
nounced and it's already on sale in Japan
and the USA. But there are no firm plans as
yet for Britain.

In Beta Hi Fi the f.m. carrier is slotted
into the video waveform. It goes between
the relatively low frequency colour or
"chrome" signal and the higher frequency
black -and -white or "luma" signal, which is
itself in the f.m. spectrum.

To make room for the f.m. audio signal,
it's necessary to trim the deviation of the
f.m. luma signal, which means some loss of
bandwidth and picture clarity. This hasn't
mattered in the USA and Japan where 525
line picture quality is pretty poor anyway.
But for Europe the 625 line picture will
show up loss of definition.

There's also the added problem that in
Europe the video head drum rotates more
slowly (1500 rpm instead of 1800 rpm) so
the video writing speed is less, which in it-
self limits the available bandwidth. This is
why there are no firm plans yet for Beta Hi
Fi in Europe.

3-D Recording
There are, however, firm plans for VHS

Hi Fi. It should be on sale here later this
year. In this format two extra heads are
mounted on the video drum and these han-
dle the f.m. carriers for the stereo audio.

The audio and video heads trace the
same path across the tape so the audio and
video tracks are superimposed one on top
of the other. But as the drum rotates, the
f.m. audio is laid down a split second ahead
of the video.

Because the f.m. audio carrier is of
relatively low frequency it records deep into
the surface of the tape. Remember that
it's a natural phenomenon, in magnetic
recording, that lower frequencies extend
deeper into the magnetic coating than
higher frequencies; it's the magnetic
equivalent of electrical skin effect.

So, when the high frequency video signal
is laid down, a split second after the audio,
it wipes out the top layer of the audio
recording and replaces it with video. The
end result is a layered recording, with audio
underneath and video on top.

This is only part of the story. The audio
heads must read only the audio, while the
video heads read only the video. They are
able to do this because the audio heads are
mutually angled by ±30 degrees and the
video heads are mutually angled by ±6
degrees. This means there's a large mutual
offset between the video heads and the
audio heads.

With some electronic trickery, like
relative phase shifting for each line of the
picture signal, there's no crosstalk between
audio and video. So the VHS Hi Fi recorder
achieves the apparently impossible; high
quality audio and high quality video recor-
ded one on top of the other in the same
tape track, without any mutual interference.

This is one of the first practical applica-
tions of vertical or depth recording, where
different magnetic signals are separated in
depth within the tape coating. In future
we'll be hearing more and more of this 3 -
dimensional technique, because it means
that more signal can be recorded in the
magnetic coating of a tape or disc than has
hitherto been thought possible.

Radio Litter
Radio stations give away car stickers, and

then send out sticker patrols to take the num-
bers of cars which are showing them. A
presenter then reads out the car numbers and
their owners can call at the radio station to
claim a free tee-shirt, funny hat, or a new
sticker.

Why not (I wonder), do something really
useful with the sticker patrols? While
collecting the numbers of cars which display
the station's sticker, they could also collect the
numbers of cars which leave litter.

You know the kind of thing I mean. The
driver winds down the window, lobs out a
cigarette packet or fish and chips' wrapper,
and accelerates.

If the radio station sticker patrols blew a
public raspberry at every car that they saw
dumping litter, radio would be helping to keep
Britain clean.
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When you get this NEW & FREE project from GSC

NEW: an exciting range of projects to build on the EXP300 breadboards

NOW anybody can build electronics projects; it's as easy as A.B.C. with G.S.C.!

EXPERIMENTOR BREADBOARDS
The largest range of breadboards from GSC. Each hole is identified
by a letter/number system. EACH NICKEL SILVER CONTACT
CARRIES A LIFE TIME GUARANTEE. Any Experimentor breadboard
can be 'snap -locked' with others to build a breadboard of any size.

- 4

1. EXP 325 £2.00 The ideal breadboard for 1 chip
circuits. Accepts 8, 14. 16 and up to 22 pin ICs. Has 130
contact points including two 10 point bus -bars.

2. EXP 350 £3.45 Specially designed for working with up
to 40 pin ICs perfect for 3 & 14 pin ICs. Has 270 contact
points including two 20 point bus -bars.

3. EXP 300 £6.00 The most widely bought breadboard in
the UK. With 550 contact points, two 40 point bus -bars,
the EXP 300 will accept any size IC and up to 6 x 14 pin
DIPS. Use this breadboard with Adventures in
Microelectronics.

4 EXP 600 £7.25 Most MICROPROCESSOR projects in
magazines and educational books are built on the EXP
600

5. EXP 650 £4.25 Has 6" centre spacing so is perfect for
MICROPROCESSOR applications.

6. EXP 48 £2.50 Four more bus -bars in "snap -on" unit.

PROTO-BOARDS
The ultimate in breadboards for the minimum of cost.
Two easily assembled kits.

7. PROTO-BOARD 6 KIT £11.00 630 contacts, four 5 -
way binding posts accepts up to six 14 -pin Dips.

8. PROTO-BOARD 100
KIT Complete with 760
contacts accepts up to ten
14 -pin Dips, with two
binding posts and sturdy
base. Large capacity with
kit economy.
£14.25

For further details of our FULL
PROTO-BOARD RANGE, please
send for our free catalogue.

GLOBAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION

G.S.C. (UK) Ltd. Dept 46
Unit 1. Shire Hill Industrial Estate.
Saffron Walden. Essex CB11 3AQ
Telephone: Saffron Walden (0799) 21682

FREE project:
AUTO -DICE
Liven up your board games with this sophisticated electronic dice
circuit! When the 'throw' switch is pressed, a numerical display
flashes up rapidly changing numbers. After a few seconds, the
'rolling' stops, and the final result is displayed; any number, randomly
selected, from 1 to 6. A few seconds later the display turns off to
conserve your battery, letting the games go on uninterrupted for
weeks!

HOW DO YOU MAKE IT?
Our FREE project sheet gives you a large, clear diagram of the
components layed out on an EXP 300 breadboard. Each component
is labelled, and the values are given in a component listing. Even the
'row and column' lettering of our EXP 300 is shown to make the
location of the correct holes, in which to push the components, easy
to find. There's no soldering involved; it couldn't be easier! As an
extra bonus, there's a full circuit description, and the details of a
regulated power supply on the other side of the sheet.

"Clip the coupon" and get your FREE project sheet with each EXP
300 bought. AND a free catalogue! Just ask about our other free
projects too.

O.S.C. (UKI Limited Dept 4B Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AQ
Prices include P & P and 15% VAT

QTY. 2QTY. QTY. QTY. QTY. QTY. QTY. QTY.

£3.16 £4.83 £8.05 £9.40 £5.75 £3.73 £13.80 £17.53

Name Address

I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £ or debit my Barclaycard/Access/
American Express card no expiry date
FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION - The G.S.C. 24 hour, 5 day a week service
Telephone (07991 21682 and give us your Barclaycard, Access, American
Express number and your order will be in the post immediately

For FREE
catalogue
tick box 1:1
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DIGITAL
GAUSS METER

BY R. ROWE

THis instrument is designed for the ac-
curate measurement of small amounts

of magnetic flux. Useful in laboratories or
educational establishments.

The unit of measurement used by the
instrument is the gauss which is the elec-
tromagnetic unit of magnetic flux density.
The SI unit of magnetic flux density is the
tesla (T) which equals 104 gauss.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram of the

meter is shown in Fig. 1. The circuit is
based around the 7106 (IC4) which is a
high performance, low power 34 digit
analogue -to -digital converter (ADC). The
7106 was chosen because it is cheap,
accurate, and displays a relatively high
immunity to radio frequency interference
(r.f. signals not being uncommon in a
physics laboratory). The pin details of the`
7106 are shown in Fig. 2.

The magnetic flux detection is achieved
using the UGN-3501M Hall effect
transducer (IC1), thus giving a differen-
tial output proportional to magnetic flux,
this being easily interfaced with IC4.

MAGNETIC FLUX DETECTOR
On experimenting with the sensor it

was discovered that on withdrawal from a
magnetic field the transducer acquired a
slight offset. The use of a bulk degausser
erased the offset. Clearly large current
degaussers on a portable instrument are
out of the question. Low current degauss-
ing circuitry was investigated but had
little effect. Consequently a thumbwheel
potentiometer VR2 is used to zero the
liquid crystal display (X1).

The magnetic flux detector IC 1 is
biased to be linear up to ±3000 gauss,
where ± depicts magnetic polarity. Two
470 -ohm (R1,2) resistors are situated in
the probe with the Hall effect transducer
to prevent oscillations.

The Perspex housing containing the
magnetic flux detector IC 1, with the pin
connections clearly marked is shown in
Fig. 3. Note the housing used for the
detector is left to personal choice and
remember that metal based materials
must not be used.

The probe unit is then sealed with
silicone rubber allowing easy access if

GAUSS
SENSOR

Block diagram of the
Digital Gauss Meter.

D.V. M.

A

HOLD
CIRCUIT

DISPLAY

necessary.
The integrated circuit IC4 utilises the

dual ramp principle. The input voltage
charges a capacitor for a fixed time, IC4
then counts how long a reference voltage
takes to discharge the capacitor C5. This
count is then displayed with the input
polarity, and to ensure that the charge
and discharge are linear an integrator is
used. C2 connected to pin 27 (IC4) and
R9 pin 28 comprise part of the integrator
while C3 is the auto -zero capacitor (pin
29).

The capacitor (C3) holds any drift
voltage which is either subtracted or
added to the input voltage thereby
correcting any drift in input voltage. R8
and VR1 are used to set the full-scale
deflection of IC4 and calibrate the device.

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1,2 4700 (2 off)
R3 1001(0 See
R4 3.3k0
R5 75k0
R6 820
R7,10 56k0 (2 off) TalR8 27k0
R9 47k0 page 703
R11 3.9k0
All IAN carbon ±5%

Capacitors
C1 22nF polycarbonate
C2,5 220nF (2 off)

polycarbonate
C3 470nF polycarbonate
C4 100pF monolithic

ceramic

Semiconductors
D1,2,3 1N4148 silicon diodes

(3 off)
TR1 BC107 silicon npn
IC1 UGN-3501M Hall

effect transducer
IC2 4051 cmos single

8 -channel analogue
multiplexer/
demultiplexer

IC3 4047 cmos
low -power
monostable/astable
multivibrator

IC4 7106 3i digit
analogue -to -digital
converter

X1 I.c.d. 34 digit

Miscellaneous
VR1

VR2

S1
B1

10k0 lin. multiturn
cermet preset
5k0 lin. (thumbwheel
type)
push -to -make
9V PP3 battery

Printed circuit board: single -
sided, size 100 x 83mm; EE PCB
Service, Order code 8311-03;
plastic case, 145 x 90 x 35mm
(Pac-Tec Order code HP11 batt.);
rubber grommet; insulated con-
necting wire.

Approx. cost f30 00Guidance only
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CLOCK
The clock used to generate timing

pulses for IC4 is made up of R10 and C4
connected to pins 39 and 38, respectively.

The differential outputs of IC 1 are fed
directly to the inputs of IC4. For zeroing,
a potentiometer (VR2) is used across the
inputs with the wiper of VR2 connected
to earth via R1 I. This ensures that the
output of the sensor is not taken straight
to earth as this will damage the sensor.

A hold facility to freeze the display is
necessary as any slight movement of the
sensor results in a change of magnetic
flux present at the transducer. Therefore
the hold will ensure that an accurate
measurement is obtained.

The only way to freeze the display is to
disable the clock so that X1 cannot be
updated. This does create a problem, as
there are no clock pulses, the display
which is normally driven by two 180
degree antiphase square waves is driven
by a d.c. voltage. If this is allowed to oc-
cur for more than a minute will lead to
the eventual burning out of the display.

When the clock is disabled, the back
plane (pin 21) of IC4 goes either high or
low, depending on whether it is in a sink
or source state.

If a square wave is applied to the back
plane in either of the two states, all of the

r

segments will go on as the current can
flow in both directions through the dis-
play. The back plane of X1 is switched to
either normal condition where it is con-
nected to pin 21 of IC4 via two channels
of the analogue multiplexer (IC2). Alter-
natively the connection may be made
through either D2 or D3 but this is
dependent on whether the back plane of
IC4 is high or low with respect to the
astable multivibrator IC3.

ADDRESS
The integrated circuit, IC2, is ad-

dressed using a 3 -bit binary coded
decimal word comprised of the state of
the back plane of IC4, which is also gated
under normal conditions to X1 and S 1. It
is not feasible to take this address directly
from the oscillator of IC4 because under
normal conditions the oscillations would
trigger IC2.

Therefore TR1 which is switched into
saturation by the HOLD switch S 1 is
used to take pin 40 (IC4) to earth via R7,
to disable the clock.

Resistor R4 is used to keep TR l's base
at earth when the hold facility is not in
use. D 1 stops the transistor from being
affected from any circuitry beyond this
point. D1 and R3 which is connected to
the +4V rail, reduces a 9V supply to a 5V

VCC
+VE SUPPLY

d (UNITS)

c (UNITS)

b (UNITS)

a (UNITS)

f (UNITS)

g (UNITS)

e (UNITS)

d (TENS)

c (TENS)

b (TENS)

a (TENS)

f (TENS)

e (TENS)

d (100's)

b (100's)

f (100's)

e (100's)

ab(1000)

POLARITY(-)

7106 m
13
IIII

El

lea
al Ea

El
C3 Ea
m 24

CI El
El 131

OSC.I

OSC.2

OSC.3

TEST

REF HI

REF LO

+ REF CAP

- REF. CAP

COMMON

INPUT HI

INPUT LO

AUTO -ZERO

BUFFER

INTEGRATOR

-VE SUPPLY

(TENS) g

(100's)c

(100's) a

(ionlg
BACKPLANE

Fig. 2. The pin details for the 3+ digit
analogue -to -digital converter.

supply which is then used by IC2 and
IC3. IC4 internally generates +4V which
is used to drive the display. Note that the
9V supply is provided by a PP3 battery.

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Digital Gauss Meter.
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DIGITAL
GAUSS METER

I/P HI

,CC

OV

I/P LO
CI PIN CONNECTIONS

VIEWED FROM UNDERSIDE

Fig. 3. The Perspex housing for the probe
showing the magnetic flux detector
mounted inside, with the wiring details
clearly marked.
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Fig. 5. Component board layout and interwiring details.
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Lid removed, showing interwiring details inside the case.

The square wave produced by the hold
circuitry when applied to the back plane
of the display must be of the same am-
plitude as the normal drive waveform.
Both IC2 and IC3 are driven between 9V
and 4V with respect to ground, and IC4
provides +4V rail for this use.

When S1 is depressed IC3 receives a
transition from low to high which enables
it; this is also fed to IC2 for the 3 -bit
word.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
The prototype unit was constructed on

a single -sided printed circuit board, size
100 x 83mm. The p.c.b. master pattern
to be etched is shown actual size in Fig. 4.
This board is available through the EE
PCB Service, Order code 8311-03.

The layout of the components on the
topside of the board are shown in Fig. 5.
Where the relative positions of the case
mounted components can be seen and the
board wiring to them.

CASE
The project is mounted in a plastic

case having dimensions of 145 x 90 x
35mm although any case of similar
dimensions should be suitable.

BOOK
REVIEWS

eft,

NEWNES BOOK OF VIDEO
SECOND EDITION

Editor
Price
Size
Publisher
ISBN

K. G. Jackson
£6.95
245 x 185mm. 128 pages
Butterworth & Co. Ltd. (Newnes Technical)
0 408 01319 2

FROM an "almost recognisable picture" with an Ampex recor-
der in 1952 through to a most modern "high tech." security

video system of the 80s, the Newnes Book of Video, 2nd Edi-
tion (1983), covers it all; and the amount of detail provides an
interesting and informative read. The eight authors, under the
editorship of K. G. Jackson, take us through the many develop-
ment, innovations and applications of video over the years.

Each of the chapters are written by specialists and the authors
include Gordon King, Bob Roberts and Dr. David Matthewson.
The chapter headings are mainly self-explanatory, except
perhaps the first: "The Video Centre" which is a little ahead of
its time, but meaning a video equivalent of the Music Centre.
The other chapters are: TV Receivers, Tape Recorders, Disc
Players, Cameras, Programmes with a Single Camera, An-
tennas, Cable Distribution, Teletext and Viewdata, TV Games
and Computers, Security and Surveillance. At the end of each
chapter is a very useful boxed list of further reading suggestions.

At the end of the book eight pages contain a list of 319 sup-
pliers and manufacturers' addresses; there are 12 pages of useful
video -related advertisements and finally a two -page comprehen-
sive index.

D.J.G.

MASTERING ELECTRONICS
Author
Price

Size
Publisher
ISBN

J. Watson
£10.00 hard cover
£2.95 limp
220 x I 45mm. 382 pages
Macmillan Press
0 333 34423 5 (hard)
0 333 34424 3 (limp)

NE of the Macmillan Master Series, this one sets out to take
O the reader into the vast and varied world of electronics. And
in the words of the author, it is "a tall order" to cover all aspects
in one book. Tall order it may be, but Mastering Electronics suc-
ceeds in introducing the reader to the basic principles in most
areas of this subject; from simple electricity, through analogue
techniques to digital circuits and computers.

With such a wide subject matter, it would be impossible to
cover everything comprehensively, so consequently more space
is devoted to the important basic fundimentals of electronics
than to advanced topics, where only an introduction is given.

Designed as either a self -teaching course or textbook (it
follows the structure of most recent syllabuses), the text keeps
mathematical descriptions to a minimum and contains a great
deal of good clear line drawings and photographs. Practical
examples are accompanied with tried and tested designs for the
student to build.

The book uses SI metric units throughout and British Stan-
dard symbols for circuit diagrams (BS 3939), including "box"
type logic symbols (rather than the distinctive shape logic sym-
bols as used in EE and most other publications).

G.P.H.

Books in Brief
An Introduction to Programming the ORIC-1 by R. A. & J. W.
Penfold (Bernard Babani). Limp £1.95. A comprehensive but
concise guide to programming the ORIC-1 microcomputer.
There are ten chapters contained within, starting with simple
commands and later dealing, with more involved topics like
animated graphics and using sound commands.
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BY PAT HAWKER G3VA

Age of contestants
I must be one of the increasing number

of amateur radio operators who believe that
there are now far too many "contests" that
reduce the frequency bands to a shambles.
Too often the rules encourage contacts
with virtually any other station in order to
exchange hundreds of standard signal
reports bearing virtually no relationship to
true signal strength and either a serial num-
ber or zone number. With normal power
there is no challenging difficulty in making
such fleeting contacts and the contests
have become little more than a test of
physical endurance rather than station
design or even operating ability.

However, I admit to having a soft spot
for some of the h.f. contests where the rules
eliminate mass swapping of numbers. One
of these is the annual All Asian contest
where one is limited to contacts with
stations in Asia and where, to add to the
interest, the code number to be exchanged
consists of the age of the operators.

It has long been evident from this con-
test that such events appeal most to those
in their late 'twenties or early 'thirties. This
appears to stay constant over many years.
This year I made a further check and found
that the average age of the Asian stations I
contacted was 29.1 years.

The Asiatic Russian amateurs were a
little older (32.1 years average) than the
non -Russians, mainly Japanese, where the
average was 27.5 years. Youngest was 16
(Israel), oldest 48 (Japan) though some
London -area ground -wave stations could
be heard giving ages of over 60 years.

I suspect that in the UK the younger
generation of amateurs are attracted more
to v.h.f. than h.f. contests, reflecting the
rapid growth in the number of Class B (v.h.f.
phone -only) licences. At the end of June
1983 there were 23,204 Class A British
amateurs but being rapidly overhauled by
Class B (22,904 licences) plus 1694
"reciprocal" licences issued to foreign
visitors to the UK.

Talkabout
In the January 1981 issue of Everyday

Electronics I mentioned briefly ("Open line"
page 50) the French experiments in "con-
ference" telephone arrangements that
provide a social open line for casual conver-
sations, rather along the lines of a CB radio
net.

The French set up systems in Montpellier
and Lozere where by dialling a specific
telephone number you could find yourself
linked to up to ten similarly minded callers.
The French then used a sociologist to check
up on the use being made of the system
which, as far as one could judge, seemed to
fulful a socially -useful purpose without en-
countering too many of the problems that
might have been anticipated-such as

those that caused the Americans hurriedly
to close -down public facsimile links when
they found these were mainly used for
sending obscene drawings.

Inspired perhaps by the French experi-
ment and another such service in Brazil,
British Telecom this year has been
operating a similar pilot "Talkabout" service
in Bristol. In four months some half -million
callers checked in on this chat -around -the -
clock service.

Since the calls are charged at normal
rates, it can be expensive to stay on the line
for long periods though one user attempted
a record 24 -hour talkabout at a cost of
some £60. But for the average user it
probably works out less costly than buying
CB equipment. Man behind British
Telecom's Talkabout is Dr. Alex Reid who
hopes it will prove more profitable than his
earlier protege, Prestel.

Unlike the French Open Line, both
Talkabout and Brazil's Dial -a -Friend are, at
least to some degree, supervised services.
There are seven monitors on the Bristol
Talkabout who can cut-off a really objec-
tionable caller, though the controls are ex-
ercised lightly. In Brazil it is said that
Ministers listen into discover what people
have on their mind-perhaps the Brazilian
telephone number should be "Orwell
1984" though on the whole it seems a
light-hearted affair that serves to keep the
lines busy and radio channels less crowded.

There is an old phrase about never using
radio where "line" will do, though this is of-
ten quoted in support of the view that radio
frequencies should be reserved for mobile
and portable units, a viewpoint that ignores
for instance the value of on -air broad-
casting to the public.

Language and Electronics
The need for a "lingua franca"-a univer-

sal language-has long been recognised.
The medical profession, the Roman
Catholic church use Latin; international
diplomacy was for long conducted in
French; science depends on English.

International radio operating created
"radioese" a mixture of codes and ab-
breviations. In 1887, Dr. Zamenhof of
Warsaw constructed his own universal
language for everyday use (Esperanto) but
despite the efforts of some dedicated
enthusiasts this has never become really
established. How many of us would
recognise "Sinjoroj" on a door to indicate
"Gentlemen" as readily as we accept the
current sexist graphical symbols.

But although English is the major
language of international science, every
country publishes magazines and
periodicals in its own language or, as in
Belgium, Switzerland or South Africa,
sometimes periodicals containing articles in
a mixture of languages.

Accurate translation of technical elec-
tronics material is sometimes aided by, but
sometimes made more difficult by, the
enormous number of abbreviations.
Machine translation using computers
attracted much attention 20 years ago but
then most projects lapsed as the practical
difficulties became more and more evident.

There has however been a recent revival
of work in this field spurred on by R&D
budgets approved by European Common
Market countries (Eurota) and by Japanese
projects. A further boost is recent work in
the USA using low-cost microprocessor -
based systems designed to assist rather
than replace human translators who then
provide the finishing touches to clean up
those problems of syntax and punctuation,
and words with multiple meanings that ten-
ded to defeat the earlier attempts to do it all
by computer.

One multi -language "Microcat" (micro-
computer -assisted -translation) system has
recently been marketed in the USA at about
$20,000 for a complete package-or about
one quarter the price of translation soft-
ware for use with professional minicom-
puters.

The Radio Marti battle
For almost two years the American

government has been seeking authorisation
for funds to establish a high power medium
wave station, Radio Marti, for broadcasting
in Spanish to Cuba. This has been against
bitter opposition from American broad-
casters who fear a propaganda radio war
that could reduce the orderly American
medium wave band to the shambles found
in Europe.

Now it looks like a compromise with
broadcasts likely to be restricted to an ex-
isting Voice of America facility in Florida
that already uses 1180kHz. Cuba
threatened to build 500kW transmitters
using American "clear channels" designed
to provide excellent coverage even at night.

Standing Hazard?
It is generally agreed that normal use of

conventional amateur radio transmitters pre-
sents virtually no serious radiation risks (low -
energy non -ionising radiation) either to the
operator or to anyone else. This however
assumes, for instance, that hand-held v.h.f.
transceivers (which may have a short helix
aerial within a few inches of the operator's
eyes) has an output power of less than 7 watts,
a safe -power -limit endorsed by the National
Radiological Protection Board.

Recently, however, I received a letter from
a north -country radio amateur who experien-
ced severe head pains in the region of his right
eye lasting several hours. This experience
began a few hours after he had watched a
demonstration of two-way 144MHz amateur
operation from a stationary car with a gutter -
mounted seven -eight's wavelength aerial. The
mobile equipment had an output of some 25
watts and my correspondent admits that he
had been standing beside the vehicle with his
eyes only a few inches from the aerial.

Whether the pains my correspondent suf-
fered were actually due to r.f. radiation is open
to doubt, but nevertheless the experience
draws attention to an unexpected hazard, for
it is by no means unusual for relatively power-
ful mobile equipment to be used from a parked
vehicle. Where this is done it is clearly ad-
visable for any observers to keep their eyes
feet rather than inches away from the aerial.
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DIGITAL ULTRASONIC DETECTOR

US 5063

 3 levels of discrimination against false
alarms

 Crystal control for greater stability
 Adjustable range up to 25f t
 Built in delays
 12V operation
This advanced new module uses digital signal
processing to provide the highest level of
sensitivity whilst discriminating againstpotennal
false alarm conditions. The module has a built
inexit delay and urnedalarrn period, together with
a selectable entrance delay, plus many more
outstanding features. This advanced new
module is available at

only E13.95 + V.A.T.

ULTRASONIC MODULE
US 4012

 Adjustable range from 5 25fi.
This popular low cost ultrasonic detector is
alreaay used in a w ide range of applications from
intruder detectors to automatic light switches
and door opening equipment featuring 2 LED
indicators for ease of setting up, the unit
represents outstanding value at

E10.95 * V.A.T.

INFRA -RED SYSTEM
IR 1470

Consisting of separate transmitter and receiver
both of which are housed in attractive moulded
cases the system provides an invisible
modulated beam over distances of up to 5011,
operating a relay when the beam is broken.
Intended for use in security systems, but also
ideal for photographic and measurement
applications, the system tsayailableat

only f25.61 + V.A.T. size: 8° 50
35mm

POWER SUPPLY & RELAY UNIT
PS 4012
Provides stabilised 12V output at 85rnA and
contains a relay with 3 amp contacts. The unit
isdesigned to operate withupt o 2 ultrasonic units
or 1 infrared unit IR 1470 Price [4.25 + V.A.T.

SIREN MODULE SL 157
Produces a loudpenetratingsIxling tone which,
when coupled to a suitable horn speaker,
produces S P L 's of 110dbs at 2 metres.
Operating horn 9 15V, the module contains an
inhibit facility for use in 'break to activate'
circuits. Price £2.95 V.A.T.

5Y2" HORN SPEAKER HS 588
This weather proof hem speaker provides
extremely high sound pressure levels 1110dbs
at 2 metres: when used with the CA 1250, PS
1865 or SL 157 Price (4.95 + V.A.T.

3-130S. KEY SWITCH 3901
Single pole, 3- pus.key switch intended f or use
with the CA 1250 Price I3.43 + V.A.T.

All modules are supplied with
comprehensive instructions.

Units on demonstration.
Shop hours 9.00-5.30 p.m.
Wed. 9.00-1.00 p.m.
SAE with all enquiries.

Build your own
system aid
SAVE POWS!

ALARM CONTROL UNIT

CA 1250

The heart of any alarm system is thecontr ol unit.
The CA 1250 offers every possible feature that
is likely to be required when constructing a
system whether a highly sophisticated
inPlallation, or simply controlling a single
magnetic switch on the front door.
 Built in electronic siren drives 2Ioud speakers
 Provides exit and entrance delays together

with fixed alarm time
 Battery back iup with trickle charging facility
 Operates with magnetic switches, pressure

pads, ultrasonic or I.R. units
 Ant x tamper and panic facility
 Stabilised output voltage
 2 operating modes full alarm/anti-tamper

and panic facility
 Screw connections for ease of installation
 Separate relay contacts for switching external

loads
 Test loop facility

Price f19.95 + V.A.T.

SIREN & POWER SUPPLY MODULE

PSL 1865

A complete siren and pow er supply module which
is capable of providing sound levels of 110dbs
at 2 metres when used with a horn speaker. In
addition, the unqprovidesastabilised 12V output
up to 100mA. A switching relay isalsoincludecl
so that [hermit may be used in conjunction with
the US 5063 or US 4012 to form a complete
alarm

Price £9.95 + V.A.T.

HARDWARE KIT
HW 1250

only
f9.50

+ V.A.T.
This attractive case is designed to house the
control unit CA 1250. together with the
appropriate LED indicators and key switch.
Supplied with necessary mounting pillars and
punched front panel, the unit is given a

professional appearance by an adhesive silk
screened label. Size, 200 x 180 m 70rrtt.

HARDWARE KIT

HW 5063

only
E9.95

* V.A.T.
This hardware kit provides the necessary
enclosure for a complete self-contained alarm
system which comprises the US 5063, PS
1865, loud speaks type 3515 and key switch
3901. Attractively tyled, the unit when com-
pleted, provides a effective warning system
without installation problems. Size, 200 . 180

70mm

ULTRASONIC MODULE
ENCLOSURE

only
f 2.95

+ V.A.T.

Suitable metal enclosure for housing an indi-
vidual ultrasonic module type US 5063 or US
4012. Supplied with the necessary mounting
pillars and screws etc. For US 5063 order SC
5063; for US 4012 order SC 4012.

Add VAT to all prices.
Add 50p post & packing to all
orders. Please allow 7 days for delivery

Order by telephone or post

11
using

your credit card. [1111k

RiSCOMP LIMITED
Dept. EE6.
21 Duke Street,
Princes Risborough,
Bucks. HP17 OAT
PrincesRisborough (084 44) 6326

CAMBRIDGE LEARNING
SELF -INSTRUCTION COURSES

NEW IDEA !

TEACH YOURSELF ELECTRONICS

with the Cambridge Learning SUPERKIT, and then use our
breadboard to build lots of exciting projects from the
well known Babani range of books.

HOW?
The SUPERKIT contains a breadboard, seven integrated
circuits, a 4 -pole switch, and many more components as
well as a fully -tested instruction manual. It helps
you to build the circuits and learn how they work at
the same time.

SUITABLE FOR BEGINNERS; ALL AGES; BATTERY POWERED (not
included) and STILL ONLY £19.90 inc VAT and p&p.

NOW available a brand-new theory course to go
with the kit. DIGITAL COMPUTER LOGIC costs just £7.00
and covers all the contents of the SUPERKIT in detail
up to A -level standard.

NEWEVERYONE CAN HAVE FUN WITH THESE PROJECT BOOKS:

Electronic Games
Electronic Projects using Solar Cells
Solid State Novelty Projects
50 Simple LED Circuits
Digital IC Projects
Projects in Opto-Electronics
How to get your Electronic Projects Working

£2.05
£2.25
£1.15
£1.80
£2.25
£2.25
£2.25

Other courses from Cambridge Learning include:
DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN
MICROPROCESSORS & MICROELECTRONICS
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN BASIC £11.50
If you would like further information on any of our
books, please write for our free booklist.

GUARANTEE No risk to you. If you are not completely
satisfied, your money will be refunded upon return of

the item in good condition within 28 days of receipt.

CAMBRIDGE LEARNING LIMITED, UNIT 32, RIVERMILL SITE,
FREEPOST, ST IVES, CAMBS, PE17 4BR, ENGLAND.
TELEPHONE: ST IVES (0480) 67446. VAT No 313026022

All prices include worldwide postage (airmail is extra -

please ask for prepayment invoice). Giro A/c No 2789159.
Please allow 28 days for delivery in UK.

Please send me the following books:

I enclose a *cheque/PO payable to Cambridge Learning Ltd
for C (*delete where applicable/
Please charge my:
Access / American Express / Barclaycard / Diners Club
Eurocard / Visa / Mastercharge / Trustcard

Expiry Date Credit Card No

Signature

Telephone orders from card holders accepted on 0480 67446
Overseas customers (including Eire) should send a bank draft
in sterling drawn on a London bank, or quote credit card
number.

Name

Address

J
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Cambridge Learning Limited, Unit 32, Riverrnill Site, FREEPOST,
St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4BR, England. (Registered
in England No 1328762).



BY P. BARBER

CAR  N/OFF
TOUCH SWITCH

THE touch switch was designed as an
alternative to the normal on/off

mechanical switches used to control high
current loads in a car. However, it can
easily be adapted for any application
where on/off switching is required.

The feature of the design is that only
one set of touch contacts are needed and
touching them reverses the state of the
switch. This has the advantage of reduc-
ing the overall size of the touch switch re-
quired and also allows more accurate use,
especially at night when it would be dif-
ficult to distinguish between the "on" and
"off" sets of contacts in the dark interior
of a car.

The logic of the circuit is based on
easily available cmos integrated circuits,
and the heavy current switching is
handled by a relay. The author con-
sidered using a large transistor instead of
a relay; however, it was decided that as
the current rating of the switch was to be
around 15 amps (15A), a relay would be
safer and cheaper.

The circuit board and relay are both
mounted in the same plastic case and this
can be installed either behind the
dashboard or under the bonnet of the
vehicle. The touch plate, along with an in-
dicator lamp, are mounted on a small
aluminium panel which can be screwed or
bolted to the dashboard.

TOUCH
SWITCH

TB1/2

TE31/1

DESIGN CRITERIA
The circuit is based on a cmos decade

counter which controls the switching ac-
tion. The counter is "clocked" by a
voltage pulse generated when the two
touch contacts are connected via skin
resistance. With a decade counter, as the
name suggests, normally each of its ten
outputs would go high in turn, however,
in this design only two outputs are con-
sidered, as binary counting is required.
Therefore the counter is wired so that the
third clocking pulse causes the counter to
be reset.

This means that only the first two out-
puts can ever go high, and one of the two
will be high at any one time. The second
output is fed to a buffer network of cmos
inverters connected in series, and this in
turn controls a transistor output stage
which drives the relay. When the counter
is clocked, the relay will be switched on
when the second output is high, and off
when it is low. This provides the required
switching action.

SWITCH OPERATION
A problem which would normally

affect this type of design is the rapid
flicking on and off when the switch is
operated, leaving the final state of the

Fig. 1 Complete circuit diagram for the Car On/Off Touch
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switch unpredictable. This is because
finger contact rarely produces a steady
connection immediately the plate is
touched, and this causes a series of pulses
to be produced. Indeed, even if a piece of
wire is used to short the contacts, this
effect is still present. In order to overcome
this obviously undesirable situation, a
pulse "stretching" network is used to in-
crease the length of the pulse, thus over-
coming the initial intermittent contact.

The cmos counter used in this design is
fairly particular about the quality of the
clock waveform used to drive it, if ac-
curate clocking is to be achieved. In this
application it was found that the best
results were obtained by applying the
voltage generated by the touch switch to
a Schmitt trigger, and then feeding the
sharp output wave through a capacitor to
the clock pin (14) of the counter.

POWER SUPPLY
It was found unnecessary to stabilise

the supply voltage to the circuit, provided
the car battery was in a reasonable condi-
tion and could supply the required load
current without a significant voltage drop.
No erratic operation due to power supply
problems should be encountered.

However, if the switch is being used to
control mains voltages, and a small
transformer is used to power the switch
then it may be necessary to include some
type of simple voltage regulator in the
supply. See note in installation section
about connecting the switch to the
positive supply.

When the switch is in the off state,
current consumption is negligible and
there is no need for any mechanical
method of switching the circuit off, even if
a dry -cell battery is used. However, if a
mains transformer is being used, then a
method of disconnecting from the mains
will have to be provided.

Switch.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram for the

touch switch is shown in Fig. I. The input
of the inverter IC la is normally held high
by R I, and therefore its output is low.
When the contact points of the touch
switch are connected via skin resistance
the potential divider formed takes the in-
put of IC la below its transfer voltage and
its output goes high.

The output of IC la then charges
capacitor C2 via diode D1, and the input
of the Schmitt trigger formed by IC lb,
IC lc and R4 goes high. The output goes
high accordingly and a clocking pulse is
fed to the clock pin (pin 14) of the counter
(IC2) by C3. C2 will start to discharge
through R3 as soon as the resistance
across the touch switch contacts is
removed.

Although the output of IC la will be
low, D1 prevents C2 discharging through
IC la and therefore the discharge time is
dependent on the value of R3. Until the
voltage on C2 drops below the transfer
voltage of IC lb, the Schmitt trigger will
remain in a high state. This is the
stretching method of controlling the
clocking pulses and thereby eliminating
the flickering effect described in the
Switch Operation section.

TIME DELAY
The delay produced is only a fraction

of a second and this is plenty of time to
overcome the flickering problem. If re-
quired the value of R3 can be increased to
allow a larger time gap between suc-
cessive operations of the switch. This
larger time gap may be useful if delicate
equipment is being handled by the switch,
where rapid on/off switching could cause
damage.

DECADE COUNTER
Only the first three outputs of the decade

counter (IC2) are used. The decoded
decimal output "0" (pin 3) is the "off"
output and when this is high the switch is
off. Output "1" (pin 2) is the "on" output
and when this goes high the switch will be
on. Output "2" (pin 4) is required to reset
the counter and is connected via D2 to
the reset pin (pin 15).

When the reset is taken high the coun-
ter resets with output "0" going high.
Therefore in response to pulses fed to the
clock pin (pin 14), outputs "0" and "1"
will alternately go high, causing the
switch to change state accordingly.

RELAY
In order to drive the relay (RLA 1) and

thus perform the actual switching, the on
output is taken to a series of inverter
gates IC Id, IC le and IC lf, which buffer
the output. When the on output is high
the input of IC Id and the output of
IC le are also taken high. This switches
on the light emitting diode D3 which is
the ON indicator light.

The output of IC le is then inverted by
IC If and the base of transistor TR1 goes

low via R8. This allows TR1 to conduct
and the current is then amplified by TR2
to drive RLA1. D4 is placed in the circuit
to prevent damage from large back-e.m.f.
voltage spikes from the relay.

The capacitor C 1 is a small smoothing
capacitor and C4 ensures that the counter
is reset when the device is powered on, by
briefly taking the reset pin high. A small
fuse (FS1) which may be less than IA is
placed in the circuit as protection. Note
that FS1 does not handle the load
current.

CIRCUIT BOARD
The components are mounted on a

single -sided p.c.b. of approximate dimen-
sions 76 x 51mm as shown in Fig. 2. All
components and interconnections are
shown in Fig. 3, and the i.c.s should be
placed in position last on the p.c.b. and
care exercised when handling the cmos. It
is advisable to use d.i.l. holders for the
i.c.s. The transistor TR2 is a large device
and should be mounted on the board
using fixing screws.

This board is available from the EE
PCB Service, Order code 8311-05.

CASE
The case chosen for this project was a

plastics case measuring 113 x 75 x
34mm although any case of similar size
should be suitable. The plastics case must
be drilled to accept the circuit board
mounting bolts, and any fixings required
for the case itself. If the case is to be
placed under the bonnet, the author
recommends using right angle brackets
with one bolted to each side of the box
(longest sides only) and slightly offset to
give better stability. The case can then be
screwed down without fear of cracking
the plastic. A small hole must be provided
to run the various leads through.

If the case is to be mounted under the
bonnet, both sides of the completed p.c.b.
should be given a good coating of clear
protective lacquer or varnish. The circuit
board can then be mounted in the box,
making sure that no metal bolts or
washers touch any copper tracks-use

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1,4 10Mil (2 off)
R2 5.6k0
R3,5 limn (2 off) See
R6 2.2M0
R7 2.21(11
R8 3.91(0
All -11.N carbon ±5%

Capacitors
page 703

Cl 100µF 16V elect.
C2,4 0.1µF polyester (2 off)
C3 150pF disc ceramic

Semiconductors
D1,2
D3
D4
TR1
TR2
IC1
IC2

1N914 silicon (2 off)
TI L220 0.2in red I.e.d.
1 N4003 rectifier
BC1 57 silicon npn
2N3054 silicon pnp
4069 cmos hex inverter
4017 crvios decade
counter

Miscellaneous
R LA1 12V, 130 -ohm coil with

30A rated contacts
FS1 1A 20mm fuse

Printed circuit board: single -
sided size, 76 x 51mm, EE PCB
Service, Order code 8311-05;
plastics case, 113 x 75 x 34mm
(Maplin Order code PB1); terminal
block 7 -way; insulated connecting
wire; 16 -pin d.i.l. holder.

Approx. cost £12 00Guidance only
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fibre washers to separate them if they do.
The relay can also be bolted into the box
if there is sufficient room and take care to
ensure that it is securely positioned.

TOUCH SWITCH
The touch switch is a small p.c.b., used

copper side upwards and etched to give
two sets of contacts. A piece of
aluminium is used as the panel to mount
the touch switch and indicator D3. The
small p.c.b. is attached to the aluminium
panel using a quick setting epoxy resin.

TERMINAL BLOCK
CONNECTIONS

To make the internal car connections
easier it is advisable to use terminal block

connections. It is
suggested that an S-
way block is used,
this can then be
fixed to the outside
of the case with
epoxy adhesive.

The terminal
block connections
are as follows: the
touch switch is con-
nected via TB1/1
and TB1/2, the
cathode of l.e.d. D3
is connected to
TB1/3 and the
anode to TB1/4. The
positive side of the
car battery is con-
nected via TB1/5

Fig. 2. Single -sided p.c.b. master.
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Fig. 3. All the component and offboard wiring details are
shown. Terminal block wiring details are also shown.
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and the relay contacts are connected via
TBI/6 and TB1/7, respectively. The
remaining earth connection is made via
TB1/8.

INSTALLATION
The aluminium panel containing the

touch switch and D3 should be mounted
on the car dashboard using self -tapping
screws and clips if required. Only a small
hole to run the lead through is necessary,
but the constructor may find a suitable
cut-out in the dashboard is already pre-
sent for accessories.

The lead from the aluminium panel can
then be connected to the unit. Earth and
fused positive leads must now be
provided. The earth can be taken from
any convenient point on the car body. If a
spare fuse is not available on the car fuse
box, a lead from the battery with an in -
line fuse is acceptable. The lead must ob-
viously be of heavy duty; however if the
length of this lead is considerable then it
may be advisable to supply the load (via
the relay) and the circuitry using indepen-
dent leads to prevent the voltage suddenly
dropping when a large current flows to
the load, causing erratic switching.
Ideally the selected fuse position on the
fuse box will be activated by the ignition
switch, as it is inadvisable to draw large
currents from the battery without the
engine running and thereby charging the
battery.

It is assumed that the constructor has
the lead to the actual load available. All
car accessory switching is only done on
the positive supply, with the unit being
earthed near its mounting position. This
should therefore not prove to be a
problem, as the touch switch is a direct
alternative to the mechanical manual
switch and no other adaption is required.

POSITIVE EARTH
VEHICLE

If the vehicle has a positive earth, the
switch can still be used with no changes
to the circuitry (provided the power sup-
ply is correctly connected); however con-
nections to the relay will need alteration.
This should be easily achieved, so no
detailed explanation is necessary. El
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LETTERS
More Spectrum
Sir-On first sight I was very pleased to
read of your new series entitled
Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques
(July), but on opening the magazine I was
disappointed to find that it is aimed at
computers that incorporate the 6502
microprocessor.

I own a Sinclair Spectrum and after see-
ing the ZX Spectrum Amplifier (April) I

hoped that there would be more to come.
Having learnt the basic language and got
over the initial games craze I would like to
use my machine for further applications.

Come on EE how about an article or
series that explains how to use the Spec-
trum to control robots, model trains, central
heating systems and so on. After all, it is
the most popular microcomputer in Britain
and therefore an article such as this can't
be bad for business, can it.

I would hate to have to turn to another
publication for my information since I like
your method of presentation.

M. Snook,
Formby,

Merseyside.

I do not think it is true that we have
altogether deserted owners of Sinclair
machines. May I refer you to page 421, in
the July issue, where the final paragraph
states "ZX81 users can follow this series by
adding an I/O User Port Board to their
machines."

Such a device was described in detail in
our August 1983 issue, again with
reference to ZX81 owners. Thus you will
see that the current MIT series is not by any
means restricted to one particular com-
puter.

Apart from all this, we have a number of
other projects which are specifically
designed for use with the Spectrum and
other Sinclair computers, so I do not think
you will have to take the threatened course
of "turning to another publication". We
intend to give all popular computers a fair
crack of the whip in our pages in the
coming months.-Ed.

Car Intruder Alarm
Sir-With regard to my recently published
Car Intruder Alarm (see August issue, it
has come to my notice that some construc-
tors may find that the output transistor for
the car horn (TR 1) will overheat and not
switch on the horn, as I found myself when
recently changing the horn in my car.

Should this happen it can be easily
remedied as shown in Fig. 2. As car horns
vary from car to car it is worth checking the
current consumption of the horn before
commencing construction of the project.

The emitter of TR1 is connected to earth
and the collector removed from the p.c.b.
and connected to the base of the additional
transistor TR3. The emitter of TR3 is con-
nected to the terminal block TB1/1. A
medium power pnp transistor (e.g. B D132)
is bolted to a small heatsink and to the
plastic case. This should solve the problem.

The constructor may also like to take the
precaution of increasing D11 to a higher

RI9 1.51(12

Fig. 1

current rating-the dry cell battery 131 will
rapidly go flat if asked to supply the car
horn, so 010 need not be changed.

I regret that I was not aware of this when
designing and testing this project and I

hope that you will convey my apologies to
any reader who experiences this difficulty.

Peter Barber,
Glastonbury,

Somerset.

Caravan Alarm
Sir-I have been reading your June '83
issue of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS and am in-
terested in the two articles on caravanning,
Caravan Power Supply and Caravan Fridge
Alarm. I have been caravanning for 20
years and have covered thousands of
kilometres (or should I say miles?). I am not
in full agreement with the two projects
described in your magazine.

Taking the power supply first. There is no
way you can re -charge the spare battery at
2A and hope to maintain it in a charged
state.

In South Africa we travel much greater
distances than you folks in the UK. I per-
sonally try to limit my trips to 200 miles
per day when on a touring holiday. At an
average towing speed of 50 mph, this gives
you a travelling time of 4 hours and at a
charging rate of 2A = 8 amp/hrs minus bat-
tery efficiency, if the battery is a bit long in
the tooth the answer will be a lemon.

This charge is nowhere near the dis-
charge rate of lights, TV and other equip-
ment. The only practical solution I have
found is one of those small portable lighting
plants, the one I have is a 400W unit and
weighs only 50Ib, is very silent in operation
and charges at 12V 6A or 220V 400W, for
food mixer, drilling machine and 220V tyre
pump. An added advantage is that in the
evening with the IV and lights on you
can run the engine and float your battery,
and of course for long stops, it is
indispensable.

Another important point. Do not put your
spare battery in the caravan. No matter
how careful you are the acid is eventually
going to impregnate everything around it.
Plastic or glass -fibre boxes with lids (as
used in boats) are obtainable and can be
mounted on the hitch; this is also very con-'
venient for tapping into the caravan plug
wiring.

Why all the bother with transistors and
delicate thermistors called for in the fridge

alarm,' when all you require is a robust bi-
metal strip secured to the "hot spot"? The
bi-metal strips are obtainable with heavy-
duty 25A contacts and will give you years
of trouble -free operation.

Unfortunately, both the bi-metal and the
thermistor have a time lag due to the slow
cooling of the refrigerant, but the bi-metal
could be mounted close to the flame in a
gas fridge with a subsequent reduction in
time lag.

If you want to use transistors and you
have a gas fridge, then the answer is a
photo transistor or a photo diode focused
on the flame. This will give you instan-
taneous flame failure alarm and is, in fact,
standard equipment on many oil -fired
boilers.

I enjoy your magazine very much and
have built several of the projects; we are,
however, less fortunate than you folks as
regards availability of parts and price.

W. D. Orr,
East London, S. Africa.

T. R. de Vaux-Balbirnie replies:

Dear Mr. Orr-Thank you for your com-
ments concerning the two articles for
caravanners. You raise a number of points
and I will reply to each in the same order.

Regarding the rate of charge. The impor-
tant point here is that the auxiliary battery
is not required to provide the total power
requirement. Some will be provided by the
car battery whenever possible. This is the
purpose of S4, the "Car/Aux" switch and is
an important feature of the design. The car
battery will be kept well charged by
relatively short trips and may be expected
to give a half to two-thirds of the total re-
quirement.

At your suggested figure of 8Ah per day
supplied on a touring holiday, I think this
would be entirely satisfactory for the
average UK user. We use a black and white
television requiring 1A, two fluorescent
lights (but usually only one used at a time)
rated at 0.8A, a few little -used filament
lights, radio, cassette player and inverter for
a 240V razor. The TV might be used for 2
hours per day, the lights will be used for a
similar period. The other equipment
probably uses about 1 Ah per day. This
amounts to some 6Ah per day. If only half
of this was provided by the car battery, then
some 12 days' service could be expected
without charging the auxiliary battery at all.

I think your figures reflect a more ex-
uberant life-style with food mixer, electric
drill, tyre pump, etc. I have steered readers
away from this project where their power
consumption is high in favour of using sites
with mains hook-up points and suitable
equipment.

The point about the siting of the auxiliary
battery is accepted. To use a glass -fibre box
on the hitch would be an excellent plan. I
did not want readers to install the battery
next to the gas bottle due to the potentially
lethal consequences of a spark combined
with a gas leak!

Regarding the fridge alarm. I think that
avoiding a mechanical part is still important
even if it costs a little more. Also, this
system can be adjusted for best results.
Thus, the constructor finds a convenient
position for the thermistor unit then adjusts
for best effect.

As a project, I could not endorse a flame
failure device even though it seems attrac-
tive. This is because a poorly -made and
badly fitted device could possibly interfere
with the combustion of gas resulting in the
emission of carbon monoxide.
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CIRCUIT
EXCHANGE
MORSE PRACTICE
OSCILLATOR

THE NE555 timer i.c. is used in the
astable mode, VR1 is the frequency

control and can be adjusted to give an
audio pitch from a few hundred Hz to a
few kHz. VR2 is the volume control

This is the spot where readers pass on to fellow enthusiasts useful
and interesting circuits they have themselves devised. Payment is
made for all circuits published in this feature. Contributions should
be accompanied by a letter stating that the circuit idea offered is
wholly or in significant part the original work of the sender and that
it has not been offered for publication elsewhere.

which is used to feed a high impedance
speaker of about 50-80 ohms. The morse
key Si is connected in the positive supply
rail and switches the unit on when
depressed.

William A. Jones,
Belfast,

N. Ireland.

LIGHT -OPERATED CIRCUIT WITH PRESET SWITCH -OFF

MANY light -operated circuits are
available to switch on lights when

darkness arrives and these will switch off
again the following morning. It usually is
not, however, required that the light
remain on all night. This circuit will
switch on when the daylight fades, but
will switch off after a pre -determined
time. It could, therefore, also be used as a
type of "security light".

PCC1, R I and VR1 bias TR1 into
conduction during daylight. The resis-
tance of PCC1 increases when daylight
fades causing transistor TR1 to switch
off. The resultant positive collector
voltage on pin 2 of IC I causes a low in-
put to pin 9. This causes pin 10 to go high
and this high is fed to the base of TR2 via
R16, causing this to switch on. The
negative voltage on the collector then ac-
tivates the relay, switching on the light.

This same high output of pin 10 also
enables the 555 counter, IC2, the output

of which is then passed to the clock input
of IC3. This is a binary counter, pin 3 of
which goes high after 8192 clock pulses
have been received. The high output on
this pin is fed back to pin 6 of IC 1. This
causes pin 1 of ICI to go low, and after
inversion by gate IC lc, the output of pin
10 becomes low, switching off TR2 and
also dis-enabling IC2. The relay is de-
activated and the light, therefore, switches
off.

When daylight arrives, the collector
voltage of TR 1 goes low (TR1 switches
on) and, via gate IC id, a high input is fed
to pin 11 of IC3, thus resetting the coun-
ter so that the operation is automatically
repeated the following evening.

Preset VR1 sets the triggering light
level.

The frequency of the clock output
from IC2 is set by S 1 a which, with the
resistor values given, gives a switch on
time variable from approximately 1 hour

to 5 hours, in hourly steps. As great ac-
curacy is presumably not required for this
circuit, no provision has been made for
setting the exact timing of the clock out-
put. This can, however, be done by incor-
porating a preset to allow the voltage on
pin 5 of IC2 to be varied.

S lb allows over-riding of the timing
action by connecting the collector output
of TR2 to the negative rail, thus causing
the light to remain on indefinitely. C2 pre-
vents transients resetting IC3 when the
relay opens. Switching the unit off and on
again, will, however, reset IC3.

A 12 -volt regulated supply should be
incorporated and the relay must be a 12 -
volt relay suitable for switching the load
required. PCC 1 can be mounted at a
suitable window.

E. Selberg,
Cape Town,

South Africa.
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POWER SUPPLY

ASERIES regulated d.c. power
supply that can be con -

DIGITAL
SOLDERING

A NEW "soldering station" from
/-% Antex features a digital
readout of the tip temperature to
within +5 per cent.

Known as the TCSUD, the
unit includes a coiled, anti -burn,
iron protector, sponge tip cleaner
and a 50W soldering iron. The
recommended retail price for the
soldering station is.£67.50.

A ntex,

Dept EE, Mayflower House.
Plymouth, Devon.

stantly varied from 0 to 18V and
0 to 5A by front panel coarse and
fine manual controls has just been
introduced by House of
Instruments.

Manufactured by the Japanese
company Trio, the PR655 has
large independent dual meters for
both current and voltage indica-
tion. Other features include:
remote sensing; fixed current
protection circuit; series/parallel
master/slave mode; and I.e.d. in-
dication of regulated voltage and
current operation.

Front panel switching is
provided to disconnect output
terminals for voltage and current
adjustments to be made with the
load connected.

The price of the PR655
Regulated D.C. Power Supply is
£305 plus VAT and carriage. For
more details and data leaflet write
to:

House of Instruments.
Dept EE, Clifton Chambers,

62 High Street, Bfiffron Walden,
Essex CBIO I EL.

SPECTRUM/
TANDY LINK -UP

AN interface to link the Sinclair
ZX81 or Spectrum home

computers with the Tandy four-
colour printer plotter CGP-115
has been developed by Softest.
Priced at £35, the interface in-
cludes connectors, leads, software
on cassette, instructions, postage
and packing.

They have also released a
screen copy program (£5) which,
when used in conjunction with the
same interface, enables the Spec-
trum screen to be copied on to the
Tandy printer.

In addition to printing text at
12 characters per second, the
equipment can be used for
graphic material having an effec-
tive plotting range of 96mm on
the X axis divided into 480 steps
and no limit on the Y axis. Four
pen colours, red, green, blue and
black, are standard.

Softest,
Dept EE, 10 Richmond Road,

Romsey, Hants SO5 8LA.

DIGITAL MULTIMETER
ABATTERY -OPERATED lab-
oratory quality 3+ digit mul-

timeter with a 0.5in liquid crystal
display is announced by Thandar
Electronics.

The TM356 has a measure-
ment capability of d.c. and a.c.
volts; d.c. and a.c. current;
resistance and diode check in 29
ranges, permitting measurement
from 100uV to 1000V (750V
a.c.), current from 100nA to 10A,

and resistance from 100mL/ to
20Ma

The instrument is housed in a
ABS moulded case with handle/
stand, making it suitable for por-
table as well as bench work.

The TM356 Digital Multimeter
will sell for £85, plus VAT.

Thandar Electronics Ltd.,
Dept EE, London Road,

St. Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs PEI 7 4HJ.

WIRING AIDS
PACKS of versatile, specially

designed ties, and self-
adhesive clips, which can be used
for an infinite number of fastening
jobs, for instance, when routing
wiring in a project or for intercon-
necting separate units, has
been introduced by Hellermann
Insuloid.

Designated Ty -its, the nylon
ties are available either releasable
in size 140mm and 250mm, or
non -releasable in 100mm, 150mm
and 200mm lengths. They are ex-
pected to retail from around 49p,

including VAT, per pack
depending on size.

The self-adhesive clips, Stiki-
Clips, are also moulded in tough
nylon and are available in three
different sizes to accommodate
wiring, tubing or piping with a
maximum outside diameter of up
to 6mm, 13mm or 18mm respec-
tively. The recommended retail
price is 69p, including VAT, per
pack depending on size.

Hellermann Insulold,
Dept EE, Sharston Works,

Leestone Road. Wythenshawe,
Manchester 22.
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AUDIO and hi fi amplifier circuits are
amongst the most popular projects

for home constructors and many linear
i.c.s are available to simplify the designs.

ABBREVIATIONS

fT frequency at which gain reduces to unity
hFE d.c forward current transfer ratio (gain)
IC(max) maximum continuous collector current
/IA peak emitter current at avalanche
(P( max I peak point emitter current
PTOT maximum power dissipation

Vb1b2 maximum allowable voltage across b1 and b2
VC50 maximum collector -to -base voltage, emitter

open circuit
maximum collector -emitter voltage, base openVCEO
circuit
intrinsic stand-off ratio

Ppn
transistor polarity

np )

UNITS
V volts
mV millivolts 110-3V)
µV microvolts 110-3V)
A amps
mA milliamps 110-3A)
pA microamps(10-6A)
nA nanoamps 110-9A)
W watts
kHz kilohertz (103Hz)
Q ohms
kc2 kilohms 110352)
MQ megohms (106521
Ns microseconds 110-6s)
dB decibel

We have listed here a number of the more
common devices and given a brief
specification for each, along with package
outline diagrams. Some of the abbrevia-

tions (above) apply to other semiconduc-
tors not listed (mainly transistors), but
have been reproduced to assist readers
when consulting component data tables.

Audio Preamplifiers
Device No. per Supply Quiescent Input Typical Equivalent Package

package Voltage current resistance T.H.D. @ input noise Key
(V) (mA) (W) 1 kHz (%) ON)

C A 3052 4 2 to 16 26 90 0.65 1 7 C
L M381 2 9 to 40 10 100 0.1 05 B
L M382 9 9 to 40 10 100 0.1 08 B

L M387 2 9 to 30 10 100 0.1 0.8 A
LM1303 (7)4-5 to 15 15 25 0.1 B

Audio Amplifiers -Mono

Device
Supply
Voltage

(V) 412

Output Power
ca' 10% T.H.D. into

812 1612

Input
Impedance

(0)

Output
Protection

Quiescent
current
(mA)

Typical T.H.D.
(OP 1kHz

( %)

Package
Key

LM380 8 to 20 4.218v 418V 2-216v 150k yes 7 0.2% (a 18V 2W B
LM383 5 to 25 7 150k yes 45 0.2% (.ri, 14V 4W G
LM384 12 to 26 3.522v 5.722V 3.522v 150k yes 8.5 0.25% ra 6V 125mW B
LM386 4 to 12 0326v 0.812V 0912v no 4 A
LM388 4 to 12 212V 1.512V 1  112v no 10 B
LM389 4 to 12 0326v 0.812v 0.912v 50k no 6 0.2% (a 6V 125mW B
LM390 4 to 10 212V 1-29v 079v no 10 B
MC3360 5 to 12 0-359v no 3 0.7%(a 9V 50mW
SL414A 16 to 20 318V 2.21av 100M yes 75 0.3% (a 18V 1W H
SL415 16 to 25 524v 3. 824V 100M yes 75 0.3% (a, 24V 1 W H
TBA800 5 to 30 524V 5M no 9 0.5% (a 24V 2-5W
TBA810 4 to 20 6 5M yes 12 0.3% (a 14V 2 5W
TBA820 3 to 16 1.69V 212V 5M no 4 0.4% (a 9V 500m V K
TDA2006 (+)6 to 15 12 8 5M yes 40 0.1%(a 12V 4W G
TDA2030 (+)6 to 18 18-L17V 11 ± 17v 5M yes 50 0.1%(a ±14 V 8W G

Audio Amplifiers -Stereo
Device Supply Typical Output power Input imp- Output Channel Quiescent Typical T.H.D. Package

Voltage Voltage into 8 edance min. protection separation current (a) 1kHz Key
(V) (V) (W) (Mil) (dB) (mA) (%)

LM377N 10 to 26 20 2 5 3 yes 70 15 0.1 (a 20 V 2W B
LM378N 10 to 35 24 5 3 yes 70 15 0.1 ra 24V 2W B
LM379N 10 to 36 28 7 3 yes 70 15 0 2 (a 28V 4W F

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PACKAGE OUTLINES AND PIN NUMBERING
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Step-by-step
fully

illustrated
assembly

and

fitting instructions
are

included
together

vvith

circuit descriptions.
Highest

quality

components
are used

hroughout.
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543SELF ASSEMBLY ELECTRONIC KITS

PRICES REDUCED
ON SUPER SAVE

D.I.Y. KITS

SX 1000

urRirita

Electronic Ignition
 Inductive Discharge  Extended
dwell circuit stores greater energy in
coil  Three position changeover
switch  Patented clip -to -coil fitting
 Easy to assemble, easy to fit 
Contact breaker triggered - includes
bounce suppression circuit

AVE

TX 1002
Electronic Ignition

 Inductive discharge 
Extended dwell circuit stores
greater energy in coil  Three
position changeover switch 
Contactless or contact
breaker triggered  Clip -to -
coil or remote mounting  Rugged
die-cast case  Contactless adaptors
included for majority of 4 & 6 cylinder

vehicles  Easy to build  For details of
vehicles fitted by contactless trigger, ring
Technical Service Dept on 109221611338-9.

SX 2000 Electronic Ignition
Reactive Discharge  Combines

inductive & capacitive energy
storage  Gives highest possible
spark energy  Patented clip -to -coil
fitting  Easy assembly sequence 
Contact breaker triggered - includes
bounce suppression circuit.

SUpEIt
SAVE

TX2002
Electronic Ignition

 Two separate systems in one unit!
 Reactive Discharge OR Inductive
Discharge, with three position
changeover switch  Gives highest
possible spark energy  Clip -to -coil
or remote mounting  Rugged die-cas
case  Contactless or contact breaker
triggered  Contactless adaptors
included for majority of 4 & 6 cylinder
vehicles  For details of vehicles fitted by
contactless trigger, ring Technical
Service Dept on 10922) 611338-9.

AT -40 Electronic Car Alarm
 Guards doors, boot, bonnet from unauthorised entry
 Armed/disarmed using concealed switch  30 second
delay -to -arm: 7 second entry delay  Can alternatively
be wired to exterior key switch  Flashes headlights &
sounds horn intermittently for 60 seconds when

activated  Security loop protects
accessories  Low consumption
C- MOS circuitry.

ULTRASONIC Intruder Detector
 Supplementary to AT -40 & AT -80  Will work in
conjunction with any door switch input or voltage
sensing alarm  Detects attempted break-in and
movement within passenger compartment & triggers
alarm  Includes high efficiency ultrasonic transducers
 Crystal controlled for low drift  Ingenious sensitivity

control allows freedom from false

SINAI it
ULTRASONIC

INTRUDER
= DETECTOR

alarms  Low current consumption

NEW

SPECIAL OFFER
"FREE" MAGIDICE KIT WITH
ALL ORDERS OVER £40.00

AT -80 Electronic Car Security System
 Guards doors, boot, bonnet from unauthorised entry  Armed/
disarmed from outside vehicle by magnetic key fob passed across
sensor pad adhered to inside of
windscreen  Individually
programmable code  30 second
delay -to -arm  Flashes headlights
and sounds horn intermittently for
60 seconds when activated 
Security loop protects accessories
 Function lights to assist setting -
up  Low consumption C-MOS
circuitry.

suPos'wE

VOYAGER Car Drive Computer
 12 functions centred on Fuel, Speed, Distance and Time  Single chip
microprocessor  Large high brightness fluorescent display with auto -
dimming feature  High accuracy distance & fuel transducers included
 Displays MPG, L/100km and miles/litre at the flick of a switch 
Visual & audible warnings of excess speed, ice, lights -left -on 
Independent LOG & TRIP functions  Low consumption crystal
controlled circuitry.

MAGIDICE Electronic Dice
 Triggered by waving hand over dice  Completely random selection
 Bleeps & flashes during 4 sec tumble  Throw displayed for 10
seconds then flashes to conserve battery  Low consumption C-MOS .1
circuitry. SWIe

82 BATH ST., WALSALL WS1 3DE. St)?
111M =I INN MN IM MN 111111 INN INN - NM NMI MIN NEI MN - 1=1 MI 1111111 - INN

SPARKRITE IA Division of Stadium Ltd.) 82 Bath Street, Walsall, WS1 3DE England Tel: 10922) 614791 Allow 25 days for delivery

NE -

LPRICES INC VAT POSTAGE 8i PACKING

KIT OLD PRICE NEW PRICE

SX 1000 f_1243,s---- E 1 1.95

SX 2000 £18.95

TX 1002
_____C-1495---

£22.95 £22.95

TX 2002 £32.95 £32.95

AT -40 - £9.95

AT -80 _32r95 £24.95

ULTRASONIC - £17.95

VOYAGER £64.95 £64.95

MAGIDICE ..E.9,96--- £6.95

NAME
ADDRESS

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE(S)/POSTAL ORDERS FOR

£ KIT REF.

CHEQUE No.
EE/11 /83

NM MI NM um Ns am mi - EN EN In --tCPHONE YOUR ORDER WITH rl
CUT OUT THE COUPON NOW!
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TEACH -IN 84
Once again GREENWELD will be supplying a complete set of
parts for this ever popular series - as we have done for all
previous series.
Our experience in this field means your kit can be supplied
from stock at the best possible price, so order with confidence.
Price for complete kit is only £18.95 inc post and VAT.

THE 1984
GREENWELD
CATALOGUE

Now in the course of production, the
1984 GREENWELD catalogue will be
published in November. It's Bigger,
Brighter, Better, more components
than ever before. With each copy
there's discount vouchers, Bargain
List, Wholesale Discount List, Bulk
Buyers List, Order Form and Reply
Paid Envelope. All for just £1.00! Order
now for early delivery!

MOTORIZED GEARBOX
These units are as used in a

computerized tank, and offer the
experimenter in robotics the
opportunity to buy the electro-
mechanical parts required in building
remote controlled vehicles. The unit
has 2 x 3V motors, linked by a
magnetic clutch, thus enabling turning
of the vehicle, and a gearbox contained
within the black ABS housing, reducing
the final drive speed to approx 50rpm.
Data is supplied with the unit showing
various options on driving the motors
etc. £5.95. Suitable wheels also
available: 3" Dia plastic with black tyre,
drilled to push -fit on spindle. 2 for £1.30
(limited qty). 3" dia aluminium disc
3mm thick, drilled to push -fit on
spindle. 2 for 68p.

COMPUTER GAMES
Z901 Can you follow the flashing light/
pulsating tone sequence of this famous
game? Supplied as a fully working PCB
with speaker (no case) plus full
instructions. Only £4.95
Z902 Probably the most popular
electronic game on the market - based
on the old fashioned pencil and paper
battleship game, this computerized
version has brought it bang up to date!
We supply a ready built PCB containing
76477 sound effect chip, TMS1000
micro -processor chip, R's, C's etc.
Offered for its component value only
(board may be cracked or chipped, it's
only £1.95. Instructions and circuit, 30p.

FERRIC CHLORIDE
New supplies just arrived - 250mg bags
of granules, easily dissolved in 500m1 of
water. Only £1.15. Also abrasive
polishing block 95p.

STABILIZED PSU PANEL
A199 A versatile stabilized power
supply with both voltage (2-30V) and
current )20mA-2A) fully variable. Many
uses inc. bench PSU, Ni-cad charger,
gen purposes testing Panel ready built,
tested and calibrated. £7.75. Suitable
transformer and pots, £6.00. Full data
supplied.

VEROBLOC £1 OFF!!
Our biggest selling breadboard on offer
at a special price of £4.10.

2N3055 SCOOP!!
Made by Texas - full spec devices 60p
each; 10 for £4; 25 for £9; 100 for £34;
250 for £75; 1000 for £265.

"THE SENSIBLE 64"
David Highmores new book on the
Commodore 64 now available. £5.95.

RIBBON CABLE
Special purchase of multicoloured 14
way ribbon cable - 40p/metre; 50m
£18; 100m £32.00; 250m £65.00.

111 PANELS
Panels with assorted TTL inc LS types.
Big variety. 20 chips £1.00; 100 chips
£4.00; 1000 chips £30.00.

NUTS, SCREWS, WASHERS &
BOLTS

Over 2 million in stock, metric, BA, self -
tappers etc. SAE for list.

PACKS! PACKS! PACKS!
K517 Transistor Pack. 50 assorted full

spec marked plastic devices PNP
NPN RF AF. Type numbers
include BC114, 117, 172, 182, 183,
199, 239, 251, 214, 225, 320,
BF198, 255, 394, 2N3904 etc etc.
Rpreictaeil cost £7+. Special low

275p

K523 Resistor Pack. 1000 - yes, 1000.1
and watt 5% hi -stab carbon film
resistors with pre -formed leads
for PCB mounting. Enormous
range of preferred values from a
few ohms to a several megohms.
Only 250p. 5000 £10; 20,000 £36.

K520 Switch Pack. 20 different assorted
switches - rocker, slide, push,
rotary, toggle, micro etc. Amazing
value at only 200p

K522 Copper clad board. All pieces too
small for our etching kits. Mostly
double sided fibreglass. 250g
lapprox 110 sq ins) for 200p

K541 It's back!! Our most popular pack
ever - Vero offcuts. This has been
restricted for some time, but we
have now built up a reasonable
stock and can once again offer
100 sq ins of vero copper clad
offcuts, average size 453".
Offered at around the price of
new board 320p

K530 100 Assorted polyester caps - all
new modern components, radial
and axial leads. All values from
0.01 to 1uf at voltages from 63 to
1000!! Super value at 395p

K602 Electrolytics - all long leaded
radial type - most values from
10uf to 1000uf, nearly all 10y, few
16V. Bag of 100 assorted £3.50

LIE DETECTOR
Not a toy, this precision instrument was
originally part of an "Open University"
course, used to measure the change in
emotional balance, or as a lie detector.
Full details of how to use it are given
and a circuit diagram. Supplied
complete with probes, leads and
conductive jelly. Needs 2 4W bans.
Overall size 155 x 100 x 100mm. Only
£9.95 -worth that for the case and meter
alone!!

GREENWELD
443D Millbrook Road Southampton SO1 OHX

Tel (0703) 772501
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT; JUST ADD 60p P&P

SPECIAL 'TITAN' SUPER DRILL OFFER
HARNESSLGEN LTD., 96, Highfield Lane, Southampton S09 1BE.

Telephone (0703) 559910.

The TITAN SUPER DRILL, !illustrated
with PCB All Steel Drill Stand) is a High
Speed L/V PCB Drill, complete with a
precision Pin Chuck and a 4 Steel Col-
lets -Zero, 1.5, 2.5 & 3mm. It is 114mm
(4.5ins) long by 44mm (1.73ins) dia-
meter. Torque at stall:- 1740g.cm
(23oz in).
With every TITAN SUPER DRILL we are
giving, "Free of Charge" 4 precision
Turbo High Speed PCB Drills - 0.6, 1.0,
1.2 & 1.6mm. Worth £3. Send £11.50
incl. VAT P&P - Ref. 5/0.0175.

Aso Available: -
PCB ALL STEEL DRILL STAND (Illus-
trated with Titan). Use vertically or hori-
zontally. Ref. 0209. Price incl. VAT P&P
£13.80. And with the use of pair Lathe
Adaptors can be converted for use as a
LATHE. Ref. 0202. Price incl. VAT P&P
£4.35 (Pair).

TRANSFORMER/RECTIFIER 220/240V
AC input. 12V DC output. Ref. 0220.
£13.00 incl. VAT P&P.

TRANSFORMER/RECTIFIER as above,
but with built-in Speed Control. Ref.
0221. £17.00 incl. VAT P&P.

Made in England. Fully Guaranteed.

Send to: Harnessglen Ltd.
FREEPOST
SOUTHAMPTON S09 1BE

ACCESS/VISA/AMER/CAN EXPRESS CARDS WELCOME

Why not send 35p for our Illustrated Leaflet of Small Precision Drills, Burrs,
Reamers, Grinder & Polisher from 0.5mm to 3.0mm.

,..

T.V. UHF Aerial Amplifier 300-
890MHz £6.03 post 57p

2t" 8 ohm Speaker 46p post 21p
2r 64 ohm Speaker 56p post 21p
Desoldering PumpE4.25 post 27p
Resistance Substitution Box

METERS: 110 x 82 x
35mm
30p,A,50p,A,100H.A. £6.75. Post
50p.

£3.97 post 17p
Vernier Dial 50mm Dia.

£2.31 post 17p
Tape Head Demagnetizer

METERS: 45 x 50 x 34mm
50p,A, 100µA, 1mA, 5mA, 10mA,
25v, 1A, 2A, 5A 25V.

£2.60 post 39p
Min. Buzzer 6 or 12V 63p post 21p

£3.54. Post 30p. TRANSFORMERS
METERS: 60 x 47 x 33mm
5011A, 100µA, 1mA, 5mA, 10mA,
100mA, 1A, 2A, 25v, 50v,
50-0-50µA, 100-0-100µA. £5.87.
VU meters £5.87.
Post on above meters 30p.

240v Primary
3-0-3v 100mA 82P
6-0-6v 100mA 87p
6-0-6v 250mA £1.21

12-0-12v 50mA 87P
12-0-12v 100mA 97p

9-0-9v 75mA 87p
Silicone grease 50g £1.32.
Post 16p.

9-0-9v 250mA £1.33
Post on above transformers 48p.

NI -CAD BATTERY
CHARGER
Led indicators charge -test
switch. For PP3, HP7, HP11 &
HP2 size betteries.
Price £5.85. Post 94p.

9-0-9v 1A £2.00
12-0-12v 1A £2.50
15-0-15c 1A £2.95

6.3v 1;A £2.00
6-0-6v 1011/4 £2.20

Post on above transformers 94p.

All above
1983/84
with all

All goods

prices
fully illustrated

enquiries.

despatched

M.
158

include

Special

Bradshawgate,
Lancs.

V.A.T. Send
catalogue with

prices for

within 3 days

DZ
BL2

£1 for a
a new

quantity

from receipt

IU
1BA.

new comprehensive
price list. Send S.A.E.

on request.

of the order.

B AS
Bolton,
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TWO FABULOUS OFFERS FROM

SUPER 20
20k12/V a.c. & d.c.
A SUPER

PROTECTED
UNIVERSAL

MULTIMETER
Undestructible, with auto-
matic protection on all
ranges but 10A.

ONLY £33.50
inc. VAT, P&P, complete with
carrying case, leads and instructions.

This special offers is a wonderful opportunity to acquire an
essential piece of test gear with a saving of nearly £20.00.

Accuracy: d.c. ranges and fl 2% a.c. 3% (of f.s.d.)
39 ranges: d.c. V 100mV, 1 OV, 3.0V, 10y, 30V, 100V, 300V, 1000V.

d.c. 150µA, 100µA, 300p.A, 1.0umA,3mA, 10mA, 30mA,
100mA, 1A, 10A
a.c. V 10V, 30V, 100V, 300V, 1000V.
a.c. I 3mA, 10mA, 30mA, 100mA, 1.0A, 10A.
0 0- 5.01d1, 0-50k0, 0- 5001d1, 5ro0, 50M0.
dB from --10 to +61 in 5 ranges.

Dimensions: 105 x 130 x 40mm.

T20 super A !melee

SUPER TESTER 50 50k12 V a.c. and d.c.
A 39 ranges - fool -proof
multimeter with
protective diodes, quick
acting 1.25A fuse and
resettable cut-out.

PROFESSIONAL
SOLUTION
TO GENERAL
MEASUREMENT

PROBLEMS

ONLY £36.30

super 50

incl. VAT, P&P, complete with
carrying case, leads and instructions.

Goods normally by return of post.

The best instrument for the workshop, school, toolbox, TV shop and
anywhere accurate measurement is needed quickly and simply.

Accuracy: d.c. ranges and 12 2% a.c. 3% (off.s.d)
39 ranges: d.c. V 150mV, 1V, 3V, 10V, 30V, 100V, 300V, 1000V;

d.c. 120µA, 100µA,300µA, 1 OmA, 3mA, 10mA, 30mA,
100mA, 1A, 3A.
a.c. V 10V, 30V, 100V, 300V, 1000V;
a.c. I 3mA, 10mA, 30mA, 100mA, 1A, 3A.
Ohms 5k0, 50k0, 500k0, 5MCI, 50MD.
dB from -10 to +61 in 5 ranges.

Dimensions: 105 x 130 x 40mm.

For details of these and the many other instruments in the Alcon range,
including multimeters, components measuring, automotive and elec-
tronic instruments, please write or telephone:

Instruments Ltd.
19 MULBERRY WALK LONDON SW3 6DZ TEL: 01-352 1897 TELEX: 918867

ELECTFiallKIT
FX-COMPUTER

Teach -Yourself Computer and Electronics
Construction Kit

A complete introduction to the "How, Why
and What" of Computers and Electronics in

the most practical way ever devised
THE KIT IS BATTERY -OPERATED AND
COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED. NO

TELEVISION OR OTHER EQUIPMENT IS
REQUIRED. VERY EXTENSIVE MANUALS ARE

INCLUDED

Ministry of Science and Technology, Japan -
Prize Winning Product

The FX-COMPUTER is the ideal introduction to the study and
understanding of computers and electronics. The kit offers
remarkable versatility because the components are interchange-
able and circuits are constructed by simply plugging specified
components into the board provided in accordance with the
instruction manuals. You quickly understand the principles
involved and new circuits can be easily devised, built and
dismantled. No soldering or wiring is involved, no tools are
required; the components themselves complete the circuits.

No previous knowledge is required - very extensive education-
al manuals have been provided by English experts in computers
and electronics. Working through the manuals you will soon be
able to write programmes and "run" them and understand how
computers work.

The following are just a few of the programmes in the Computer
Manual (there are too many to list here) and also a few of the
projects in the Electronics Manual:
How to Instruct the Computer and Store Information into Memories. Use of
different instructions and Programming Techniques. Adding, subtracting,
multiplying, dividing, averaging, counting up, counting down, etc. etc. - in
Decimal and Hexadecimal. Converting Hexadecimal to Decimal, storing
Random Numbes. Games: Tennis, Catch -the -Rat, Gun Fight, Slot Machine.
etc. Using the Computer as a Musical Organ, storing and playing -back
tunes, etc. OVER 100 PROGRAMMES SHOWN IN THE COMPUTER
MANUAL PLUS EXPLANATIONS AND DEMONSTRATIONS OF ALL
TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY.

Electronic Components and How they Work - batteries, conductors,
resistors, capacitors, diodes, transistors, lamps, photo -electric devices iCdS
cell is included in the kit), oscillators, burglar alarms, control systems.
organ, lie detector, etc., etc. OVER 65 PRACTICAL WORKING PRO-
JECTS SHOWN IN THE ELECTRONICS MANUAL

All this is in ONE kit, costing
about the same as the cheapest

"Basic" ordinary Computer
The price is only £69.95 plus £3.00 P&P

overseas rates quoted on request)
Delivery within 21 days

TRADE & EDUCATIONAL
ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

Send cheque/PO/Access/Barclaycard to
DEPT. EEFX. Electroni-Kit Ltd

It's not JUST a computer!
ELECTRONI-KIT LTD.

388 ST. JOHN STREET
LONDON, EC1V 4NN (01-278 0109)
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T.V. SOUND TUNE
BUILT AND
TESTED

In the cut-throat world of consumer electronics, one of the
questions designers apparently ponder over is "Will anyone
notice if we save money by chopping this out?" In the
domestic TV set, one of the first casualties seems to be the
sound quality. Small speakers and no tone controls are
common and all this is really quite sad, as the TV compan-
ies do their best to transmit the highest quality sound.
Given this background a compact and independent TV
tuner that connects direct to your Hi-Fi is a must for quality
reproduction.The unit is mains operatiid.
This TV SOUND TUNER offers full UHF coverage with
5 pre -selected tuning controls. It can also be used in conjunct -

£24.95 £2.E00rp

E.T.I.

ion with your video recorder. Dimensions: I 1%" x 81/2"x 31/2".
kit version of above wi hout chassis, case and hardware. £12.95 plus £1.50 p&p.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
STEREO CASSETTE

RECORDER
KIT

£32.95 E2.75 p&p.
 NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM  AUTO STOP  TAPE
COUNTER  SWITCHABLE E.Q.  INDEPENDENT
LEVEL CONTROLS  TWIN V.U. METER  WOW &
FLUTTER 0.1%  RECORD/PLAYBACK I.C. WITH ELEC-
TRONIC SWITCHING  FULLY VARIABLE RECORDING
BIAS FOR ACCURATE MATCHING OF ALL TAPES.

Kit includes tape transport mechanism, ready punched and
back printed quality circuit board and all electronic parts.
i.e. semiconductors, resistors capacitors, hardware top
cover, printed scale and mains transformer. You only supply
solder and hook-up wire.
Featured in April issue P.E.
Reprint 50p. Free with kit.
Self assembly simulated wood
sleeve E4.50 1.50 P&P.

- SPECIAL OFFER!
£31.00 plus £2.75 p&pClete

MONO MIXER AMP
Id for Church
halls & Clubhouses. £45.00 E2.00 p&p.

50 WATT Six individually mixed inputs for two pick ups
(Cer. or mag.), two moving coil microphones and two
auxiliary for tape tuner, organs, etc. Eight slider controls
six for level and two for master bass and treble, four
extra treble controls for mic. and aux. inputs. Size:
13%"x6Y,"x3%" app. Power output 50 watts H.M.S.
(cont.) for use with 4 to 8 ohm speakers. Attractive black
vinyl case with matching fascia and knobs. Ready to use.

Matching AKG Microphone to suit (with speech and music
filter). Complete with lead. ONLY £9.95 plus 75p p&p.

STEREO CARTRIDGES
PHILIPS
Magnetic cartridge with diamond
stylus. Model No. GP -397 III. Output:
2mV. Separation 22dB. Stylus 0.6mm

diameter. £3.95 each plus 60p P&P

GARRARD
Sonotone Garrard Ceramic cartridge.
75m V. With turnover Sapphire
stylus. £2.95 plus 60p p&p.

VHF STEREO TUNER KIT

*SPECIAL OFFER!.

£13.95 Plus £2.50 p&p.

This easy to build 3 band stereo AM/FM tuner kit is designed
in conjunction with Practical Electronics (July '81 issue).
For ease of construction and alignment it incorporates three
Mullard modules and an I.C. IF. System.
FEATURES: VHF, MW, LW Bands, interstation muting and
AFC on VHF. Tuning meter. Two back printed PCB's. Ready
made chassis and scale. Aerial: AM - ferrite rod, FM - 75 or
300 ohms. Stabalised power supply with 'C: core mains trans-
former. All components supplied are to strict P.E. specificat-
ion, Front scale size: 10%" x 2`h" approx. Complete with
diagram and instructions.

125W HIGH POWER AMP
MODULES £10.50 t1u4L.T25

+E1.15 p&p +£1.15 p&p
The power amp kit is a module for high power applications

- disco units, guitar amplifiers, public address systems and
even high power domestic systems. The unit is protected
against short circuiting of the load and is safe in an open cir-
cuit condition. A large safety margin exists by use of gener-
ously rated components, result, a high powered rugged unit.
The PC board is back printed, etched and ready to drill for
ease of construction and the aluminium chassis is preformed
and ready to use.
Supplied with all parts, circuit diagrams and instructions.

ACCESSORY: Stereo/mono mains power supply kit with
transformer. £10.50 plus £2.00 p&p.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Max. output power IRMS): 125W.
Operating voltage (DCI: 50 - 80 max. -
Loads: 4 - 16 ohms.
Frequency response measured @ 100 watts: 25Hz - 20KHz.
Sensitivity for 100 watts: 400mV @47K.
Typical T.H.D. @ 50 watts, 4 ohms: 0.1%.
Dimensions: 205 x 90 and 190 x 36 mm.

SPEAKER
KIT T

8" bass/mid range and 3%."
tweeter. Complete with screws,
wire, crossover components
and cabinet. Cabinet comes in
flat pre -mitred D.I.Y. form.
Finish - chipboard covered
wood simulate. size 14%"x
8%"x 4". PAIR for ONLY

£12.50 plus £1.75 p&p.

HI -Fl TWEETER BARGAIN
GOODMANS TWEETERS
8 ohm soft dome radiator tweet-
er 133/."sq.) for use in up to 40W
systems; with 2 element crossover.
£3.95 each ( p&p Eli or
£6.95 pair (p&p £1.501

STEREO
CASSETTE
DECK
Stereo cassette tape deck
transport with electronics.
Manufacturer's surplus
- brand new and operational
- sold without warranty.

£11.95
plus £2.50 p&p.

Just requires mains trans-
former and input/output
sockets and a volume
control to complete.

Supplied with full connection
details.

AUDAX 8" SPEAKER AUDAX 40W
HIGH QUALITY 40 WATTS RMS BASS/MIDRANGE

Ideal for either
Hi-Fi or Disco
use this speaker
features an
aluminium voice
coil a heavy 70 mm
diameter magnet.
Frequency res: 20Hz to 7KHz.
Impedance: 8 ohms.

£5.95
-,12.20 p&p

FERRO -FLUID HI-FI
TWEETER
X/over on 5kHz
-22kHz. 60mm £5.50
square. 8 ohm. *60p p&p

All mail to:
21A HIGH STREET, ACTON W3 6NG.
Note: Goods despatched to U.K. postal addresses onl
All items subject to availability. Prices correct at
30/9/83 and subject to change without notice.
Please allow 14 working days from receipt of order
for despatch. RTVC Limited reserve the right to up-

date their products without notice. All enquiries send
S.A.E.

ALL CALLERS TO: 323 EDGWARE ROAD,
LONDON W2. Telephone: 01-723 8432.
(5 minutes walk from Edgware Road Tube Station)
Now open 6 days a week 9 - 6. Prices include VAT.

Telephone or mail orders by ACCESS welcome.
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PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED
STILL AVAILABLE
Tape punch and reader

Bench isolating transformer 250 watt

BOAC in-flight stereo unit

Drill assortment 4 each 25 sizes between .25mm & 2.5mm

Flood lamp waterproof GEC

f22 50

E7 75

El 50

E11.50

£990
Battery condition tester, less box £1 75

Nicad chargers, mains £0 75

Flourescent inventor 13 watt from 12v E3.50

Cassette mechanism with heads E450

Ten digit stitch pad-pb phone etc. El 95
Uniselector 2 pole 25 way £460
Water valve mains operated £2 50

Counter 6 digit mains operated El 15
ditto 12v resettable £3 45

Double glazing clear PVC sheet, 23W' wide -per running ft. E0.15

Locking mechanism with 2 keys £1 15

Magnetic Clutch £4 50

Mouth operated suck or blow switch E2 30

Fire alarm break glass switch £3 75

Solenoid with slug 8.12v battery op £1 82

ditto 230v mains E2 30

Timer Omron STP NH 110v AC Coil £690
Key switch with 2 keys dp mains El 75
Air valve mains operated E3 75

Latching relay mains operated £3 50

Dry film lubricant aerosol can £0 65

Coin op switch, cased with coin tray £4 60

Auto transformer 1000 watts E19 50
(plus postage for transformer) £3 00

3 CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT KIT

1_aaaatwl
Complete kit of parts for a three channel sound to light unit
controlling over 2000 watts of lighting. Use this at home it you
wish but it is plenty rugged enough for disco work. The unit is
housed in an attractive two tone metal case and has controls for
each channel, and a master on/off. The audio input and output
are by Yr" sockets and three panel mounting fuse holders provide
thyristor protection. A four pin plug and socket facilitate ease of
connecting lamps. Special price is £14.95 in kit form or £25.00
assembled and tested.

12 volt MOTOR BY SMITHS
Made for use in cars, etc. these are series
wound and they become more
Powerful as load increases. Size
35" long by 3" dia. They have
a good length of Yr" spindle -
Price £3.45.
Ditto, but double ended E4.25.
Ditto, but permanent magnet E3.75.

EXTRA POWERFUL 12v MOTOR
Made to work battery lawnmower, this probably develops up to

h.p., so it could be used to power a go-kart or to drive a
compressor, etc. etc. E7.95 E1.50 post.
(This is easily reversible with our reversing switch - Price £1.151.

THERMOSTAT ASSORTMENT
10 different thermostats. 7 bi-metal types and 3 liquid types.
There are the current stets which will open the switch to protect
devices against overload, short circuits, etc., or when fitted say
in front of the element of a blow heater, the heat would trip
the star if the blower fuses; appliance stars, one for high temp.
eratures, others adjustable over a range of temperatures which
could include 0 - 100°C. There is also a thermostatic pod which
can be immersed, an oven stet, a calibrated boiler stet, finally an
ice stet which, fitted to our waterproof heater element, up in the
loft could protect your pipes from freezing. Separately, these
thermostats could cost around £15.00 however, you can have
the parcel for £2.50.

CROSSOVER NETWORKS
2 -way: 4 or 8 ohm impedance - power input up to 25W, crossover
frequency 2kHz with wiring dig. 87p each.
3 -way: 4 or 8 ohm - power input up to 60W, crossovers at 700kHz
and 3500kHz with wiring diagram. E1.15.

- BARGAIN OF THE YEAR -
The AMSTRAD Stereo Tuber.
This ready assembled unit is the ideal tuner for a music
centre or an amplifier, it can also be quickly made into a
personal stereo radio - easy to carry about and which will
give you superb reception.

Other uses are as a "get you to sleep radio", you could even
take it with you to use in the lounge when the rest of the
family want to view programmes in which you are not
interested. You can listen to some music instead.

Some of the features are: long wave band 115 - 270 KHz,
medium wave band 525 1650KHz, FM band 87 -
108MHz, mono, stereo & AFC switchable, tuning meter
to give you spot on stereo tuning, optional LED wave band
indicator, fully assembled and fully aligned. Full wiring
up data showing you how to connect to amplifier or head-
phones and details of suitable FM aerial (note ferrite rod
aerial is included for medium and long wave bands. All
made up on very compact board.

Offered at a fraction of its cost: only £6.00
81.50 post .0. insurance.

MULTI PURPOSE BINS
10 interlocking bins can be wall or bench mounted.
each size approx 109x53x100mm, high
impact plastic. Come
complete
with 2
wall
mounting
bars.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

Snip price
£3.95 v £1.50 post.

REVERSIBLE MOTOR WITH CONTROL GEAR
Made by the famous Framco Company this is a very robust motor,
size approximately 7'5" long, 316" die. 3/8" shaft. Tremendously
Powerful motor, almost impossible to stop. Ideal for operating
stage curtains, sliding doors, ventilators etc., even garage doors if
adequately counter -balanced. We offer the motor complete with
control gear as follows:

1 Franco motor with gear box 1 push to start switch
1 manual reversing & on/off switch 2 limit stop switches

1 circuit diag of connections£19.50 plus postage E2.50

FREEOUR CURRENT BARGAIN LIST WILL
BE ENCLOSED WITH ALL ORDERS.

ROTARY WAFER SWITCHES
5 amp silver plated contacts.::" shaft. I" dia. wafer.
Single water types, 29p each, as follows
1 pole 12 way 2 pole 6 way 3 pole 4 way
4 pole 3 way 6 pole 2 way 4 pole 3 way
Two wafer types, 59p each, as follows
2 pole 12 way 4 pole 5 way 4 pole 6 way
6 pole 2 way 8 pole 3 way
Three wafer types, 999 each:
9 pole 4 way 6 pole 5 way 6 pole 6 wat

12 pole 3 way

12 pole 2 way

18 pole 2 way

STOP PRESS! CASSETTE MECHANISM - Front loading
with heads. Brand new: £6.95

A PRESTEL UNIT, brand new
and complete except for 7
plug in !Cs -
so far as we
know the unit
would work
once the missing
ICs are fitted.
Price: E19.75
ir £2.00 post.

6

WATERPROOF HEATING
WIRE 60 ohms per yard, this is a heating
element wound on a fibre glass coil and
then covered with pvc. Dozens of uses -

around water pipes, under grow boxes, in
gloves and socks.

TIME SWITCH BARGAIN
Large clear mains frequency controlled clock,
which will always show you the correct time
+ start and stop switches with dials. Com-
plete with knobs FOR ONLY E2.50.

ROPE LIGHT
4 sets of coloured lamps in translucent plastic tube arranged to
give the appearance of a running or travelling light. With variable
speed control box, ideal for disco or shop window display.
Complete, made up, ready to plug into mains. £36.00 f- £2 post.

50 THINGS YOU CAN MAKE
Things you can make include Multi range meter, Low
ohms tester, A.C. amps meter, Alarm clock, Soldering
iron minder, Two way telephone, Memory jogger, Live
line tester, Continuity checker, etc. etc., and you will still
have hundreds of parts for future projects. Our 10Kg
parcel contains not less than 1,000 items - panel meters,
timers, thermal trips, relays. switches, motors, drills, taps,
and dies, tools, thermostats, coils, condensers, resistors,
neons, earphone/microphones, nicad charger, power unit,
rnultiturn pots and notes on the 50 projects.

YOURS FOR ONLY £11.50 plus £3.00 post.

MINI -MULTI TESTER Deluxe pocket size precision mov.
ing coil instrument, Jewelled bearings - 2000 o.p.v. mirrored scale.
11 instant range measures' DC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000.

AC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000.
DC amps 0 - 100 mA.

Continuity and resistance 0 - 1 meg ohms
in two ranges. Complete with test prods
and instruction book showing how to
measure capacity and inductance as well.
Unbelievable value at only £6.75 60p

post and insurance.

FREE Amps range kit to enable
you to read DC current from 0 -
10 amps, directly on the 0 - 10
scale. It's free if you purchase
quickly, but if you already own a
Mini -Tester and would like one,
send £2.50.

L BULL (Electrical) Ltd.
(Dept. EEL 34 36 AMERICA LANE,

HAYWARDS HEATH. SUSSEX RH16 30u
Established
30 YEARS

MAIL ORDER TERMS: Cash, P.O. or cheque with order. Orders under
£12 add 60p service charge. Monthly account orders accepted from
schools and public companies. Access & B/card orders accepted day or
night. Haywards Heath (04441 454563. Bulk orders: write for quote.
Shop open 9.00 - 5.30, mon to Fri, not Saturday.

EXTRACTOR FANS
Mains operated - ex -computer.
Woods extractor

5" - £5.75, Post E1.25
5" - E8.95, Post E1.25

5" Plannair extractor
E0.50. Post E1.25.

4"ir 4" Muffin 115v.
E4.50. Post 75p.

4"c 4" Muffin 230v.
£5.75. Post 75p.

9" American made
£11.50, post £2.00.

Tangential Blower 10x3
air outlet, dual speed

E4.60. Post E1 50

TANGENTIAL BLOW HEATER
by British Solartrun, as
used in best blow heaters.
2Kw approx 9" wide £5.95,
3Kw either 9" or 12" wide
)your choice) E6.95 com-
plete with 'col d "hal f ' and
'full' heat switch, safety
cut out and connection dig.
Please add post El 50 for 1 or £2.30 for two.

2.5 Kw KIT so! available. £4.95+ E1.50 post.

SPIT MOTORS

W=11

These are powerful mains
operated induction motors
with gear box attached, The
final shaft is a '4" rod with
square hole, so you have
alternative coupling methods
- final speed is approx. 5
revs/min, price E5.50.
Similar motors with final
speeds of 80, 100, 160 &
200 r.p.m. same price.

COMPONENT BOARD Ref. W0998
This is a modern fibreglass board which contains a multitude of
very useful parts, most important of which are: 35 assorted diodes
and rectifiers including 4 3amp 400v types (made up in a bridge) 8
transistors type BC 107 and 2 type BEY 51 electrolytic condensers.
SCR ref 2N 5062, 25 Ouf 100v DC and 100uf 25v DC and over 100
other parts including variable, fixed and wire wound resistors,
electrolytic and other condensers. Two for E4.50.

VENNER TIME SWITCH
Mains operated with 20 amp switch, one
on and one off per 24 hrs. repeats daily
automatically correcting for the lengthen
ing or shortening day. An expensive time
switch but you can have it for only E2.95.
These are without case but we can supply
a plastic case - £1,75.
Also available is adaptor kit to conveit
this into a normal 24 hr. time switch
but with the added advantage of up to
12 on/offs per 24 hrs. This makes an

ideal controller for the immersion heater.
Price of adaptor kit IS £2.30.

IONISER KIT
Refresh your home, office, shop, work room, etc. with a
negative ION generator. Makes you feel better and work
harder -- a complete mains operated kit, case included.

£11.95 plus 12.00 post.

OTHER POPULAR PROJECTS
R C Bridge Kit E995
3 Channel Sound to Light - with fully prepared metal case. £14.95
Ditto - made up E25 00
Big Ear, listen through walls £9 50
Robot controller - receiver/transmitter £9 50
Ignition kit - helps starting, saves petrol, improves
performance £13 95
Silent sentinel Ultra Sonic Transmitter and receiver E9.50
Car Light 'left on' alarm E3 50
Secret switch - fools friends and enemies alike . . E1.95
3 - 30v Variable Power Supply £13 80
2 Short & Medium wave Crystal Radio E3 99
3v to 16v Mains Power Supply Kit El 95
Light Chaser . . . . - three modes £17.50
Mullard Unilex HiF i stereo amplifier with speakers E16.75
Radio stethoscope - fault finding aid E4 80
Mug stop - emits piercing squark E2.50
Morse Trainer - complete with key E2 99
Drill control kit £3 95
Drill control kit - made up E6 95

Interrupted beam kit £2 50
Transmitter surveillance kit E2 30

Radio Mike E6 90
FM receiver kit - for surveillance or normal FM £3.50
Seat Belt reminder E3 00

Car Starter Charger Kit E14 00
Soil heater for plants and seeds £16 50
Insulation Tester - electronic megger E7 95
Battery shaver or fluorescent from 12v E6 90
Matchbox Radio - receives Medium Wave E2 95
Mixer Pre -amp - disco special with case £16 00
Aerial Rotator -- mains operated E29 50
Aerial direction indicator £5 50
40 watt amp - hifi 20hz - 20kHz £9 50
Microvolt multiplier - measure very low currents with
ordinary multitester . . E3.95
Pure Sine Wave Generator E5 75
Linear Power output meter £11 50
115 Watt Amplifier 5Hz 25kHz E13 50
Power supply for one or two 115 watt amps £17.50
Stereo Bass Booster, most items E8 95
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Build and test your
own circuit with the New
Verobloc Kit

4f*eZ`

Try the new prototyping method of building and
testing circuits with the British -made Verobloc kit.
It consists of:

1. Verobloc. 2. A pad of design sheets for planning
the circuits. 3. A component mounting panel for the
larger components, i.e. switches, etc.

You can expand the circuit area by simply
interlocking two or more Veroblocs and, of course,
with normal usage, they can be used time and time
again without damaging contacts or component leads.
The glass nylon material is virtually unbreakable and
able to withstand temperatures from -60°C to +120°C.

So take advantage of our special price of £5 per kit
(including VAT) by completing the coupon below, or
telephone (04215) 62829 (24 hours). This offer closes
December 31st, 1983.

Our new catalogue containing over 150
new products is available from mid -
October.

BICC Vero Electronics Limited.
Retail Dept., Industrial Estate,
Chandlers Ford, Hampshire,
SOS 37R.

Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery

BICC vero

rwish to purchase Verobloc kit/s
at £5 per kit inclusive of VA!' for a total of L --
I enclose my cheque/postal order or Debit my
Access/13arclavcard No. 1)cicic a here appropriaic

Name.
Address

11414

Postcode _

V/SA

SOLDERING/TOOLS
ANTEX X5 SOLDERING IRON 25W £5.48
SOLDERING IRON STAND £1.98
SPARE BITS. Small, standard, large, 85p
each For X5 (-025
SOLDER. Handy size 99p
SOLDER CARTON £1.84
DESOLDER BRAID 89p
HEAT SINK TWEEZERS 29p
DESOLDER PUMP £6.48
HOW TO SOLDER LEAFLET 12p
LOW COST CUTTERS £1.69
LOW COST LONG NOSE PLIERS £1.88
WIRE STRIPPERS & CUTTERS £2.89
PRECISION PETITE
12V PCB DRILL £11.67
DRILL STAND £7.98
GRINDING STONE 50p
GRINDING WHEEL 50p
SAW BLADE 85p
BRASS WIRE BRUSH 50p
BURR 50p
VERO SPOT FACE CUTTER Et A9
PIN INSERTION TOOL £1.98
VEROPINS I k of 1W1 0.1" 52p
MULTIMETER TYPE 1 (1,000 opvl £5.48
CROCODILE CLIP TEST LEAD SET. 10 leads

MULTIMETER TYPE 2. IVN360TRI 20K o.p.v.
with transistor tester. £14.75
AC DC volts. DC current 4 very useful resis-
tance ranges. We've used it and we like it

with 20 clips 99p
RESISTOR COLOUR CODE
CALCULATOR 21p

HELPING HANDS JIG E6.30
t/ Heavy base. Six ball and

socket joints allow infinite
CONNECTING WIRE PACK TYPE ED. 11 i variation of clips through
colours 40p
ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS

360°. Has 2r diameter (2.5
magnifier attached), used

Small 2" dia. 15 x magi £1.14 and recommended by our
Large 3" dia (4r mail) £2.40 staff.

CAST IRON VICE £2.98
SCREWDRIVER SET £1.98
POCKET TOOL SET £3.98 PAIR OF PROBES WITH LEADS (cc). 77p
DENTISTS INSPECTION MIRROR £2.95 0 MAX PUNCHES
JEWELLERS EYEGLASS £1.50 3/8 £2.98; 1/7 £3.06; 5/8" £3.17; 3/4
PLASTIC TWEEZERS 69p 3.24.

Speakers Min 8 ohm 87p; 64 ohm 89p; 80 PCB etching kit £4.98
ohm 98p. IX81 edge connector £2.25
Crystal earpiece 65p Ferrite rod 5 inch 59p
Magnetic earpiece 15p PP3 clips 10p. PP9 clips 11p.
Stethoscope attachment 69p 2 Station intercoms, £7.48
Mono headphones E2.98 IC Sockets 8 pin 18p; 14 pin 17p; 16 pin
Stereo headphones £4.35 18p.
Telephone pickup coil 72p Traditional Style Bell £1.75
Min buzzer CV 50p. 12V 65p. Public Address Mic 50K £4.40
Euro breadboard £6.40 MM Insert Crystal 45p
S Dec breadboard £3.98 Cassette Mic £1.29p
Bimboard breadboard £6.98 Pillow Speaker 98p
Verobloc breadboard £4.20 Horn Speaker 5i" 8 ohm £6.75

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.

TITAN TRANSFORMERS
DUNCOMBE STREET, GRIMSBY,

SOUTH HUMBERSIDE DN32 7EG. TEL: (0472) 361562.
INVERTERS
12/24 volt DC input from car battery to 240 volt AC output at
100, 250, 500 and 1000 VA.
Plus, powerlift, autocharger, powersaver, powermonitor,
autochangeover and battery isolator as optional extras.
TRANSFORMERS - Over 500 types
12 to 96 volt, autotransformers, safety isolating, low -voltage
(split bobbin), equipment transformers, filament transformers.
BATTERY CHARGERS - 2 volt 500MA.
ADAPTORS 6 volt 500MA.
6 volt to 7 5 volt to 9 volt switchable. 250MA regulated
6 volt to 7-5 volt to 9 volt switchable. 300MA unregulated

Send SAE for prices and info. by return.
Mail Order Prompt Service

f-BECOME A
RADIO AMATEUR

Train now for the Radio Amateur Licence
examination. No previous knowledge
needed, only a few hours per week of home
study for 3 to 6 months. Post coupon now
for details or tel. 0734 51515 (24 hr service)

British National Radio & Electronics School Reading, Berks. RG1 1BR

CACa
FREE brochure without obligation trom: -

British National Radio&Electronics School I

READING, BERKS. RG1 1BR

Name

Address

L EE/11/846 BLOCK CAPS PLEASE j
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E.E. PROJECT KITS TEACH IN 84
Full Kits inc. PCBs, hardware, electronics,
cases (unless stated). Less batteries.
If you do not have the issue of E.E. which
includes the project - you will need to
order the instruction reprint as an extra --
50p each. Reprints available separately
50p each + p&p 50p.

A TO D CONVERTER FOR RM3802 Sept. 83 inc
plug £35.98
HIGH SPEED A TO D CONVERTER Sept 83 less
cable & connector £27.98
SIGNAL CONDITIONING AMP Sept 83 no
case £8.98
STORAGE 'SCOPE INTERFACE FOR BBC MI-
CRO Aug 83 less software £13.98
PEDESTRIAN CROSSING SIMULATION
BOARD Aug 83 no case E9.36
HIGH POWER INTERFACE BOARD Aug 83 no
case E9.44
CAR INTRUDER ALARM Aug 83 £15.52
TRI BOOST GUITAR TONE CONTROLLER July
83 £7.59
USER PORT I/O BOARD less cable 4- plug £9.54
USER PORT CONTROL BOARD July 83 less
cable plug E22.86
PULSE GENERATOR July 83 £34.97
BINARY BANDIT GAME July 83 less case E8.98
EPROM PROGRAMMER Jun. 83 less software,
TRS80 £40.99 Genie £41.58
TRANSISTOR TESTER Jun. 83 £26.31
ENVELOPE SHAPER Jun. 83 less case £1121
REAL TIME CLOCK May 83 less software and

cases.
Apple II £30.98 BBC E35.99 less power plug
MODEL TRAIN CONTROLLER May 83 £25.17
GUITAR HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER May83E7.20
MW PERSONAL RADIO less case, May 83 E6.93
LABORATORY AMPLIFIER May 83 £30.98
MOISTURE DETECTOR May 83 £4.97
CAR RADIO POWER BOOSTER April 83210.98
FUNCTION GENERATOR April 83 641.98
FLANGER SOUND EFFECTS April 83 621.98
NOVELTY EGG TIMER April 83 less case £4.98
ZX SPECTRUM AMPLIFIER April 83 E8.98
DUAL POWER SUPPLY March 83 E53.98
BUZZ OFF March 83 £4.10
SPEECH PROCESSOR Feb. 83 £10.66
PUSH BIKE ALARM Feb. 83 £11.32
MOTOR BIKE ALARM Feb. 83 £14.46
DOUBLE DICE Jan. 83 £10.82
ELECTRONIC V/I METER Dec. 82 £11.38
ZX TAPE CONTROL Nov. 82 E6.48
PHOTO FINISH Nov. 82 £5.89
SINE WAVE GEN Oct 82 £14.65
G. P. PRE -AMP Oct. 82 E5.64
LIGHTS ON ALERT Oct 82 E4.25
CONTINUITY CHECKER Sept. 82 E4.97
SOUND SPLITTER Sept. 82 £15.77
SOUND RECOMBINER Sept 82 £3.70
SCREEN WASH DELAY Sept. 82 64.48
INSTRUMENT PRE AMP Aug. 82 £7.82
TWO TONE DOORBELL ALARM Aug. 82, less
case and bell transformer £8.82
CB ROGER BLEEPER Aug. 82 £847
2 -WAY INTERCOM July 82 no case £4.11
ELECTRONIC PITCH PIPE July 82 £4.91
REFLEX TESTER July 82 £7.07
SEAT BELT REMINDER Jun 82 £3.73
EGG TIMER June 82 £4.95
TWO TONE TRAIN HORN WITH REMOTE
TRIGGER OPTION May 82 £11.26
CAR LED VOLTMETER less case. May 82E2.89
LIGHTNING CHESS BUZZER May 82 E6.20
V.C.O. SOUND EFFECTS UNIT Apr. 82 £11.56
CAMERA OR FLASH GUN TRIGGER Mar. 82

£12.41 less tripod bushes
POCKET TIMER Mar. 82 £3.71
GUITAR TUNER Mar. 82 £15.63
SIMPLE STABILISED POWER SUPPLY Jan. 82

E24.58
MINI EGG TIMER. Jan. 82. £3.94
SIREN MODULE Jan. 82 less speaker £5.57
MODEL TRAIN CHUFFER Jan. 82 £8.27
GUITAR ADAPTER Dec. 81 £3.76
ELECTRONIC IGNITION Nov. 81 E25.98
SIMPLE INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROL
Nov 81 £16.98
PRESSURE MAT TRIGGER ALARM Nov. 81

£6.27 less mats
EXPERIMENTER CRYSTAL SET Nov. 81 less
aerial £5.99
Headphones E2.98 extra
CAPACITANCE METER Oct. 81 223.51
SUSTAIN UNIT Oct. 81 £12.76
'POPULAR DESIGNS' Oct 81 £12.76
TAPE NOISE LIMITOR £4.57
HEADS AND TAILS GAME £2.52
CONTINUITY TESTER £3.95
PHOTO FLASH SLAVE £3.46

£719
£6.78OPTO ALARM

SOIL MOISTURE UNIT £5.81
ICE ALARM £7.89
0-12V POWER SUPPLY Sept. 81 E17.98
CMOS CAR SECURITY ALARM Sept. 81 E9.08
CMOS DIE Sept. 81 £7.99
CMOS METRONOME Aug. 81 E8.23

COMBINATION LOCK July 81 less case £19.58
BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEM Jun. 81 less bell,
loop & Mic's £40.98
LIGHTS REMINDER AND IGNITION LOCATOR
E.E. May 81 £5.66
SOIL MOISTURE INDICATOR E.E. May 81 £4.09
GUITAR HEADPHONE AMP E.E. May 81 E4.23
PHONE BELL REPEATER/BABY ALARM E.E.
May 81 E5.66
INTERCOM April 81 £22.23
SIMPLE TRANSISTOR & DIODE TESTERS Mar.
81 Ohmeter version £2.02
Led version E2.73
MINI SIREN Mar. 81 £8.04
LED DICE Mar. 81 E8.44
LED FLASHER Mar. 81 £4.29
MODULATED TONE DOORBELL Mar. 81 £6.64
POWER SUPPLY Mar. 81 E53.47
3 CHANNEL STEREO MIXER Feb. 81 E18.69
SIGNAL TRACER Feb. 81 E8.17 less probe
Ni-Cd BATTERY CHARGER Feb. 81 £13.61
ULTRASONIC INTRUDER DETECTOR Jan. 81
less case £53.47
2 NOTE DOOR CHIME Dec. 80 £10.32
LIVE WIRE GAME Dec. 80 £11.70
GUITAR PRACTICE AMPLIFIER Nov. 80
E12.82 less case. Standard case extra £3.88
Standard case £3.88
SOUND TO LIGHT Nov. 80 3 channel E21.34
TRANSISTOR TESTER Nov. 80 £11.63
AUDIO EFFECTS UNIT FOR WEIRD SOUNDS
Oct 80 £13.11
BICYCLE ALARM Oct 80E10.35 less mounting
brackets
IRON HEAT CONTROL Oct. 80 E5.86
TTL LOGIC PROBE Sept. 80 £5.18
ZENER DIODE TESTER Jun. 80 E6.66
SIGNAL TRACER Jun. 80 E6.39
LIGHTS WARNING SYSTEM May 80 £4.68
BATTERY VOLTAGE MONITOR May BO £5.16
CABLE & PIPE LOCATOR less coil former Mar.
80 E4.11
KITCHEN TIMER Mar. 80 £14.65
STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Mar.
80 £18.15
MICRO MUSIC BOX Feb. 80 E16.26
Case extra £3.60
SIMPLE SHORTWAVE RECEIVER Feb.
80 £25.86
SLIDE/TAPE SYNCHRONISER Feb 80 E12.30
MORSE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR Feb. 80 E4.62
SPRING LINE REVERB UNIT Jan. 80 £25.86
UNIBOARD BURGLAR ALARM Dec. 79 £6.03
TWINKLING STAR Dec. 79 £6.39
Plug in power supply extra £3.89
BABY ALARM Nov. 79 £9.60
OPTO ALARM inc opt parts Nov. 79 £6.78
CHASER LIGHTS Sept 79 £23.40
SIMPLE TRANSISTOR TESTER Sept. 79 £7.30
ELECTRONIC TUNING FORK Aug. 79 E10.68
Suitable mic & plug extra £1.79
WARBLING TIMER Aug. 79 £7.35
DARKROOM TIMER July 79 £2.89
ELECTRONIC CANARY Jun. 79 £5.86
TRANSISTOR TESTER Apr. 79 £4.86
ONE TRANSISTOR RADIO Mar. 79 no
case £8.15
MICROCHIME DOORBELL Feb. 79 215.85
THYRISTOR TESTER Feb. 79 E3.78
HEADPHONE ENHANCER Jan. 79 E3.06
FUSE CHECKER Sept. 78 £2.31
SOUND TO LIGHT Sept 78 £8.42
CAR BATTERY STATE INDICATOR less case
Sept. 78 £2.09
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR Sept. 78 E26.72
IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER Jun. 78 E6.77
FLASHMETER less calc & diffuser May
78 £14.98
WEIRD SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR Mar.
78 £5.59
AUDIO VISUAL METRONOME Jan. 78 £5.98
ELECTRONIC TOUCH SWITCH Jan. 78 £2.73
RAPID DIODE CHECK Jan. 78 £2.74
PHONE/DOORBELL REPEATER July 77 £7.46
ELECTRONIC DICE Mar. 77 £5.68

** * * * * * * * * * * **
FUN WITH ELECTRONICS,

EnjoyableEnjoyable introduction to electronics. Full of *
* very clear full colour pictures and easy to follow *

text. Ideal for all beginners - children and
* adults. Only basic tools needed. 64 full colour*

pages cover all aspects - ldenng - fault
a finding - components (identification and how*

they work).
* Also full details of how to build 6 projects -*

burglar alarm, radio, games, etc. Requires sol-
* dering -4 pages clearly show you how. "-
4. COMPONENTS SUPPLIED ALLOW ALL
'T PROJECTS TO BE BUILT AND KEPT.

* PITtifignsLIVIZ7q1C&S
* COMPONENT PACK £15.78

BOOK EXTRA £1 .25.
* Book available separately.

** * * * * * * * * * * *
MORE KITS AND
COMPONENTS
IN OUR LISTS

FREE PRICE LISTlist
included withPrice

orders or send sae 19 x 4)
CONTAINS LOTS MORE

KITS, PCDs &
COMPONENTS

ELECTRONICS
CATALOGUE

Illustrations, product descriptions, circuits all in
cluded. Up-to-date price list enclosed. All pro -
ducts are stock lines for fast delivery.
Send 80p in stamps or add 80p to order.
Free to Schools/Colleges requested on official
letterhead.

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD. fi--

EE11, 135 HUNTER ST., Add 50p to all orders.
BANCL.CAPO

p&p
BURTON -ON -TRENT Prices include VAT. _,ILC:t=n ,_

STAFFS, DE14 2ST. Sae all enquiries. 11: la
Official orders welcome.

MAIL ORDER ONLY. OVERSEAS: Payment must be sterling.
0283 65435, Mon -Fri 9-5. IRISH REPUBLIC and BFPO: UK PRICES.
Access/Barclaycard (Visa) by EUROPE: UK PRICES plus 10%. Ike seieh Uwe,

or ELSEWHERE: write for quote.phone post.

NEW SERIES - ALL COMPONENTS IN STOCK NOW FOR *
FAST DELIVERY. All top quality components as specified by

* Everyday Electronics. Our kit comes complete with FREE
-lc COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION SHEET. Follow this education-
* al series and learn about electronics - Start today.
* MAGENTA'S TEACH IN KIT INCLUDES ALL OF THESE TOP -1
* QUALITY ITEMS: resistors, pot, capacitors, semiconductors, *

varicap diode, leds, ferrite rod, sockets, crystal earpiece, termi-
nal blocks, wire and of course 2 breadboards. PLUS A FREE *
COPY OF OUR CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST. AVAILABLE NOW
- TEACH IN 84 KIT. £18.98 inc VAT. P+P 50p. Send now for '4

* fast delivery. Reprints of previously published parts 50p each. '4
* Official school/college orders welcome.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

BOOKS: ELECTRONICS & COMPUTING
First Book of Hi-Fi Loudspeaker Enclosures 95p
28 Tested Transistor Projects £1.25
50 Projects Using IC CA3130 E1.25
A Practical Introduction to Digital IC's E1.25
How to Build Advanced Short Wave Receivers

£1.95
Essential Theory for the Electronics Hobbyist

£1.95
501FET) Field Effect Transistor Projects £1.75
How to Design and Make Your Own PCBs

E1.95
Fun with Electronics £1.25
50 Simple L.E.D. Circuits £1.50
How to Make Walkie-Talkies E1.95
Projects in Opto-Electronics £1.95
Mobile Discotheque Handbook £1.35
Electronic Projects for Beginners E1.95
Popular Electronic Projects £1.95
Electronic Security Devices £1.95
50 Circuits Using 7400 Series IC's £1.75
Second Book of CMOS IC Projects £1.50
Beginners Guide to Digital Techniques 95p
Transistor Radio Fault -Finding Chart 50p
Electronic Household Projects E1.75
Electronic Test Equipment Construction E1.75
Practical Computer Experiments £1.75
Radio Control for Beginners E1.75
Popular Electronic Circuits - Book 1 E1.95
Electronic Synthesiser Projects £1.75
Electronic Projects Using Solar Cells £1.95
International Transistor Equivalents Guide

E2.95
Simple L.E.D. Circuits - Book 2 £1.35
Easy Electronics - Crystal Set Construction

£1.75
Electronic Projects for Cars and Boats £1.95
Popular Electronic Circuits - Book 2 £2.25
How to Identify Unmarked IC's 65p
Multi -Circuit Board Projects E1.95
International Diode Equivalents Guide £225
The Art of Programming the 1K ZX81 E1.95

Handbook of Integrated Circuits 11C's) Equiv. & Substitutes
Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners
Beginners Guide to Building Electronic Projects
First Book of Transistor Equivalents and Substitutes
Second Book of Transistor Equivalents and Substitutes
Chart of Radio, Electronic, Semi -conductor and Logic Symbols
How to Build Your Own Metal and Treasure Locators
50 Circuits Using Germanium, Silicon and Zener Diodes
50 Projects Using Relays, SCR's and TRIACS
Electronic Music and Creative Tape Recordings £1.95
Practical Electronics Calculations and Formulae £2.95
How to Build Your Own Solid State Oscilloscope £1.95
Practical Construction of Pre -amps, Tone Controls, Filters & Attn. £1.45
Beginners Guide to Microprocessors and Computing
Counter, Driver and Numeral Display Projects £1.75
An Introduction To BASIC Programming Techniques £1.95

£225
£1.95
E2.25

The Art of Programming the 16K 2X81 £2.50
The Art of Frog the ZX Spectrum £2.50
Semiconductor Data Book Newnes £6.95
Basic Electronics. Theory and practice £7.98
Microprocessors for Hobbyists £4.75
Burglar Alarm Systems E5.55
Electronics, Build and Learn E3.90
Electronic Projects in Music E3.90
Electronic Projects in Photography E3.90
Electronic Projects for Home Security £3.90
Questions and Answers Electronics £2.70
Electronic Projects in the Car £3.90
20 Solid State Projects Car and Garage £4.80
110 Electronic Alarm Projects E5.98
Computing is Easy E4.25
2X81 Users Handbook E5.75
ZX81 Basic Book 65.75
50 Cmos JC Projects £1.35
52 Projects using IC741 £1.25
IC555 Projects £1.95
IC LM3900 Projects £1.35
Single IC Projects £1.50
Electronic Games E1.75
A Microprocessor Primer £1.75
Remote Control Projects E1.95
Electronic Music Projects £1.75
Power Supply Projects E1.75
VMOS Projects £1.95
Digital IC Projects £1 .95
How to use Op -Amps £215
Audio Projects £1.95
Electronic Timer Projects £1.95
Model Railway Projects £1.95
IC Projects for Beginners £1.95
Mini Matrix Board Projects £1.95
Aerial Projects £1.95
Modern Op -Amp Projects E1.95
The Pre -Computer Book E1.95

30 Solderless Breadboard Projects - Book 1
How to Get Your Electronic Projects Working
Practical Electronic Building Blocks - Book 1
Practical Electronic Building Blocks - Book 2 61.95
Elementary Electronics. Sladdin. Excellent theory and 35 constructional
projects. Uses S -Dec. First steps to CSE level. E3.98
Interfacing to Microprocessors and Microcomputers £5.75

More books in our

£1.95
£1.25
£1.95
£1.50
£1.75

50p
£1.95
E1.50
£1.95

INTRODUCING
ELECTRONICS

INTRODUCING ELECTRONICS
6 part series E.E. Oct. 82 -Mar. 83.

No soldering. Connections via screw
terminal blocks. Very clear drawings
showing how to connect components.
Covers the basis of electronics.
Components (less batteries) parts 1-6
£6.98. Reprints 50p each extra.

price list

AY3-8912 t.c.
£5.98

ZX81 edge connector
£2.25

ZX81 edge plug
£1.50

ZX Spectrum edge
connector £2.55

SINCAIR
SOUND BOARD KIT

AS JUNE 83 H.E.
complete (less case)

£18.98.
Reprint extra 50p.

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS
Book 1 by R A. Penfold

Clear verobloc layouts and circuit diagrams.
Includes fuzz box, radio, metronomes, timers,
transistor checker, switches, etc. Introduction
gives basic information on components includ-
ing resistors, capacitors, I.C.s, transistors, pho-
tocells etc. Ideal for beginners as well as those
with some experience.
Complete kit includes verobloc, book and
components (less batteries) £24.75. Less book
£22.50, less verobloc £20.25. Book only E2.25.

ADVENTURES WITH
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS

ADVENTURES WITH
MICROELECTRONICS

Entertaining and instructive. Includes details of
some digital IC's and 8 projects: shooting gal-
lery, 2 way traffic lights, electronic adder, com-
puter space invaders game etc. No soldering.

Adventures with Digital Electronics Book £3.25

Component pack including Breadboards
£42.50 less batteries

Similar to 'Electronics' below. Uses
I.C.s. Includes dice, electronic organ,
doorbell, reaction timer, radio etc.
Based on Bimboard 1 bread board.
Adventures with Microelectronics £2.98
Component pack £29.64 less battery.

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS
An easy to follow book suitable for all ages. Ideal for beginners. No soldering, uses an
Dec Breadboard. Gives clear instructions with lots of pictures. 16 projects - including
three radios, siren, metronome, organ, intercom, timer, etc. Helps you learn about
electronic components and how circuits work. Component pack includes an S -Dec
breadboard and all the components for the projects.
Adventures with Electronics £2.85. Component pack £18.98 less battery.
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Receivers & Components

300 SMALL COMPONENTS, including transistors,
diodes £220; 7 lbs assorted components £6- 00; fifty
74 series I.Cs on panel £220; post paid. List 25p
refundable. J.W.B. RADIO, 2 Bamfield Crescent,
Sale, Cheshire, M33 1NL.

BUMPER BOX OF BITS
WOW!!! We've got so many components in stock,
we can't possibly list them all!! - So buy a box, in it
you'll find resistors, capacitors, displays, switches,
panels with transistors, diodes, IC's etc, coils, pots ...
and so on. All modern parts - guaranteed at least
1000 items, minimum weight 10Ibs. ONLY £8.50 inc.

"JUST OUT! 40 page catalogue ONLY 50p."

ELECTRONICS WORLD
1d Dews Road, Salisbury, Wilts, SP2 7SN

(Prop: Westbrough Ltd)

TURN YOUR SURPLUS capacitors, transistors etc.,
into cash. Contact. Coles Harding & Co., 103 South
Brink Wisbech, Cambs. 0945-584188. Immediate
settlement.

MANUFACTURERS SURPLUS New compo-
nents, I.C.s, transistors, diodes, capacitors, resis-
tors, etc. 100 assorted £1.25 post free. U.H.A. 62
Wellington Road South, Stockport, Cheshire.

NOW OPEN IN NEWCASTLE
nor the best in Electronic Components,

Test Equipment and Accessories.
MARLBOROUGH

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
15 Waterloo Street, Newcastle NE1 4DE

Tel. 618377
Open 9am-6pm Mon -Sat - Easy Parking

Stockists of:
Transistors, Resistors, Capacitors, I.C. Diodes,

Electronic Books, Etc.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS MERSEYSIDE,
Myca Electronics, 2 Victoria Place, Seacombe Ferry
Wallasey, L44 6NR. 051-638 8647.

MERCURY TILT SWITCHES. Suitable for 'Dis-
tress Beacon' (E.E. Sept. '83) and many other pro-
jects. Supplied with free leaflet detailing use as
normally -open, normally -closed, changeover or om-
nidirectional switch with information for use as
'Audio Spirit Level,' Car Brake Efficiency tester,
Automatic Car Boot Light, Intruder Alarm etc.
£1.50 ea., 3 for £4, 10 for £10 P&P free.
MODULUS, (B. J. McNaughton), 45 Camplin Cres-
cent, Handsworth Wood, Birmingham, B20 1LT.

AERIAL BOOSTERS
Next to the set fitting

B4511/G-UHF TV, gain about 2Ddbs, Tunable over the complete
UHF TV band. PRICE E8.70.
BO-VHF/FM RADIO, gain about 14dbs, when on the off
position connects the aerial direct to the radio. £7.70.
All Boosters we make work off a PP34:04/6F22 type battery
or 8v to 18v DC. P&P 30p PER ORDER.
ELECTRONIC MAILORDER LTD. 62 Bridge St, Ramsbottom,

Lancs BLO 9AG. Tel l0706821 3036
AccessNisa Cards Welcome SAE Leaflets

EVERYDAY

ELECTRONICS
and computer PROJECTS
Reach effectively and economically to -days enthusiasts anxious to
know of your products and services through our semi -display and
classified pages. Semi -display spaces may be booked at £7.80 per
single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). The prepaid rate for classified
advertisements is 33 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number
60p extra. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to

Sets & Components
P.C.B.'s made to own personal requirements.
Drilled or undrilled. Send for details, B. M.
ANSBRO, Flat 10, 17-19 St. Aubyns, Hove,
BN3 2TH.

Security

BURGLAR ALARM EQUIPMENT. Free cata-
logue. C.W.A.S. Ltd., 0274-308920, showrooms
open 9-5, Mon -Sat.

SECURITY
Alarm Systems

FR EE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE!

 LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES
 HIGHEST QUALITY EQUIPMENT
 FREE DIY DESIGN GUIDE
 FULLY ILLUSTRATED
 MICROCHIP CIRCUITRY
 QUICK DESPATCH SERVICE
 FULL INSTRUCTIONS

SENO SAE OR PHONE

C-TEC SECURITY, Dept EE,
60 Market St, Wigan WN1 1HX.
Telephone (0942) 42444

For Sale

OPTICAL FIBRES for use in communications, elec-
trical isolation, remote sensing, illumination, etc.
Introductory package contains five sample lengths of
Silica, glass and plastic fibres totalling ten metres plus
a forty page firbre optics guide with theory, uses,
practical circuits, etc. Send £5.95 to Quantum Jump
Ltd., 98 Queens Drive, Mossley Hill, Liverpool, L18.

Miscellaneous

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
811 Forest Road, London E17. Telephone 01331 1568

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
SWG 1 lb 8 oz 4 oz 2 oz

8 to 34 3.63 2.09 1.10 0.88
35 to 39 3.82 2.3t 1.27 0.93
40 to 43 6.00 3.20 2.25 1.61
44 to 47 8.67 5.80 3.49 2.75
48 15.96 9.58 6.38 3.69

SILVER PLATED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30 9.09 5.20 2.93 1.97

TINNED COPPER WIRE
3.97 2.41 1.39 0.9414 to 30

Fluxcore
Solder 5.90 3.25 1.82 0.94

Prices include P&P VAT. Orders under £2 add 20p.
SAE for list of copper and resistance wire.

Dealer enquiries welcome.

BARGAIN PRICE electronic and computer compo-
nents, ZX Spectrum and cassette accessories, low
cost electronic goods - digital watches etc. SAE for
detailed price lists. NESS MICRO SYSTEMS, 100
Drakies Avenue, Inverness, IV2 3SD.

Build electronic
circuits without solder
on a Roden S -Dec.
This has built-in
contacts and holes into
which you plug your components.
Suitable for all ages. Can be used
time after time. Ideal gilt for
students or experimenters.
Full instructions and 2 circuit
diagrams with each S -Dec.
Send cheque or P.O. to: -
Radom Products, Dap EE role,

NP  Zi including P &
High March, Daventry,
Northants, 5511 40E.

ORDER
Please
Insertions.
(Cheques

NAME
ADDRESS

Company

FORM PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

insert the advertisement below in the next available issue of Everyday Electronics for
I enclose Cheque/P.0 for £

and Postal Orders should be crossed Lloyds Bank Ltd. and made payable to Everyday Electronics)

9LS

11/83

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
Classified Advertisement Dept., Room 2612,
King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street, London SE1
Telephone 01-261 5942
Rate:
33p per word, minimum 12 words. Box No. 60p extra.

registered in England. Registered No. 53626. Registered Office: King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS.
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Courses

AT YOUR SERVICE
Everyday Electronics and Computer Projects and crossed "Lloyds Bank
Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent registered post Advertise-
ments, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Adver-
tisement Department Everyday Electronics and Computer Projects, Room
2612, IPC Magazines Limited, King's Reach Tower, Stamford St, London
SE1 9LS. (Telephone 01-261 5942).

CONQUER THE CHIP -master modern electronics
the practical way by seeing and doing in your own
home. Write for your free colour brochure now to
BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRON-
ICS SCHOOL, Dept C3, Reading, Berks RGI 1BR.

Service Sheets
BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICE for service sheets
on Radio, TV etc. £1.25 plus SAE. Service Manuals
on Colour TV and Video Recorders, prices on
request. SAE with enquiries to: BTS, 190 King's
Road, Harrogate, N. Yorkshire. Tel: 0423 55885.

COMPLETE, FULL-SIZE SETS ANY PUBLISHED
service sheets £2 & 'sae, except CTVs/Music Centres
from £3 & lsae. Manuals from 1930 to latest. Quota-
tions, free 50p magazine, price lists, unique technical
publications for lsae. Repair data/circs almost any
named TV/VCR £8.50 by return. T.I.S.E.E., 76
Church Street, Larkhall, Lanarks, ML9 1 HE, Phone
(0698) 883334.

BUY NOW WHILE STOCKS LAST!
SPECIAL PRICE dz. Voltage: 0.6, 1.2, 3, 12, 30, 60, 120, 600, 1200;

D.C. POWER PLUGSMULTI -METER U4324 a.c. Voltage: 3.6, 15, 60, 150, 300, 600, 900;
20,000 OPV d.c. intensity m/a: 0.06, 0.6, 6, 60, 600, 3000; 2.1mm - 17p ea.

VAT, P/P d.c. resistance: 02, 5, 50, 500, 5000, k0hm; OC Chassis Sockets2
2.5mm 17p ea.

£1
including a.c. intensity m/a: 0.3, 3, 30, 300, 3000;

Complete with recharge- g.e. level dB: -10 to +12. 2.1 . 2Op ea.
2.5 - 2Op ea.able batteries

TRANSFORMERS
British made transformers at very attractive prices. ROUND

Primary Secondary Current 1+ 10+ 100+ SPEAKERS
240v: 4.5-0-4.5v 400m/a 50p 45p 35p 75p Each
240v: 6-0-6v 100m/a 58p 52p 43p8 ohms: 03 watt:
240v: 6-0-6v 500m/a 65p 60p 48p 2.5 in, Diameter

(Postage & Packing: 45p per transformer or f 7.60 per IS. £4.50 per 100)
JACK CHASSIS ADAPTORS JUST ARRIVED!
SOCKETS Each 10 100 3.5mm Mono Plg. 6.35mm Stereo Socket 45p ea.
Mono, two pin 14p f1.20 £10 3.5mm Ster. Plg. 6.35mm Stereo Socket 50p ea.
Mono, four pin 20p f1.75 f15 6.35mm Ster. Plg. 2 x6.35mm Ster. Skis, f1.00 ea.
Stereo, six pin 30p f2.50 £20 3.5mm Stet Pig, 2 x3.5mm Ster. Scks. f1.00 ea.
Send now for our latest catalogue, 35p plus 30p P +P. Over 72 pages packed with complete range
of components. Includes Special Offer list, order form and pre -paid envelope. Please add 15% VAT

to the above prices. All orders despatched by return of mail.

MARCO TRADING, DEPT. EMI,
THE MALTINGS, HIGH STREET, WEM, SHROPSHIRE, SY4 5EN. Tel: (0939) 32763

JEE DISTRIBUTION LTD.
43 Strathville Road
London SW18 4QX
Tel: Sales 01-870 0075

BS9000 & CECC Approved 267 Hepworth Road
HOBBY KITS Hounslow, Middx.

EX VAT Tel: 01-570 6502

f p f p
K2 BABYPHONE 730 K8 STEREO PREAMPLIFIER:
K3 STABILIZED POWER TONE & VOLUME CONTROL 13.44

SUPPLY 13.44 K9 DIGITAL THERMOMETER 2520
K4 STEREO PREAMPLIFIER 997 KIO SPEED REGULATOR 9.40
K5 STEREO AMPLIFIER Kit 3W F.M. TRANSMITTER

2 x lOW 13.65 WITH AERIAL 11.45

K6 STEREO AMPLIFIER K13 SINGLE CHANNEL TRANSMITTER 9.40
2 x 40W 24.15

K14 SINGLE CHANNEL RECEIVER 1523
K7 STEREO PREAMPLIFIER

007 COMPACT TRANSMITTER 10.08
WITH PUSH BUTTONS 1239

SOS GAS COMPACT GAS DETECTOR 24.15

CALL OR PHONE FOR A WIDER
RANGE OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

MAIL ORDER
ADVERTISING
British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to
the British Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order
advertisements where money is paid in advance, the code
requires advertisers to fulfil orders within 28 days, unless a
longer delivery period is stated. Where goods are returned
undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money must
be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as this
may be needed.

Mail Order Protection Scheme
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery, EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS will consider you for compensation if the
Advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money

returned; and
(2) You write to the Publisher of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS

summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than two months
from that day.

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When
you write, we will tell you how to make your claim and what
evidence of payment is required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in
accordance with the above procedure as soon as possible after
the Advertiser has been declared bankrupt or insolvent.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct
response to an advertisement in this magazine not, for
example payment made in response to catalogues etc,
received as a result of answering such advertisements.
Classified advertisements are excluded.

SWITCH
ON TO

NOVEMBER ISSUE ON SALE NOW

(UNES]O

SERVICINGAIMEO-CONSTRUCTIONDEVELOPMENTS

If you have trouble understanding chopper

circuits and protection arrangements, want

to know about flywheel line sync, are

deeply interested in all things from pat-

tern generators to satellite TV receiving

techniques -well, have we got the mag-
azine for you.

What would you say to a unique special-

ist magazine which offers guidance to

enthusiasts as well as electronics

technicians on all aspects of TV and
and

Video, including servicing, news

developments?...
it's well worth a closer k!

Get your copy today
loo
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baker -
* BAKER *
GROUP P.A. DISCO
AMPLIFIERS post £2
ISO wan Output, 4 input Mixer pre -amp. Illustrated
150 watt Output, Slave 500 mv. Input 3 Speaker Outputs £80
150+150w Stereo, 300w Mono Slave 500 my. Inputs £125
150w P.A. Vocal, 8 inputs. High/Low Mixer Echo Socket £129
100 watt Valve Model, 4 inputs. 5 Outputs. Heavy duty £125
60 watt Valve Model, 4 inputs. Low imp and 100v line output £69
60 watt Mobile 240v AC + I2v DC, 4-8-16 ohm +100v line 188

BAKER LOUDSPEAKERS Post £2 each
Make Model Size Watts Ohms Price
Baker Hi-Fi Major I2in 30 4/8/16 £16.00
Baker Hi-Fi Superb 12w 30 8/16 £26.00
Baker P.A. Group 45 I2in 45 4/8/16 £16.00
Baker Hi-Fi Auditorium I2M 45 8/16 £24.00
Baker Hi-Fi Auditorium I5in 60 8/16 £37.00
Baker P.A. DG75 I2in 75 4/8/16 £20.00
Baker P.A. Group 100 I2in 100 8/16 £26.00
Baker P.A. Disco 100 I2in 100 8/16 £26.00
Baker P.A. Group 100 I5in 100 8/16 £35.00
Baker P.A. Disco 100 I5in 100 8/16 £35.00

BAKER DISCO Carriage £30
150 Watts twin turntables, twin speakers, headphones, microphones,
slide controls. Complete £300, 300W system £3.99

DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER LIGHT DIMMER KIT.
Easy to build kit. Control up to 800 watts AC mains with plastic case
4 x 3 x II in. £5 less case £4.

STEREO PRE -AMP KIT. All parts to build this pre -amp. 3 inputs for
high. medium or low gain per channel. with volume control and P.C.
Board. Can be ganged to make multi -way stereo mixers. £3.50. Post 65p.

RCS SOUND TO LIGHT CONTROL KIT
Printed circuit. Cabinet. Mains transformer. 3 channels 1.000 watts
each. Will operate from P.A. or Hi-Fi. £19. Post fl.
OR READY BUILT IN CABINET £27.

200 Watt Rear Reflecting White Light Bulbs. Ideal for Disco Lights.
Edison Screw 75p each or 6 for £4 or 12 for £7.50. Post £1.50 per six.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS Primary 240V A.C. Post
250-0-250V 80mA. 6-3V 3 5A IA £6.00 £2
350-0-350V 250A. 6-3V 6 Amp C.T. £12.00 f2
220V 25ma. 6V I A £2. 220V 45ma. 6V 2A £4.00 £1

250V 60ma 6-3V 2A £4.75 £1

General purpose tapped outputs voltages available.
2 amps 3,4,5,6,8,9.10,12,15.18.25 and 30V £6.00 £2

I amp 6,8,10,12,16.18,20,24.30,36,40.48,60 £6.00 £2
2 amp 6.8,10,12,16,18.20.24,30.36,40,48,60 £10.50 £2
3 amp 6,8,10.12,16,1820,24,30.36.40,48,60 £12.50 f2
5 amp 6,8,10,12,16,18,20,24,30,36,40,48,60 £16.00 £2
5-8 10 I6V Ia £3.00 f 12-0-12V 2a £4.50 I
6V Ia £2.00 £ 15-0-15V 2a £4.50 £
6-06V 180 £3.50 £ 20V Ia £4.00 £

9V 250ma £1.50 E 20V 3a 14.50 £

9V 3a £4.00 £ 20-0-20V Ia £4.50 £

9-0-9V 50ma £1.50 £ 2040-60V Ia £4.50 f
10-0-10V 2a £4.00 i 2541-25V 2a £4.50 £2
10-30-40 2a £4.50 £ 28V la Twice £6.00 £2
I2V 100ma £1.50 £ 30V lia £4.50 E1

12V 750ma £2.50 f 30V 5a 15 50 £2
I2V 3a £4.50 f 34-0-34V 6a £12.00 £2
12V 2a .... . ....... 14.00 £ 35V 2a £4.00 £I
TOROIDAL 30-0-30V 4 Amp+2041-20V 5 Amp £10.00 £2
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS RECTIFIERS
6-I2V 30 ...... .....14.00 £2 6 I 2V 2a £1.00 80p
6-12V 4a £6.50 £2 6-I2V 4a £2.00 80p

LOUDSPEAKER BARGAINS. MANY OTHERS
4 ohm. 6 x 4in.. 7 x 4in. £2.50. 8 x 5in. Min. O. 68in. 211w £7.50. 8in.
£4.50. 10in. £5. I2in. £6.00.8 ohm. 21. 21. 26n. £2. 3M., 5 x 3M. £2.50.
8in. f4.50. 10in. £5. 16 ohm. 360. 6 x 4in. £2.50. 8in. £4.50. 10 x 6in.
£4. 25 ohm. 3f in. 35 ohm. 3in. £2.50. Many others in stock.
Covering Material Samples 32p. Wadding I 8in. wide 35p ft.

R.C.S. LOW VOLTAGE STABILIZED
POWER PACK KITS 90-100 mA Post 75pf3.95
Output voltages available 6 or 75 or 9 or I2V d.c, up to I OOmA. State
voltage required.
PP BATTERY ELIMINATOR. BRITISH MADE
9 volt 400ma. Post £1£5
Stabilised, with overload cutout. Plastic case 5 x 58 x 25. Fully
Isolated and Smoothed.

THE "INSTANT' BULK TAPE ERASER
A.C. 200/240V (120V to order).
Ideal Computer. Recorder. Post £1 £10.50
Tapes, Discs. Cassettes.
HEAD DEMAGNETISER PROBE £5.00

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS 18 Nw.g. Undrilled, 4 sides, riveted corners:
6 x 4 x 25in. £1.75; 8 x 6 x 2fin. £2.20; 10 x 7 x 2fin. £2.75;
14 x 9 x 25in. £3.60; 16 x 6 x 25in. £3; 12 x 3 x 25in. £1.80;
12 x 8 x 2fin. £3.20; 16 x 10 x 25in, 13.80.
ALI ANGLE BRACKET 601061+30p.
ALUMINIUM PANELS 18 s.w.g. 12 x I2in. £1.80; 14 x gin. £1.75;
6 x 4in, 55p; 12 x 8in. £1.30; 10 x 7in. 96p; 8 x 6in. 90p; 14 x 3in,
72p; 12 x 5in. POp; 16 x 10in, £2.10; 16 x 6in. £1.30 up.
ALUMINIUM BOXES. MANY OTHER SIZES IN STOCK.
4 x 25 x 2in. 11.00; 3 x 2 x lin. 80p; 6 x 4 x 2in. £1.60; 8 x 6 x 3 in.
£2.50; 12 x 5 x 3M. £2.75; 6 x 4 x 3M. £1.80; 10 x 7 x 3M. £3.

HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTIC'S 32+32/350V , ..... 50p
8/450V 45p 8+8/500V Op 32+32/500V £2

32/350V 45p ST I 6/450V . 75p 32+32+32/450V .. 95p
32/500V , 95p 16+16/350V . 75p 16+32+32/500V ... £2

SINGLE PLAY RECORD DECKS.
Make Model Cartridge Price
BSR P170 Ceramic £20
GARRARD SP25 Magnetic £35
GARRARD 6200 Ceramic £22
GOLDRING
0102, belt drive, magnetic £30
AUTOCHANGERS 240 VOLT Large Turntables
BSR Budget Ceramic £16 240 volt AC.
BSR Delus Ceramic 118 Dost f2
BSR C142 Magnetic £26 '
PANEL METERS 50 Mg Amp IIXWJA 500MA I MA SMA SOMA
100MA 500MA. I AMP. 2AMP, 25 Volt, VU 2502 xliins, Price £4.50.
Mini Multi tester £7.50. Delay Multi tester £19.50.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Dept 4, 337, WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

SURREY, U.K. TEL: 01-684 1665
Post 65p Minimum. Callers Welcome.

Access -Barclay -Visa. Lists 32p
PHONE YOUR ORDER

BARCLAYCARD
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TYPE
'A'

TYPE 'C'

TYPE 'E'

MULLARD SPEAKER KITS
Purposefully designed 40 watt R.M.S.end 30
watt R.M.S. 8 ohm speaker systems recently
developed by MULLARD'S specialist team in
Belgians. Kits comprise Mallard woofer 113" or
5') with foam surround and aluminium voice cod.
Mallard 3' high power domed tweeter. B.K.E.
built and tested crossover based on Mullard
circuit, combining low loss components glass
fibre board and recessed loudspeaker terminals.
SUPERB SOUNDS AT LOW COST. Kits supplied
in polystyrene packs complete with instructions.
8' 40W system recommended cabinet size 240
o 216 a 445mm

Price 04.90 each + E2.00 P & P.
5' 30W system - recommended cabinet see
160 x 175 a 295mm
Price E13.90 each + E1.50 P 8 P.

Designer approved flat pack cabinet kits,
including grill fabric. Can be finished with iron on
veneer or self adhesive vinyl etc.
8' system cabinet kit E8.00 each + E2.50 P Er P.
5' system cabinet kit E7.00 each E2.00 P Et P.

.4

STEREO CASSETTE TAPE
DECK MODULE
Comprising of a top panel and tape mechanism coupled to
a record/play back printed board assembly. Supplied as
one complete unit for horizontal installation into cabinet or
console of own choice. These units are brand new, ready
built and tested.
Features: Three digit tape counter. Autostop. Six piano
type keys, record, rewind, fast forward, play, stop and
elect. Automatic record level control. Main inputs plus
secondary inputs for stereo microphones. Input
Sensitivity: 100mV to 2V, Input Impedance: 68K.
Output level: 400mV to 6001 left and right hand
channels. Output Impedance: 10K. Signal to noise
ratio: 45dB. Wow and flutter: 0.1%. Power Supply
requirements: 18V DC at 300mA. Connections: The
left and right hand stereo inputs and outputs are via
individual scrgened leads, all terminated with phono plugs
(phone sockets provided). Dimensions: Top Panel 51in

111in. Clearance required under top panel 21in.
Supplied complete with circuit diagram and connecting
diagram. Attractive black and silver finish.
Price 128.70 E2.50 postage and packing.
Supplementary parts for 18V D.C. power supply
(transformer, bridge rectifier and smoothing capacitor)

LOUDSPEAKERS POWER RANGE
THREE QUALITY POWER LOUD-
SPEAKERS 115-, 12" and 8" See 'Photo)
Ideal for both Hi-Fi and Disco applica-
tions. All units have attractive cast alu-
minium (ground finish) fixing escutcheons.
Specification and Prices.
15" 100 watt R.M.S. Impedance 8 ohms.
50 oz. magnet. 2" aluminium voice coil_ Res.
Freq. 20 Hz. Freq. Resp. to 2.5KHz. Sens.
97dB. Price: £34.00 each + £3.00 P&P
12" 100 watt R.M.S. Impedance 8 ohms.
50 oz. magnet. 2" aluminium voice coil. Res.
Freq. 25Hz. Freq Resp. to 4 KHz. Sens.
95dB. Price: £24.50 each + C3.00 P&P
8" 50 watt R.M.S. Impedance 8 ohms. 20
oz. magnet 1' z" aluminium voice cod. Res.
Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp to 6 KHz. Sens.
92dB. Black Cone. Price: £9.50 each. Also
available with black protective grille Price.
C9.99 each. P&P f 1.50.

12" 85 watt R.M.S. McKENZIE C1285GP (LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO) 2"
aluminium voice coil, aluminium centre dome, 8 ohm imp., Res. Freq. 45Hz., Freq.
Resp. to 6.5KHz.. Sens. 98dB. Price: £23.00 + £3 carriage.
12" 85 watt R.M.S. McKENZIE C1285TC IPA., DISCO) 2" aluminium voice coil. Twin
cone. 8 ohm. imp.. Res. Freq. 45H2., Freq. Resp. to 14KHz. Price £23 + £3 carriage
15" 150 watt R.M.S. McKENZIE C15 (BASS GUITAR, P.A.) 3" aluminium voice coil.
Die cast chassis. 8 ohm imp., Res. Freq. 40Hz., Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Price: E47 £4
carriage.

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS MOTOROLA
Join the Plezo revolution The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a
Piezo tweeter produces an improved transient response with a lower
distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters As a crossover is not
required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up
to 100 watts (more if 2 put in series). FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS
SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TYPE 'A' IKSN2036A13" round with protective
wire mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium
sized Hi-fi speakers. Price £4.29 each.
TYPE 'B' IKSN1005A) 3'," super horn. For
general purpose speakers, disco and P A
systems etc. Price £4.99 each.
TYPE 'C' IKSN6016A)2'' 5' wide dispersion
horn. For quality Hi f systems and quality
discos etc. Price £5.99 each.
TYPED' IKSN1025Al2' 6- wide dispersion
horn. Upper frequency response retained
extending down to mid range 12KHzl. Suitable
for high quality Hi-fi systems and quality
discos. Price £7.99 each.
TYPE 'E'IKSN1038A)3%" horn tweeter with

TYPE 'ID" attractive silver finish trim. Suitable for Hi-fi
monitor systems etc. Price £4.99 each.
TYPE 'F' IKSN1057A1 Cased version of type
'E' Free standing satellite tweeter Perfect
add on tweeter for conventional loudspeaker
systems. Price £10.75 each
P&P 20p es. tor SAE for Plezo leaflets).

TYPE 'F"

New model.
Improved specification

04)80 LOUDSPEAKER
The very best in quality

and value.
Ported tuned cabinet in hard-
wearing black vynide with protec-
tive corners and carry handle. Built
and tested, employing 10in British
driver and Piezo tweeter. Spec: 80
watts RMS; 8 ohms: 45Hz-20KHz:
Size: 20in x 15in x 12in: Weight.
30 pounds.

Price: £49.00 each
£90 per pair

Carriage- £5 each £7 per pair

MOM

BK ELECTRONICS
Prompt Deliveries

VAT inclusive

prices

Audio Equipment

Test Equipment

by

Thandar

and

Leader

HOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass
fibre printed circuit board and high quality
components complete with instructions.

FM MICROTRANSMITTER (BUG) 90/105MHz with very sensi-
tive microphone. Range 100/300 metres. 57 x 46 x 14mm (9 volt)
Price: £7.99p
DIGITAL THERMOMETER -9.9 C to +99.9 C. LED display. Com-
piete with sensor. 70 x 70 mm (9 volt) Price: £27.60p
3 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 3 WATT 85/115MHz varicap con-
trolled. professional performance. Range up to 3 miles 35 x 84 x 12
mm (12 volt) Price: £12.49p
SINGLE CHANNEL RADIO CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER 27MHZ Range up to 500 metres. Double coded mod-
ulation. Receiver output operates relay with 2amp/240 volt
contacts. Ideal for many applications. Receiver 90 x 70 x 22 mm 9/
12 volt) Price: £16.49 Transmitter 80 x 50 x 15 mm (9/12 volt)
Price £10.29 P&P All Kits +50p. S.A.E. for complete list.

BSR P256 TURNTABLE
P256 turntable chassis  S shaped tone arm
 Belt driven  Aluminium platter 
Precision calibrated counter balance  Anti
skate (bias device)  Damped cueing lever
 240 volt AC operation (Hz)  Cut out
template supplied  Completely manual arm
This deck has a completely manual arm and is
designed primarily for disco and studio use
where all the advantages of a manual urn, are

'Poured
Price £31 35 each. f2 50 PIP

POWER AMPLIFIER
MODULE NEW OMP100 Mk.II POWER AMPLIFIER

MODULE Power Amplifier Module complete
with integral heat sink. toroidal transformer
power supply and glass fibre p.c.b. assembly.
Incorporates drive circuit to power a compatible
LED Vu meter. New improved specification
makes this amplifier ideal for PA., Instrumental
and 11,-F, applications.
SPECIFICATION
Output Power:- 110 watts R.M.S.
Loads:- Open and short circuit proof 4/16
ohms.
Frequency Response:- 15Hz - 30KHz -3dB.
T.H.D.:- 0.01%.
S. N.R. (Unweighted):- -118dB ±3.5dB
Sensitivity for Max Output:- 500mV @ 10K.
Size:- 360 x 1 15 x 72 mm £3199 +
C2.00 Pi&P Vu Meter Price:- £700 + 500 P&P.

I

3 Watt FM
Transmitter

MOSFET VERSIONS AVAILABLE UP TO 300W R.M.S.

HOME PROTECTION SYSTEM
Better to be 'Alarmed' then terrified.
Thandar's famous 'Minder' Burglar Alarm System.
Superior microwave principle. Supplied as three units,
complete with interconnection cable. FULLY
GUARANTEED.
Control Unit - Houses microwave radar unit, range
up to 15 metres adjustable by sensitivity control I
Three position, key operated facia switch - off - test ; **-
- armed. 30 second exit and entry delay.
Indoor alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren.
104dB output.
Outdoor Alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren. 98dB
output. Housed in a tamper -proof heavy duty metal
case.
Both the control unit and outdoor alarm contain re-
chargeable batteries which provide full protection
during mains failure. Power requirement 200/260 Volt
AC 50/60Hz. Expandable with door sensors. panic
buttons etc. Complete with instructions

SAVE £128 ust,,. C.'2885

BKE's PRICE E99.p&p£41

.4i 14 ,f

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 5. COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX, SS2 6TR

* SAE for current lists. * Official orders welcome. * All prices include VAT. * Sales Counter. *
* All items packed where applicable in special energy absorbing PU foam. * Please phone 0702 527572 *
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ON THE PAGE
More data, more circuits, more

pictures, in the brand new 480 page Maplin
catalogue. Take a look at the completely
revised Semiconductor section or the new
Heathkit section with descriptions and
pictures of dozens of kits and educational
products from digital clocks to 16 -bit business
computers. The much expanded computer
section itself, gives details of hundreds of
pieces of software for Atari, BBC, Commodore
64, Dragon, Spectrum and VIC20. In
addition to all this you'll find hundreds of
fascinating new items spread through the rest
of the catalogue.

As always, the Maplin catalogue is
tremendous value for money and now has
prices on the page!

Pick up a copy at any branch of
W.H.Smith or in one of our shops for just
£1.35 or send £1.65 including postage to our
Rayleigh address. On sale from 1st Nov 1983.

PROJECTS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR
Choose from our huge
range of value- for -
money projects. Projects
like our Modem, Mosfet
Stereo Amplifier, Home
Security System, Fre-
quency Counter and
Home Computer add-
on kits. Full construction details in our Project Books and brief
specifications in our new catalogue. Dozens of fascinating new
projects coming soon including a Keyboard for the ZX
Spectrum with electronics to make all shifts, single- key
operations. Full details in Project Book 9 on sale 11th November
1983. Order As XAO9K. Price 70p.

NEW MAPUN STORE IN SOUTHAMPTON

Opening on 1st November 1983, our new
south coast store is at 46-48 Bevois Valley
Road, Southampton (Tel: 0703 25831). You
will find our full range of components,
projects and computers on sale. We are within
easy reach of the city centre with good parking
close by. Call in and see us soon.

irtimikinn

r- -
Post this coupon now for your copy of the 1984 catalogue.
Price £1.35 + 30p post and packing. If you live outside the
U.K. send £2.20 or 11 International Reply Coupons.
I enclose £1.65.

Name

Address

EEil 83

mapun ELECTRONIC
SUPPLIES LTD

Mail Order: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR. Tel: Southend
(0702) 552911  Shops at: 159-161 King Street, Hammersmith,
London W6. Tel: 01-748-0926  8 Oxford Road, Manchester.
Tel: 061-236-0281  Lynton Square, Perry Barr, Birmingham.
Tel: 021-356-7292  282-284 London Road, Westcliff -on- Sea
Essex. Tel: 0702 554000  *46-48 Bevois Valley Road,
Southampton. Tel: 0703 25831.
*Opens 1st November 1983. All shops closed Mondays.
All prices include VAT and carriage. Please add 50p handling
charge to orders under £5 total value (except catalogue).
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